Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
February-22-11 11:14 AM
Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
RE: IIROC Deutsche Bank Evidence

Hi Diane,
We are just finalizing the license agreement for the summation software and we have requested that IIROC provide us
with all of evidence database. We are waiting for an answer from IIROC, but there is the possibility they will not provide
the evidence until the OSC rules on whether the investigation will proceed.

Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: February 22, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
Cc: Hugh and Diane Urquhart
Subject: IIROC Deutsche Bank Evidence

Hi Henry and Aaron
Have you got the Summation Software and IIROC‐OSC‐AMF Deutsche Bank evidence database?
I have some time to do some searching for relevant evidence docs.
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
January-10-11 5:42 PM
urquhart@rogers.com
RE: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence

Yes I just tried ‐ username and password required.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: urquhart@rogers.com [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: January 10, 2011 5:23 PM
To: Aaron Hershtal
Cc: Hugh and Diane Urquhart
Subject: Re: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence

Hi Aaron
Have you tried to access the ftp link I sent you? Let me know if you need a username and password to get to the
PDF doc at the link.
Diane
Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network

From: "Aaron Hershtal" <ahershtal@juroviesky.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2011 17:19:30 -0500
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>; Henry Juroviesky<HJ@juroviesky.com>
Subject: RE: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence
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Diane,
We would be happy to set up a conference call for this week to discuss the document production strategy for the
IIROC/OSC docs. Henry is out of the office until further notice with an illness so a call is the best way to proceed.
Let us know what works for you.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: January 8, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence

Henry Juroviesky and Aaron Hershtal
I have gone through the two files attached and the file Motion Record Vol 1, all three of which were on the CD you sent
me. These files are labelled with "‐ Notes" to show that I have provided red boxes and red ovals around the possibly
interesting evidence. The red boxes relating to Deutsche Bank are of specific interest to you. The red ovals relating to
CIBC are of specific interest to the lawyers at Rochon Genova LLP doing a CIBC Misrepresentation of US Subprime
Exposure class action. Many of the red ovals comprise publication of US subprime mortgage woes that would inform
both Deutsche Bank and CIBC about the severely deteriorating US subprime mortgage market conditions in late 2006
and throughout 2007.
Motion Record Vol 1 ‐ Notes is divided into two parts and may be downloaded from the following two ftp locations. To
access these files, you cut and paste these web addresses into the browser address bar and press enter. Then save the
browser documents onto your hard drive. For some reason, these files are rotated and so once you open them in an
Adobe Reader, you will need to go to view and rotate the pages in the pdf until they are upright.
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ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol11Notes.pdf
ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol12Notes.pdf
As a general comment, there is so much possibly interesting evidence on Deutsche Bank emails and telephone calls, it
may end up be more efficient for you to request all of the electronic files rather than have someone at IIROC parse
these electronic files for the specific ones you think are relevant to the Hamilton‐Deutsche Bank Securities Case. It
appears that most of the IIROC‐OSC‐AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Documents are searchable, although obviously
not the audio records. The litigation database software used is described below.

Please call me or perhaps it's time for a face to face meeting to discuss your strategy for sorting through the IIROC‐OSC‐
AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence.
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
January-10-11 5:20 PM
Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
RE: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence

Diane,
We would be happy to set up a conference call for this week to discuss the document production strategy for the
IIROC/OSC docs. Henry is out of the office until further notice with an illness so a call is the best way to proceed.
Let us know what works for you.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: January 8, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence

Henry Juroviesky and Aaron Hershtal
I have gone through the two files attached and the file Motion Record Vol 1, all three of which were on the CD you sent
me. These files are labelled with "‐ Notes" to show that I have provided red boxes and red ovals around the possibly
interesting evidence. The red boxes relating to Deutsche Bank are of specific interest to you. The red ovals relating to
CIBC are of specific interest to the lawyers at Rochon Genova LLP doing a CIBC Misrepresentation of US Subprime
Exposure class action. Many of the red ovals comprise publication of US subprime mortgage woes that would inform
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both Deutsche Bank and CIBC about the severely deteriorating US subprime mortgage market conditions in late 2006
and throughout 2007.
Motion Record Vol 1 ‐ Notes is divided into two parts and may be downloaded from the following two ftp locations. To
access these files, you cut and paste these web addresses into the browser address bar and press enter. Then save the
browser documents onto your hard drive. For some reason, these files are rotated and so once you open them in an
Adobe Reader, you will need to go to view and rotate the pages in the pdf until they are upright.
ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol11Notes.pdf
ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol12Notes.pdf
As a general comment, there is so much possibly interesting evidence on Deutsche Bank emails and telephone calls, it
may end up be more efficient for you to request all of the electronic files rather than have someone at IIROC parse
these electronic files for the specific ones you think are relevant to the Hamilton‐Deutsche Bank Securities Case. It
appears that most of the IIROC‐OSC‐AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Documents are searchable, although obviously
not the audio records. The litigation database software used is described below.

Please call me or perhaps it's time for a face to face meeting to discuss your strategy for sorting through the IIROC‐OSC‐
AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence.
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
December-22-10 6:05 PM
Barkwell, Peter
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz; Boychuk, Gerald T; Dickson, Steve; Brailsford, Grant;
Urquhart
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield, et al
Letter to City of Hamilton.Reporting on Re-attendance.December 22.2010.pdf

Mr. Barkwell,
Please see the attached letter.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
December-14-10 7:14 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield - IIROC Documents

Diane,
Have you had a chance to review the document lists that I sent you?
Please let me know as soon as possible the relevant documents that we should request from IIROC.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
November-18-10 12:08 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; jriaboy@jruslaw.com.
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield, et al - IIROC Productions

Diane,
We contacted IIROC after the motion hearing in October to try to access the evidence that IIROC staff was relying on
against Deutsche Bank for use in the City of Hamilton litigation. IIROC has so far been very co‐operative and produced
the motion materials to us, which includes a list of most of the evidence IIROC staff has provided to Deutsche Bank. I
reviewed the lists briefly and identified some of the materials that would be helpful with respect to the Hamilton
litigation, including the July 24, 2007 email from Steve Abma to Judy Dalton at Coventree regarding CDO disclosures.
At this point, IIROC has indicated that are willing to share the actual evidence with us as well, but rather than request
the approximately 500,000 documents that IIROC currently has, I think it is more prudent at this time to selectively
request evidence and proceed slowly as we digest what we receive from IIROC and its impact on the Hamilton case.
I am mailing you a disc containing scanned copies of the materials provided to us by IIROC. I would appreciate it if you
could review those materials and advise us of what you believe to be the most pertinent evidence that we can request
at this time.
I look forward to hearing your thoughts.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
September-06-10 9:26 AM
Urquhart
Out of Office AutoReply: Bank of New York as Trustee to Open an Investigation of Ineligible
Mortgages in RMBSs

Please be advised that I will be out of the office until Tuesday September 7, 2010. I will be checking email regularly during my
absence.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-31-10 8:00 PM
Urquhart
RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
image001.png

Great, thank you.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 31, 2010 7:59 PM
To: Aaron Hershtal
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Aaron
I expect that the March 14, 2007 email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte does have a specific % of US subprime disclosed in
it. I have a note on the Whitehall US subprime % because it was specifically mentioned and I wrote it down. I probably
would have heard and written down the Devonshire Trust US subprime if it was provided, so I believe this is simply a
case of it being in the email but the details of the email were not spoken in the OSC hearing.
Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 7:43 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
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The reason it wasn’t mentioned is because I only have May 28 transcript and the disclosure you mentioned is May 27.
Your note indicates that there was US subprime in Whitehall but doesn’t mention Devonshire – do I take that to mean
that there was no disclosure of subprime in Devonshire at that time?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 31, 2010 7:40 PM
To: Aaron Hershtal
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Aaron
My notes indicate that the OSC has evidence of an email from Anthony Roach of National Bank Financial to Pierre
Homer, which had an attachment of an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte, Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts. This email seems to have been in answer to enquiry being made by Pierre
Homer of the ABCP dealers just prior to this time. I have recorded this information on the date that Pierre Homer was
examined and cross‐examined, so I do not know why the US subprime aspect is not on his transcript.

Date

Type

From

To

Content

March 14, 2007

Email

Coventree

Coventree

Caisse, Citibank and Domtar asking about US
subprime in the Coventree conduits.
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March 14, 2007

Email

Transcript

Anthony Roach
NBF

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Forwarding email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayo
Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts.
Whitehall underlying US subprime 2.4%.

Newshore and Quanto reports were erroneo
compared to information disclosed in
restructuring. Symphony E was suppose to b
100% CMBS, learned after it was CDO 27% a
President of Newshore admitted this was an
error. Quanto said Apsley Trust was CDO < 2
corporates and ABS 75%, but discovered in
reality it was CDO 40% corporates and ABS 6
Quanto reports did not reflect the economic
risks they were taking. Brought this to the
attention of the OSC interviewers in Jan. 200

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 3:32 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Diane,
I’m just reviewing your response below. Specifically with respect to the Homer response regarding the March 14 email. I
now have the transcript of Homer’s testimony on May 28 and he says that the disclosure he received was with respect
to CDO v. traditional assets within the Metcalfe and Mansfield conduits? Did he refer to US subprime disclosure
somewhere else?
I’d appreciate it if you could send me a reply as soon as possible on this small question, just to clarify.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
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Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 9, 2010 9:50 AM
To: Aaron Hershtal; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Pierre Homer, Money Market Trader for Citibank Canada gave testimony on May 28, 2010 at the OSC Coventree Hearing
that he received an email on March 14, 2007 from his National Bank Financial representative that contained as an
attachment an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte of Metcalfe & Mansfield that contained disclosure about the US
subprime mortgage exposure at Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust. It appears that not all NBF clients
received this email and Hamilton did not receive it from NBF or any other dealer. Plus, Metcalfe & Mansfield appears
not to have sent this email directly to any Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust owners. Coventree said it
did not send emails to the owners of Coventree paper unless it was responding to specific enquiries. I suspect that
Metcalfe & Mansfield had the same policy of not making general email distributions to the owners of its sponsored
ABCP. THis would be a good question to ask Mathieu Lafleur ‐Ayotte, why he would allow NBF and other dealers to
make selective disclosure of information that his firm had prepared and released to the dealers.
Unfortunately, the OSC has not released the March 14, 2007 NBF/MM emails and either the Devonshire US subprime
exposure was not in Pierre Homer's testimony or I just missed what he said about this.
On Devonshire Trust US subprime exposure see PDF Page 23 of the attached Tab5 Part 3 ‐ Master Agreement Continued
Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement. I suspect that this list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities includes RMBS's
with exposures to US subprime. An important question to ask Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte is how many dollars and which of
the ABS Reference Obligations and Entities are US subprime exposed? Was it one or both of the CDO's in Devonshire
Trust that had this US subprime exposure? Also, how does Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement on PDF page 23
containing a list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities relate to Exhibit B to Transaction Supplement on PDF Page 29
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containing a list of CSO Reference Entities that are Corporate Bonds? Is there a combination of reference securities of
both RMBSs and Corporate Bonds in Devonshire Trust's CDO trades? Does one of the CDO trades reference Exhibit A
RMBS's and the other CDO trade reference Exhibit B Corporate Bonds?
The CDO Synthetic % Exposures are calculations I have made based on the sum of trades disclosed as synthetic assets in
the CCAA Data Room documents.
I have attached a couple of Metcalfe & Mansfield disclosures and a Montreal Gazette article discussing the relationship
amongst National Bank Financial, Quanto Financial and Deutsche Bank Canada.
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007 says:

"Requested liquidity drawdown payments were received by Foundation Trust from Société
Générale at approximately 3:30PM today and were applied to the payment of maturing
notes of Foundation Trust. No payments were received by Apsley Trust and Whitehall
Trust from Deutsche Bank AG or by Devonshire Trust from Barclays Bank PLC, as
applicable, as at the close of business today as these financial institutions did not believe
that a general market disruption was in effect on August 13, 2007."
The September 3, 2007 Montreal Gazette article says:
"The puzzling question is how did the National Bank become so heavily exposed to this
market? The other big banks have said they don't have any third-party ABCP in their
mutual funds and minimal exposure elsewhere.
Could the answer lie in a young firm called Quanto Financial Corp.? Quanto was
created two years ago when the bank's brokerage unit, National Bank Financial, then
under the leadership of Vachon, spun off part of its fast-growing structured
finance and securitization business. That's the division involved in engineering
sophisticated securities, including ABCP.
The managing directors of National Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain
Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte, left the bank to run Quanto. But a tight
relationship with the bank continued.
The National and Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company,
which is controlled by Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include
Pelchat and Lafleur-Ayotte."

Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com [mailto:ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
Sent: August-06-10 3:05 PM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-31-10 7:43 PM
Urquhart
RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
image001.png

The reason it wasn’t mentioned is because I only have May 28 transcript and the disclosure you mentioned is May 27.
Your note indicates that there was US subprime in Whitehall but doesn’t mention Devonshire – do I take that to mean
that there was no disclosure of subprime in Devonshire at that time?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 31, 2010 7:40 PM
To: Aaron Hershtal
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Aaron
My notes indicate that the OSC has evidence of an email from Anthony Roach of National Bank Financial to Pierre
Homer, which had an attachment of an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte, Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts. This email seems to have been in answer to enquiry being made by Pierre
Homer of the ABCP dealers just prior to this time. I have recorded this information on the date that Pierre Homer was
examined and cross‐examined, so I do not know why the US subprime aspect is not on his transcript.
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Date

Type

From

To

Content

March 14, 2007

Email

Coventree

Coventree

Caisse, Citibank and Domtar asking about US
subprime in the Coventree conduits.

March 14, 2007

Email

Transcript

Anthony Roach
NBF

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Forwarding email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayo
Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts.
Whitehall underlying US subprime 2.4%.

Newshore and Quanto reports were erroneo
compared to information disclosed in
restructuring. Symphony E was suppose to b
100% CMBS, learned after it was CDO 27% a
President of Newshore admitted this was an
error. Quanto said Apsley Trust was CDO < 2
corporates and ABS 75%, but discovered in
reality it was CDO 40% corporates and ABS 6
Quanto reports did not reflect the economic
risks they were taking. Brought this to the
attention of the OSC interviewers in Jan. 200

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 3:32 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Diane,
I’m just reviewing your response below. Specifically with respect to the Homer response regarding the March 14 email. I
now have the transcript of Homer’s testimony on May 28 and he says that the disclosure he received was with respect
to CDO v. traditional assets within the Metcalfe and Mansfield conduits? Did he refer to US subprime disclosure
somewhere else?
I’d appreciate it if you could send me a reply as soon as possible on this small question, just to clarify.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
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Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 9, 2010 9:50 AM
To: Aaron Hershtal; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Pierre Homer, Money Market Trader for Citibank Canada gave testimony on May 28, 2010 at the OSC Coventree Hearing
that he received an email on March 14, 2007 from his National Bank Financial representative that contained as an
attachment an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte of Metcalfe & Mansfield that contained disclosure about the US
subprime mortgage exposure at Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust. It appears that not all NBF clients
received this email and Hamilton did not receive it from NBF or any other dealer. Plus, Metcalfe & Mansfield appears
not to have sent this email directly to any Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust owners. Coventree said it
did not send emails to the owners of Coventree paper unless it was responding to specific enquiries. I suspect that
Metcalfe & Mansfield had the same policy of not making general email distributions to the owners of its sponsored
ABCP. THis would be a good question to ask Mathieu Lafleur ‐Ayotte, why he would allow NBF and other dealers to
make selective disclosure of information that his firm had prepared and released to the dealers.
Unfortunately, the OSC has not released the March 14, 2007 NBF/MM emails and either the Devonshire US subprime
exposure was not in Pierre Homer's testimony or I just missed what he said about this.
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On Devonshire Trust US subprime exposure see PDF Page 23 of the attached Tab5 Part 3 ‐ Master Agreement Continued
Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement. I suspect that this list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities includes RMBS's
with exposures to US subprime. An important question to ask Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte is how many dollars and which of
the ABS Reference Obligations and Entities are US subprime exposed? Was it one or both of the CDO's in Devonshire
Trust that had this US subprime exposure? Also, how does Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement on PDF page 23
containing a list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities relate to Exhibit B to Transaction Supplement on PDF Page 29
containing a list of CSO Reference Entities that are Corporate Bonds? Is there a combination of reference securities of
both RMBSs and Corporate Bonds in Devonshire Trust's CDO trades? Does one of the CDO trades reference Exhibit A
RMBS's and the other CDO trade reference Exhibit B Corporate Bonds?
The CDO Synthetic % Exposures are calculations I have made based on the sum of trades disclosed as synthetic assets in
the CCAA Data Room documents.
I have attached a couple of Metcalfe & Mansfield disclosures and a Montreal Gazette article discussing the relationship
amongst National Bank Financial, Quanto Financial and Deutsche Bank Canada.
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007 says:

"Requested liquidity drawdown payments were received by Foundation Trust from Société
Générale at approximately 3:30PM today and were applied to the payment of maturing
notes of Foundation Trust. No payments were received by Apsley Trust and Whitehall
Trust from Deutsche Bank AG or by Devonshire Trust from Barclays Bank PLC, as
applicable, as at the close of business today as these financial institutions did not believe
that a general market disruption was in effect on August 13, 2007."
The September 3, 2007 Montreal Gazette article says:
"The puzzling question is how did the National Bank become so heavily exposed to this
market? The other big banks have said they don't have any third-party ABCP in their
mutual funds and minimal exposure elsewhere.
Could the answer lie in a young firm called Quanto Financial Corp.? Quanto was
created two years ago when the bank's brokerage unit, National Bank Financial, then
under the leadership of Vachon, spun off part of its fast-growing structured
finance and securitization business. That's the division involved in engineering
sophisticated securities, including ABCP.
The managing directors of National Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain
Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte, left the bank to run Quanto. But a tight
relationship with the bank continued.
The National and Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company,
which is controlled by Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include
Pelchat and Lafleur-Ayotte."

Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com [mailto:ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
Sent: August-06-10 3:05 PM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-31-10 3:32 PM
Urquhart
RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
image001.png

Diane,
I’m just reviewing your response below. Specifically with respect to the Homer response regarding the March 14 email. I
now have the transcript of Homer’s testimony on May 28 and he says that the disclosure he received was with respect
to CDO v. traditional assets within the Metcalfe and Mansfield conduits? Did he refer to US subprime disclosure
somewhere else?
I’d appreciate it if you could send me a reply as soon as possible on this small question, just to clarify.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 9, 2010 9:50 AM
To: Aaron Hershtal; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
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Pierre Homer, Money Market Trader for Citibank Canada gave testimony on May 28, 2010 at the OSC Coventree Hearing
that he received an email on March 14, 2007 from his National Bank Financial representative that contained as an
attachment an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte of Metcalfe & Mansfield that contained disclosure about the US
subprime mortgage exposure at Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust. It appears that not all NBF clients
received this email and Hamilton did not receive it from NBF or any other dealer. Plus, Metcalfe & Mansfield appears
not to have sent this email directly to any Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust owners. Coventree said it
did not send emails to the owners of Coventree paper unless it was responding to specific enquiries. I suspect that
Metcalfe & Mansfield had the same policy of not making general email distributions to the owners of its sponsored
ABCP. THis would be a good question to ask Mathieu Lafleur ‐Ayotte, why he would allow NBF and other dealers to
make selective disclosure of information that his firm had prepared and released to the dealers.
Unfortunately, the OSC has not released the March 14, 2007 NBF/MM emails and either the Devonshire US subprime
exposure was not in Pierre Homer's testimony or I just missed what he said about this.
On Devonshire Trust US subprime exposure see PDF Page 23 of the attached Tab5 Part 3 ‐ Master Agreement Continued
Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement. I suspect that this list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities includes RMBS's
with exposures to US subprime. An important question to ask Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte is how many dollars and which of
the ABS Reference Obligations and Entities are US subprime exposed? Was it one or both of the CDO's in Devonshire
Trust that had this US subprime exposure? Also, how does Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement on PDF page 23
containing a list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities relate to Exhibit B to Transaction Supplement on PDF Page 29
containing a list of CSO Reference Entities that are Corporate Bonds? Is there a combination of reference securities of
both RMBSs and Corporate Bonds in Devonshire Trust's CDO trades? Does one of the CDO trades reference Exhibit A
RMBS's and the other CDO trade reference Exhibit B Corporate Bonds?
The CDO Synthetic % Exposures are calculations I have made based on the sum of trades disclosed as synthetic assets in
the CCAA Data Room documents.
I have attached a couple of Metcalfe & Mansfield disclosures and a Montreal Gazette article discussing the relationship
amongst National Bank Financial, Quanto Financial and Deutsche Bank Canada.
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007 says:

"Requested liquidity drawdown payments were received by Foundation Trust from Société
Générale at approximately 3:30PM today and were applied to the payment of maturing
notes of Foundation Trust. No payments were received by Apsley Trust and Whitehall
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Trust from Deutsche Bank AG or by Devonshire Trust from Barclays Bank PLC, as
applicable, as at the close of business today as these financial institutions did not believe
that a general market disruption was in effect on August 13, 2007."
The September 3, 2007 Montreal Gazette article says:
"The puzzling question is how did the National Bank become so heavily exposed to this
market? The other big banks have said they don't have any third-party ABCP in their
mutual funds and minimal exposure elsewhere.
Could the answer lie in a young firm called Quanto Financial Corp.? Quanto was
created two years ago when the bank's brokerage unit, National Bank Financial, then
under the leadership of Vachon, spun off part of its fast-growing structured
finance and securitization business. That's the division involved in engineering
sophisticated securities, including ABCP.
The managing directors of National Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain
Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte, left the bank to run Quanto. But a tight
relationship with the bank continued.
The National and Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company,
which is controlled by Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include
Pelchat and Lafleur-Ayotte."

Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com [mailto:ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
Sent: August-06-10 3:05 PM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
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ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-27-10 8:52 AM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton - Barclays

Diane,
Do you have time this afternoon to have a call to discuss your theory of liability for Barclays as the actual issuing agent?
Please let me know what time works for you.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-06-10 1:10 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton - DBRS payment structure

Diane,
One of the facts that we’ve alleged in our statement of claim is that DBRS was paid a percentage fee of the amount of
Devonshire Notes issued by the Defendants. The Huston Loke transcripts disclose that DBRS was paid only upon rating
the notes, and not before, but Henry and I cannot find a source for the first statement that is in our statement of claim.
Do you have a source for this?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-05-10 12:50 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Metcalfe and Mansfield Materials
Motion Record Volume 2 of 2.pdf

Part 2 attached.
We look forward to your comments.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
June-25-10 1:25 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
Boychuk Affidavit

Diane,
I have to run out of the office for the day, please cc Kevin on any changes to the affidavit.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
June-25-10 12:18 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Gerry Boychuk Affidavit
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v.14.doc

Diane,
Attached please find the final version of Gerry’s affidavit for your review.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
June-24-10 5:12 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton

Diane – do you have access to a copy of the original Montreal Accord. I need to look at it for drafting Gerry’s affidavit
which is due tomorrow. If you do, I’d greatly appreciate it if you could send it over.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
June-21-10 12:53 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Boychuk Affidavit
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v.5.doc; _Notice of Motion and Affidavit of M. Lafleur-Ayotte.pdf

Diane,
Attached please find the Affidavit of Mathieu Lafleur Ayotte submitted by the Defendants in respect to their Motion for
Summary Judgment against the City of Hamilton. The attachments are large so I have not included them, but if you feel
that you need them please let me know and I will send them.
Also, attached please find the draft affidavit of Gerry Boychuk to be submitted in response to the Defendant’s Motion
Materials.
As per our conversation of Friday, please review the Defendant’s Materials and advise us of any thoughts/arguments
you might have that are not already included in the Boychuk affidavit. The Boychuk affidavit is due to be submitted at
the end of the week so if you could get us your comments by Wednesday morning it would be greatly appreciated.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
June-17-10 1:19 PM
Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
RE: Hamilton ABCP Purchase Dates Found

Diane,
We would like to order the transcripts from the OSC‐Coventree hearings, which we can do via telephone, as soon as
possible. I wanted to confirm with you that we have all of the necessary parties and dates of examination. We need
specific dates and parties to make the request from the OSC.
According to my records we will be ordering the following:
Opening Statements ‐ May 12, 13 2010
Examination of Michael Jones – May 20, 2010
Examination of Huston Loke – May 17, May 19, June 1, 2010
1. Was there an examination on May 12 and 13?
2. Was there an examination on June 3?
Please let me know if there is anything else I am missing.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: June 17, 2010 12:13 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal
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Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart
Subject: Hamilton ABCP Purchase Dates Found

Henry, Kevin and Aaron
I was cleaning up my desk today and found a schedule of Hamilton ABCP purchase dates. This was what I was asking
you to get from Hamilton and so I do not need you to ask them now.
Please note that 13 of the 14 Hamilton ABCP purchase dates were in the range of July 13, 2007 to July 31, 2007. The
other date was June 19, 2007. The July 13, 2007 to July 31, 2007 dates are significant relative to the evidence that:
Citibank and Mavrix Funds were getting selective disclosure of Coventree ABCP conduits owning US subprime shortly
before these dates (Citigroup got selective disclosure on Quanto ABCP conduits owning US subprime at March 14,
2007); DBRS was given US subprime mortgage exposures in specific Coventree ABCP conduits on July 11, 2007 with
permission to provide this information to anyone who asked them; Coventree was sending out its July 24, 2007 email to
all 8 dealers in its selling syndicate, including Deutsche Bank Securities; all 8 of these dealers would have known that
RBC Dominion had resigned from the Coventree selling syndicate on July 27, 2007; Coventree's President and CFO, calls
Deutsche Bank and CIBC on July 30, 2007 to confirm what David Allan has told Xceed Mortgage Corporation about the
reasons for it being unable to place ABCP paper in the market according to Michael Jones of Xceed; and, the first
Coventree ABCP margin call was on July 30, 2007 from Citibank, but this margin call was reversed upon strenuous
complaint from Coventree.
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Plus Michael Jones, Xceed Mortgage Corporation testimony on May 20, 2010:
David Allan, former top CIBC structured credit executive and Coventree's head of capital markets as of January 22, 2007,
calls Xceed CEO Ivan Wahl Coventree on July 30, 2007 to advise him that Coventree must delay the purchase of $65.8 M
of mortgages from Xceed that was otherwise scheduled for July 31, 2007, Michael Jones is called into Wahl's office to
participate in the teleconference call with David Allen. David Allan will be a Coventree called witness at the OSC
Coventree hearing, but I do not know on which hearing date.
(i) ABCP spreads widening
(ii) investors rebalancing portfolios
(iii) bad news on US mortgage markets flooding into Canada
Michael Jones says Karen Martin, Coventree's President and CFO, calls Deutsche Bank and CIBC On July 30, 2007 to
confirm what David Allan has told Xceed about the reasons for it being unable to place ABCP paper in the market.
Michael Jones says both CIBC and Deutsche Bank confirm what David Allan said in his call to Xceed: increasing
turbulence; spreads widening in CP, but in other credit securities too; bad news from the U.S. mortgage markets
spilling into Canada.
Plus Huston Loke, Co‐President of DBRS testimony on on May 17, May 19, June 1:
July 11, 2007 ‐ Coventree sends DBRS its US subprime mortgage exposure by conduit series and gives DBRS permission
to disclose this to people who ask. (May 19th afternoon Vol 17 Tab 465).
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Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
Subject:
Location:

City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield - Mtg with Diane Urquhart
Juroviesky and Ricci

Start:
End:
Show Time As:

Wed 02/06/2010 5:30 PM
Wed 02/06/2010 7:30 PM
Tentative

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Not yet responded

Organizer:

Aaron Hershtal
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
May-31-10 1:09 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield

Diane,
Are you available Wednesday to come into our office to discuss the Requests to Admit further? Please let me know
what times work for you or any alternative dates that are better.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
May-05-10 11:01 AM
Dickson, Steve; Brailsford, Grant; peter.barkwell@hamilton.ca
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz; Urquhart
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield, et al - Letter to Deutsche Bank
Letter to McCarthy Tetrault re DBSL.May4.2010.pdf

Mr. Dickson, Mr. Brailsford and Mr. Barkwell:
In accordance with our most recent meeting of April 28, 2010, attached please find a copy of our letter sent yesterday
to counsel for Deutsche Bank Securities Limited in respect of opening up channels of communication relative to
settlement discussions.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
April-27-10 11:23 AM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
City of Hamilton v. Metclafe, et al - Draft Letter to Deutsche Bank
Letter to McCarthy Tetrault re DBSL April 20 2010 - v.3.doc

Diane,
Attached please find a draft of the settlement proposal to be sent to McCarthy Tetrault, solicitors for Deutsche Bank.
Please provide us with any comments you may have.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
April-23-10 4:42 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield - Part 3
Tab 6 - Trust Indenture; Aug 2 2006.pdf; Tab 7 - Credit Rating Report; Devonshire Trust.pdf;
Tab 8 - Devonshire Information Memorandum; Aug 2 2006.pdf

Part 3 Attached.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
April-23-10 4:40 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield - Part 2
Tab 5 Part 1 - Master Agreement.pdf; Tab 5 Part 2 - Amended and Restated Master Credit
Derivatives Confirmation Agreement.pdf; Tab 5 Part 3 - Master Agreement Continued.pdf

Part 2 Attached.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
April-23-10 4:39 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield - Part 1
_Index - Title of proceedings - Response to Request to Inspect Docs.pdf; Tab 1 - Articles of
Incorporation.pdf; Tab 2 - Settlement Deed.pdf; Tab 3 - Financial Services Agreement; Aug 2
2006.pdf; Tab 4 - Administration Agreement; Aug 2 2006.pdf

Diane,
Attached in the following emails are the documents we received this week from Metcalfe and Mansfield in response to
our Request to Inspect Documents.
Among the requested documents is the Liquidity Agreement and Credit Default Swap Agreements between Barclays and
M&M, the ratings reports issued by DBRS and a sample of the text of each class of the Devonshire Notes. A full list of
the documents requested and provided is contained in the document titled “_Index – Title of Proceedings…”.
Henry requested that I forward the attached documents to you and requested an opportunity to discuss them with you
once you have had a chance to review them.
I am sending the .pdf documents in 3 separate emails to prevent bouncebacks.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require anything further.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ahershtal@jruslaw.com
August-06-10 3:05 PM
Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Re: Hamilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case
05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
June-25-10 3:36 PM
Urquhart
FW: Final Affidavit and Exhibits for Execution
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - FINAL.doc; Exhibits to Affidavit of Gerald T. Boychuk- City of
Hamilton.pdf

From: Kevin Caspersz
Sent: June 25, 2010 3:21 PM
To: Boychuk, Gerald T
Cc: Dickson, Steve; Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
Subject: Final Affidavit and Exhibits for Execution

Gerry,
Please find attached final version of your affidavit for signature and witness. Please also find the exhibits attached so
the exhibit pages of the affidavit may also be signed by Steve. Please get these executed documents back to us as soon
as possible. Thanks.
Your cross‐examination on this affidavit is scheduled for August 9th, 2010 and will likely begin at 10 am in Toronto.
If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
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*************************************************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
*************************************************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
May-31-10 2:32 PM
Aaron Hershtal; Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz
RE: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield

Diane called me and said Wed night good, please send e‐invite to all those concerned.
From: Aaron Hershtal
Sent: May 31, 2010 1:09 PM
To: 'Urquhart'
Cc: Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield

Diane,
Are you available Wednesday to come into our office to discuss the Requests to Admit further? Please let me know
what times work for you or any alternative dates that are better.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
May-12-10 11:40 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal
Re: Devonshire Trust Liquidity Agreement

After reading Diane's materials, and giving the situation sone thought, the only way we can
really let Barclays out is if we serve them with a Request to Admit, to smoke out their
involvement.
I think that is what we need to reccomend to the City. It could be that the City says, well
the probability of ultimate liability is too remote, any way so why go through the excercise.
The request to admit is intended to at least have them admit or deny on record.
Cheers. HJ
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor Managing Partner Juroviesky and Ricci LLP 4950
Yonge Street, Suite 904 Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1 Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
Sent from my iPhone
On 2010‐05‐12, at 11:00 PM, "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com> wrote:
> Henry Juroviesky
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To me the Barclays liquidity agreement described in Tab Part 2 is
defined to be the amount of cash to be paid to the trust, which the
trust needs to fund the repayment of all principal and interest on
Related Class A Series A Notes that are maturing and for which the
trust cannot find new buyers of Class A Series A Notes at a spread of
0.50% or less over the BA rate on that
day.
In exchange for the cash provided by the CDS buyer under this
"Synthetic Liquidity Arrangement," the trust issues new Class A
Series A Notes to Barclays, which are called "Liquidity Notes." The
trust then must repay the "Liquidity Notes" if and when it is able to
begin selling again Class A Series A Notes to market buyers.

I have not studied the other trusts' liquidity agreements to know how
Devonshire Trust's one compares. But, if your question is about
whether Barclays had a liquidity arrangement embedded within its CDS
to provide for the cash to fund repayment of Class A Series A notes
for which there were no other buyers, I would say the answer to this
question is yes it did.

The Market Disruption Event Definition looks more onerous on Barclays
than others we have seen. For example the definition applies when
there is at least one other sponsor besides Devonshire Trust that is
unable to rollover its ABCP. Frequently, the Market Disruption Event
Definition in other trusts required that all Bank and Non Bank ABCP
trusts in Canada are unable to rollover their ABCP. Since Bank ABCP
was rolling over, there was not a General Market Disruption Event and
so the liquidity providers walked in almost all cases.

This then begs the question about what in Barclay's Market Disruption
Event Definition permitted it to walk? Is this why Metcalfe &
Mansfield has a lawsuit against Barclays in dispute about Barclays not
having the right to walk from its "Synthetic Liquidity Agreement."
Perhaps the other two criteria of the "Synthetic Liquidity Agreement"
were not met ‐

Tab 5 Part 3 (pdf P. 56‐61) shows Exhibit A "ABS Portfolio Annex,"
that
suggests there are ABS's within the CDS reference credit securities
portfolio in addition to the investment grade corporate bond portfolio
shown in Exhibit B "CSO Portfolio Annex" (pdf P.62‐65). 130 ABS
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positions at notional amount of $69.2M per position is a total
notional amount of $9,000M ABS reference portfolio. The Devonshire
Trust collateral assets were $675M.

JP Morgan had described the Devonshire Trust CDS contracts as L SS
Bespoke ‐ IG Corporates. Could these ABS's be US subprime mortgages?

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel:
Cell:

(905) 822‐7618
(416) 505‐4832

E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

Relevant Sections

Tab 5 Part 2:
Page 76

(pdf p. 81)

Tab 5 Part 2:
Page 74 (pdf p.79)

To me this says that the CDS buyer, under its Synthetic Liquidity
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Arrangement, must deliver cash to the CDS seller when called by a
Market Disruption Notice. The trust as the CDS seller provides new
Class A Series A Notes called "Liquidity Notes," in exchange for the
cash provided. The amount of cash to be delivered to the trust is the
"CP Redemption Amount."

Tab 5 Part 3 (pdf P. 56‐61)
JP Morgan had described the Devonshire Trust CDS contracts as L SS
Bespoke ‐ IG Corporates.
Exhibit A "ABS Portfolio Annex" suggests there are ABS's within the
CDS reference credit securities portfolio in addition to the
investment grade corporate bond portfolio shown in Exhibit B "CSO
Portfolio Annex" (pdf
P.62‐65).
Could these ABS's be US subprime mortgages?
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
May-10-10 3:00 PM
Urquhart
FW: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield, et al
Fax from McCarthy Tetrault - May 10, 2010.pdf

DBSL’s response to our settlement offer. HJ
From: Aaron Hershtal
Sent: May 10, 2010 1:51 PM
To: 'Dickson, Steve'
Cc: Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz; Brailsford, Grant; Peter A. Barkwell (peter.barkwell@hamilton.ca)
Subject: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield, et al

Mr. Dickson,
Attached please find a fax received today from McCarthy Tetrault LLP, lawyers for Deutsche Bank Securities Limited, in
the above noted action. We are currently drafting a brief response.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R
client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
April-19-10 3:16 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal
note allocation table
Note Allocation Table.pdf

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
April-19-10 3:14 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal
another spreadsheet
Indicative Valuations.xls

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
April-19-10 2:45 PM
Urquhart
Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal
do you need more?
Indicative MAV Trade Details & Portfolios.xls

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
April-07-10 6:56 PM
Urquhart
FW: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield et al.
Statement of Defence and CrossClaim.pdf

From: Amanda Leung
Sent: April 6, 2010 3:50 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal; Kevin Caspersz; Eli Karp
Cc: Catherine Johnson; Moshe Grunfeld
Subject: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe & Mansfield et al.

Dear all:
Please see attached fax from Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP today.
Best Regards,
Amanda Leung
Office Administrator
Juroviesky & Ricci LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904, Box 158
Toronto, Ontario, M2N 6K1
416.481.0718 Ext.321 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
aleung@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
*************************************************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful.
When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement
contract.
*************************************************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
February-10-10 2:08 PM
Barkwell, Peter
Urquhart
RE: Statement of Claim

Peter:
I just spoke with Diane Urquhart who is travelling on business.
She recommends that we resolve the retainer issue on a mutually agreeable basis.
Given the feedback we received at the recent meeting with the City that it would be administratively burdensome to
seek re‐approval of the subject retainer from City Council, we would be amenable to restructure the retainer on an
hourly basis for a more expeditious resolution. This is with relation to the other Affected ABCP (exclusive of Devonshire)
in respect of the securities regulatory work.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Thanks.

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
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From: Henry Juroviesky
Sent: February 10, 2010 10:57 AM
To: 'Barkwell, Peter'
Cc: Tollis, Tony; Rossini, Rob; Boychuk, Gerald T; Dickson, Steve; Fisher, Don; Zegarac, Mike; Urquhart; Kevin Caspersz;
Eli Karp; Aaron Hershtal
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

Peter:
I disagree with your assessment. My actions are consistent with our conversations, and my position has been expressed
to the City numerous times over the past months.
Further, the City has a copy of the Claim and may serve it itself. I’m happy to recommend a good process server.
In terms of cooperation with new counsel, we are very happy to do so to ensure a seamless transition.
As an aside, Ms. Urquhart and my firm have been owed $12, 500, plus GST, for close to a year and have not been paid.
Further, Ms. Urquhart has issued a new bill to the City, and has not been paid.
We would appreciate closure on the billing, as well.
Thanks.

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
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***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************

From: Barkwell, Peter [mailto:Peter.Barkwell@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 10, 2010 10:48 AM
To: Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Tollis, Tony; Rossini, Rob; Boychuk, Gerald T; Dickson, Steve; Fisher, Don; Zegarac, Mike
Subject: FW: Statement of Claim
Importance: High
The contents of this e-mail transmission are privileged and confidential, intended only for the recipient(s) named above and
are subject to solicitor-client privilege. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended
recipient you must not read, use or disseminate the information contained in this email. This message may not be copied,
reproduced or used in any manner without the express written permission of the sender. If you have received this e-mail and
are not the intended recipient, delete it immediately and call 905-546-4520, collect if long distance, to advise us of the
transmission error. If you are not the intended recipient of this email do not read any further.
Henry:
Steve Dickson has forwarded your email below to me.
Your statement is inconsistent with the retainer which you accepted from the City.
I can only interpret this email as expressing your intention to withdraw from your retainer.
Accordingly, we will commence making arrangements to retain new counsel. We expect that process will take some time.
Meanwhile, we must insist that you fulfill your professional obligations to protect the City's interests by serving the
Statement of Claim in a timely fashion, taking any and all steps necessary to preserve and protect the City's interests in
the interim, and ensuring a prompt and seamless transfer of this file to the City's new counsel once we have retained one.
I will confirm this to you in a formal letter shortly.

Peter A. Barkwell
City Solicitor
City of Hamilton
Legal Services
Tel: (905) 546-4520
Fax: (905) 546-4370
email: Peter.Barkwell@hamilton.ca

-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
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Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:41 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Cc: Kevin Caspersz; Urquhart
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

We will serve the claim when we settle the issue of amending the retainer to reflect what we discussed.
There is a distinct possibility that we would not move forward unless the retainer is amended to our mutual satisfaction.
Thanks. HJ
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 9, 2010 12:47 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Hello Henry,
As previously discussed the IIROC hearings are not until September 27, 2010 and our time to serve our Statement of
Claim is narrowing. Please indicate when you will serve the Statement of Claim?
Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Dickson, Steve
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 4:46 PM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Ok thanks Henry, but can you clarify when we need to serve. If we must serve by March 24th, do we need to
serve 3/4 weeks in advance to comply with the Hague Convention? Please advise. Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 3:59 PM
To: Dickson, Steve; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

There is a sub‐rule on how you calculate day counting (from memory, I believe, you add one to the
issuance date and minus one for the due date). So, it may be March 24th. If you need that drilled down
on, we are happy to do it.
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Also, we have a foreign party involved. At times, to comply with Hague Convention, it may take more
than the usual time to serve. We should leave three to four weeks of cushion to be safe.
Thanks. HJ
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 8, 2010 3:54 PM
To: Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Per Rule 14.08(1) there is six months to serve. Thus when I calculate I arrive at March 25th. Please
advise if I am incorrect.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Kevin Caspersz [mailto:KCaspersz@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 2:19 PM
To: Dickson, Steve; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Boychuk, Gerald T
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

Hi Steve,
The Statement of Claim was filed September 25th, 2009 giving us until April 25th, 2010 to serve
the named Defendants.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: January 12, 2010 2:12 PM
To: Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Boychuk, Gerald T
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
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Kevin/Henry can you indicate when the claim is to be served and when the 6 month period ends?
Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Kevin Caspersz [mailto:KCaspersz@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 2:27 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Cc: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Statement of Claim

Hi Steve,
We are just polishing up the draft Statement of Claim after contribution and comment
from Diane. We should have a copy ready for your review shortly, so that it may be
filed and served on Friday.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN
BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED,
BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i)
AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii)
PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS
ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions
specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and
accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations
included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal
authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our
advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and
administrative interpretations thereof.
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********************************************************************
*****
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally
privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by
anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance
on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our
clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject
to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client
engagement contract.
***********************************************************************
**
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
February-10-10 10:57 AM
Barkwell, Peter
Tollis, Tony; Rossini, Rob; Boychuk, Gerald T; Dickson, Steve; Fisher, Don; Zegarac, Mike;
Urquhart; Kevin Caspersz; Eli Karp; Aaron Hershtal
RE: Statement of Claim

Peter:
I disagree with your assessment. My actions are consistent with our conversations, and my position has been expressed
to the City numerous times over the past months.
Further, the City has a copy of the Claim and may serve it itself. I’m happy to recommend a good process server.
In terms of cooperation with new counsel, we are very happy to do so to ensure a seamless transition.
As an aside, Ms. Urquhart and my firm have been owed $12, 500, plus GST, for close to a year and have not been paid.
Further, Ms. Urquhart has issued a new bill to the City, and has not been paid.
We would appreciate closure on the billing, as well.
Thanks.

Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
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***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************

From: Barkwell, Peter [mailto:Peter.Barkwell@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 10, 2010 10:48 AM
To: Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Tollis, Tony; Rossini, Rob; Boychuk, Gerald T; Dickson, Steve; Fisher, Don; Zegarac, Mike
Subject: FW: Statement of Claim
Importance: High
The contents of this e-mail transmission are privileged and confidential, intended only for the recipient(s) named above and
are subject to solicitor-client privilege. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended
recipient you must not read, use or disseminate the information contained in this email. This message may not be copied,
reproduced or used in any manner without the express written permission of the sender. If you have received this e-mail and
are not the intended recipient, delete it immediately and call 905-546-4520, collect if long distance, to advise us of the
transmission error. If you are not the intended recipient of this email do not read any further.
Henry:
Steve Dickson has forwarded your email below to me.
Your statement is inconsistent with the retainer which you accepted from the City.
I can only interpret this email as expressing your intention to withdraw from your retainer.
Accordingly, we will commence making arrangements to retain new counsel. We expect that process will take some time.
Meanwhile, we must insist that you fulfill your professional obligations to protect the City's interests by serving the
Statement of Claim in a timely fashion, taking any and all steps necessary to preserve and protect the City's interests in
the interim, and ensuring a prompt and seamless transfer of this file to the City's new counsel once we have retained one.
I will confirm this to you in a formal letter shortly.

Peter A. Barkwell
City Solicitor
City of Hamilton
Legal Services
Tel: (905) 546-4520
Fax: (905) 546-4370
email: Peter.Barkwell@hamilton.ca

-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
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Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 3:41 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Cc: Kevin Caspersz; Urquhart
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

We will serve the claim when we settle the issue of amending the retainer to reflect what we discussed.
There is a distinct possibility that we would not move forward unless the retainer is amended to our mutual satisfaction.
Thanks. HJ
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 9, 2010 12:47 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Hello Henry,
As previously discussed the IIROC hearings are not until September 27, 2010 and our time to serve our Statement of
Claim is narrowing. Please indicate when you will serve the Statement of Claim?
Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Dickson, Steve
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 4:46 PM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Ok thanks Henry, but can you clarify when we need to serve. If we must serve by March 24th, do we need to
serve 3/4 weeks in advance to comply with the Hague Convention? Please advise. Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 3:59 PM
To: Dickson, Steve; Kevin Caspersz
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

There is a sub‐rule on how you calculate day counting (from memory, I believe, you add one to the
issuance date and minus one for the due date). So, it may be March 24th. If you need that drilled down
on, we are happy to do it.
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Also, we have a foreign party involved. At times, to comply with Hague Convention, it may take more
than the usual time to serve. We should leave three to four weeks of cushion to be safe.
Thanks. HJ
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: February 8, 2010 3:54 PM
To: Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
Per Rule 14.08(1) there is six months to serve. Thus when I calculate I arrive at March 25th. Please
advise if I am incorrect.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Kevin Caspersz [mailto:KCaspersz@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 2:19 PM
To: Dickson, Steve; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Boychuk, Gerald T
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim

Hi Steve,
The Statement of Claim was filed September 25th, 2009 giving us until April 25th, 2010 to serve
the named Defendants.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: January 12, 2010 2:12 PM
To: Kevin Caspersz; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: Boychuk, Gerald T
Subject: RE: Statement of Claim
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Kevin/Henry can you indicate when the claim is to be served and when the 6 month period ends?
Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Kevin Caspersz [mailto:KCaspersz@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 2:27 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Cc: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Statement of Claim

Hi Steve,
We are just polishing up the draft Statement of Claim after contribution and comment
from Diane. We should have a copy ready for your review shortly, so that it may be
filed and served on Friday.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN
BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED,
BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i)
AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii)
PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS
ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions
specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and
accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations
included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal
authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our
advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and
administrative interpretations thereof.
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********************************************************************
*****
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally
privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by
anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance
on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our
clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject
to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client
engagement contract.
***********************************************************************
**
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
January-13-10 6:17 PM
Dickson, Steve
Urquhart; Kevin Caspersz; Eli Karp
RE: Retainer
Agenda for meeting.doc

Hi Steve:
As requested. HJ
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: January 13, 2010 5:22 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: Retainer
Henry can you please provide a brief agenda (including the amount of time required) and I will circulate for timing.
Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 5:18 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Subject: Re: Retainer

Hi Steve:
Have we rounded up some dates for next week?
Thanks. HJ
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
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ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT
OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES
THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based
on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations included. In
rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our
advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and
administrative interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else
is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited
and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice
contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in
the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************
Sent from my iPhone
On 2010-01-11, at 4:47 PM, "Dickson, Steve" <Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca> wrote:
Hello Henry,
Can you please provide your availability in the next couple weeks in order for City staff to meet
with you to review your request? Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Henry Juroviesky [mailto:HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 7:42 PM
To: Dickson, Steve
Cc: Eli Karp; Kevin Caspersz; urquhart@rogers.com; Barkwell, Peter; Boychuk, Gerald T
Subject: RE: Retainer

Dear Steve:
I hope all is well, and that you had a meaningful and restful Holiday Season.
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To respond to your email below, by way of background, during the negotiations
of our initial retainer, our offices made mention of the proposition that since our
efforts would be directed at the collection and repayment of all Affected ABCP
purchased and owned by the City that rightfully our retainer should encompass all
Affected ABCP purchased and owned by the City, as opposed to only the
Devonshire issue.
Given your office’s liaison to the City council primed the councilors with respect
to our retainer relative to only the Devonshire issue, we were advised to leave our
retainer letter limited to the Devonshire issue, and at the in camera City council
session, it was that retainer letter (limited to Devonshire alone) that was
approved.
Moments after the in camera city councilor session, I approached you and Mr.
Boychuk, and reiterated my request to widen the purview of our offices retainer
letter to include all Affected ABCP purchased and owned by the City, as opposed
to only Devonshire.
The response we received was that the City council only approved the subject
retainer letter (limited to Devonshire alone), however, if a settlement was on the
horizon, then our offices should put in a request to alter the retainer agreement,
and we [the City] “would be reasonable”.
We are now at that stage.
Due to our yeoman efforts, IIROC has moved, and a meaningful portion of City’s
ABCP investment may be paid back in cash (as opposed to tracking notes that the
City currently holds).
As alluded to above, all of our efforts, have always been designed and aimed at
recovering all of the Affected ABCP purchased and owned by the City.
A microcosmic example of that is our negotiations with IIROC to file our suit and
not serve same while the IIROC investigation is pending, which is usually what
IIROC requires.
Further, I am advised by Mrs. Urquhart that pursuant to a conversation with Mr.
Boychuk today, the consensus of that conversation is that Mr. Boychuk wishes
that our offices apply meaningful pressure to IIROC to secure a speedy payout
and a fair share for the City of the potential IIROC settlements.
It stands to reason that from a fairness and business perspective, it is only just and
reasonable that we continue with that caliber and type of pressure if our
remuneration is rationally tied to the results of that action (that is to say, to
connect our remuneration with all Affected ABCP, as opposed to only
Devonshire).
I understand that Diane Urquhart will be calling either you or Mr. Boychuk
tomorrow to arrange a meeting to discuss this topic.
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All we ask for is open and candid channels of communication, and that all parties
be fair and reasonable.
All the best.
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario

M2N 6K1

Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY
A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i)
AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii)
PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS
ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions
specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and
accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations
included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal
authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our
advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and
administrative interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally
privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by
anyone else is unauthorized.
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If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance
on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our
clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject
to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client
engagement contract.
***************************************
From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: December 15, 2009 3:08 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: Retainer
Hello Henry,
Can you please provide some context to your question on the retainer? Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529
 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Dickson, Steve
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 3:18 PM
To: 'HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com'
Subject: Retainer

Henry can you please contact Peter Barkwell wrt your request.
Thank you.

From: Henry Juroviesky <HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>
To: Dickson, Steve; Boychuk, Gerald T
Cc: Urquhart <urquhart@rogers.com>; Eli Karp <EKarp@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz <KCaspersz@jruslaw.com>; Aaron Hershtal
<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Moshe Grunfeld <mgrunfeld@jruslaw.com>
Sent: Tue Dec 08 12:46:18 2009
Subject: Deutsche Bank

Gentlemen:
Please find attached a Notice of Public hearing with respect to Deutsche
Bank’s role in the sale and marketing of ABCP.
The hearing is set for January 6, 2010 in down town Toronto.
We, of course, will be in attendance.
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All the best.
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT
INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT
OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF
(i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY
TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS
ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth
herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may
consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will
not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.

***********************************************************
**************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally
privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else
is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited
and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or
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advice
contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed
in
the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***********************************************************
**************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
January-07-10 7:42 PM
Dickson, Steve
Eli Karp; Kevin Caspersz; urquhart@rogers.com; peter.barkwell@hamilton.ca;
gtboychu@hamilton.ca
RE: Retainer

Dear Steve:
I hope all is well, and that you had a meaningful and restful Holiday Season.
To respond to your email below, by way of background, during the negotiations of our initial retainer, our offices made
mention of the proposition that since our efforts would be directed at the collection and repayment of all Affected ABCP
purchased and owned by the City that rightfully our retainer should encompass all Affected ABCP purchased and owned
by the City, as opposed to only the Devonshire issue.
Given your office’s liaison to the City council primed the councilors with respect to our retainer relative to only the
Devonshire issue, we were advised to leave our retainer letter limited to the Devonshire issue, and at the in camera City
council session, it was that retainer letter (limited to Devonshire alone) that was approved.
Moments after the in camera city councilor session, I approached you and Mr. Boychuk, and reiterated my request to
widen the purview of our offices retainer letter to include all Affected ABCP purchased and owned by the City, as
opposed to only Devonshire.
The response we received was that the City council only approved the subject retainer letter (limited to Devonshire
alone), however, if a settlement was on the horizon, then our offices should put in a request to alter the retainer
agreement, and we [the City] “would be reasonable”.
We are now at that stage.
Due to our yeoman efforts, IIROC has moved, and a meaningful portion of City’s ABCP investment may be paid back in
cash (as opposed to tracking notes that the City currently holds).
As alluded to above, all of our efforts, have always been designed and aimed at recovering all of the Affected ABCP
purchased and owned by the City.
A microcosmic example of that is our negotiations with IIROC to file our suit and not serve same while the IIROC
investigation is pending, which is usually what IIROC requires.
Further, I am advised by Mrs. Urquhart that pursuant to a conversation with Mr. Boychuk today, the consensus of that
conversation is that Mr. Boychuk wishes that our offices apply meaningful pressure to IIROC to secure a speedy payout
and a fair share for the City of the potential IIROC settlements.
It stands to reason that from a fairness and business perspective, it is only just and reasonable that we continue with
that caliber and type of pressure if our remuneration is rationally tied to the results of that action (that is to say, to
connect our remuneration with all Affected ABCP, as opposed to only Devonshire).
I understand that Diane Urquhart will be calling either you or Mr. Boychuk tomorrow to arrange a meeting to discuss
this topic.
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All we ask for is open and candid channels of communication, and that all parties be fair and reasonable.
All the best.
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904 Toronto,
Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
***************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
***************************************

From: Dickson, Steve [mailto:Steve.Dickson@hamilton.ca]
Sent: December 15, 2009 3:08 PM
To: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: Retainer
Hello Henry,
Can you please provide some context to your question on the retainer? Thanks.
Best regards,
Steven J. Dickson, Solicitor
Legal Services - Commercial/Development/Policy Group
Phone: 905.546.2424 x 7164
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Fax: 905.546.4370
Blackberry: 905.973.1529

 please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: Dickson, Steve
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 3:18 PM
To: 'HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com'
Subject: Retainer

Henry can you please contact Peter Barkwell wrt your request.
Thank you.

From: Henry Juroviesky <HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>
To: Dickson, Steve; Boychuk, Gerald T
Cc: Urquhart <urquhart@rogers.com>; Eli Karp <EKarp@jruslaw.com>; Kevin Caspersz
<KCaspersz@jruslaw.com>; Aaron Hershtal <ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Moshe Grunfeld
<mgrunfeld@jruslaw.com>
Sent: Tue Dec 08 12:46:18 2009
Subject: Deutsche Bank

Gentlemen:
Please find attached a Notice of Public hearing with respect to Deutsche Bank’s role in the sale and marketing of
ABCP.
The hearing is set for January 6, 2010 in down town Toronto.
We, of course, will be in attendance.
All the best.
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN
BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A
CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING
PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED
HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the
completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice,
we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes
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could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the
law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.

*************************************************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else
is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited
and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice
contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in
the governing J&R client engagement contract.
*************************************************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
December-08-09 12:46 PM
Dickson, Steve; Boychuk, Gerald T
Urquhart; Eli Karp; Kevin Caspersz; Aaron Hershtal; Moshe Grunfeld
Deutsche Bank
Notice of Hearing Deutsche Bank.pdf

Gentlemen:
Please find attached a Notice of Public hearing with respect to Deutsche Bank’s role in the sale and marketing of ABCP.
The hearing is set for January 6, 2010 in down town Toronto.
We, of course, will be in attendance.
All the best.
Henry Juroviesky, Barrister and Solicitor
Managing Partner
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 (Phone)
416.646.7877 (Direct Dial)
416.352.1378 (Fax)
hjuroviesky@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN
BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP ("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A
CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING
PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING
OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness
and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal
authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our
advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial
and administrative interpretations thereof.

*************************************************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else
is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited
and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice
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contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in
the governing J&R client engagement contract.
*************************************************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
February-22-11 11:23 AM
'Aaron Hershtal'
Hugh and Diane Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
RE: IIROC Deutsche Bank Evidence

Aaron
Has Hamilton asked the OSC to permit the investigation to proceed?
Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: February-22-11 11:14 AM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: RE: IIROC Deutsche Bank Evidence

Hi Diane,
We are just finalizing the license agreement for the summation software and we have requested that IIROC provide us
with all of evidence database. We are waiting for an answer from IIROC, but there is the possibility they will not provide
the evidence until the OSC rules on whether the investigation will proceed.

Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: February 22, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
1

Cc: Hugh and Diane Urquhart
Subject: IIROC Deutsche Bank Evidence

Hi Henry and Aaron
Have you got the Summation Software and IIROC‐OSC‐AMF Deutsche Bank evidence database?
I have some time to do some searching for relevant evidence docs.
Diane

2

Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
January-17-11 8:32 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
'Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)'
OSC is considering a request that an IIROC investigation of Deutsche Bank Securities be
shut down.

OSC should allow ABCP ethics probe
Steven Lamb / January 14, 2011

At a time when investors and industry participants are calling for proper regulatory enforcement, we get word
that the OSC is considering a request that an IIROC investigation be shut down.
The request comes from Deutsche Bank Securities, which is under scrutiny for its role in the distribution of
asset backed commercial paper products, which soured in 2007.
The investigation, which was launched in April 2010, alleges that the firm failed to observe high standards of
ethics and conduct “by not disclosing the information relating to US subprime and the liquidity risk in thirdparty asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) to all of its clients who had invested or were interested in
investing in third-party ABCP, while continuing to sell third-party ABCP to its clients.”
So far, the OSC has stayed the investigation until it hands down a decision on whether to tell IIROC to drop it
altogether.
Dropping the investigation would be a bad idea. Investor confidence in the regulatory regime is already low,
according to Marg Franklin, the chair of the CFA Institute’s board of governors.
3

What is needed now is not another investigation swept under the carpet, but a proper examination of possible
wrong-doing. If Deutsche Bank Securities did nothing wrong, the firm should welcome the chance to clear its
name – an innocent man should welcome his day in court.
It’s not clear how terminating an investigation will do anything to restore investor confidence in the regulatory
regime, which is vital to maintaining trust in the capital markets.
Filed by Steven Lamb, editor@Advisor.ca
Originally published on Advisor.ca
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
January-08-11 2:38 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
IIROC-OSC-AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence
Affidavit- Rikki Newmarch - Notes.pdf; Factum of Deutsche Bank Securities Limited Notes.pdf

Henry Juroviesky and Aaron Hershtal
I have gone through the two files attached and the file Motion Record Vol 1, all three of which were on the CD you sent
me. These files are labelled with "‐ Notes" to show that I have provided red boxes and red ovals around the possibly
interesting evidence. The red boxes relating to Deutsche Bank are of specific interest to you. The red ovals relating to
CIBC are of specific interest to the lawyers at Rochon Genova LLP doing a CIBC Misrepresentation of US Subprime
Exposure class action. Many of the red ovals comprise publication of US subprime mortgage woes that would inform
both Deutsche Bank and CIBC about the severely deteriorating US subprime mortgage market conditions in late 2006
and throughout 2007.
Motion Record Vol 1 ‐ Notes is divided into two parts and may be downloaded from the following two ftp locations. To
access these files, you cut and paste these web addresses into the browser address bar and press enter. Then save the
browser documents onto your hard drive. For some reason, these files are rotated and so once you open them in an
Adobe Reader, you will need to go to view and rotate the pages in the pdf until they are upright.
ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol11Notes.pdf
ftp://ismymoneysafe.org/public_html/pdf/MotionRecordVol12Notes.pdf
As a general comment, there is so much possibly interesting evidence on Deutsche Bank emails and telephone calls, it
may end up be more efficient for you to request all of the electronic files rather than have someone at IIROC parse
these electronic files for the specific ones you think are relevant to the Hamilton‐Deutsche Bank Securities Case. It
appears that most of the IIROC‐OSC‐AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Documents are searchable, although obviously
not the audio records. The litigation database software used is described below.

Please call me or perhaps it's time for a face to face meeting to discuss your strategy for sorting through the IIROC‐OSC‐
AFM Non Bank ABCP Investigation Evidence.
Diane A. Urquhart
5

Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
December-30-10 6:10 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
UK Court Case Against Barclays on CDOs
Top News.jpg
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
December-15-10 8:54 AM
'Aaron Hershtal'
'Henry Juroviesky'
RE: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield - IIROC Documents

Hi Aaron
I will go through the documents list starting today. I am marking the relevant documents within the PDF's by placing a
red box around them and adding a sticky note where explanation is required. There are likely to be hundreds of
possibly relevant docs and a second culling of them is likely necessary.
How did the Dec. 6th Metcalfe court hearing go?
Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: December-14-10 7:14 PM
To: Urquhart
Cc: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: City of Hamilton v. Metcalfe and Mansfield - IIROC Documents

Diane,
Have you had a chance to review the document lists that I sent you?
Please let me know as soon as possible the relevant documents that we should request from IIROC.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.

8

If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
November-12-10 12:45 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
(Bloomberg News) Prices ‘Chugging’ Higher for Once-Frozen Paper: Canada

According to new Bloomberg Story on November 12, 2010:
"U.S. hedge funds are offering companies holding the [Class A‐1 MAV I & MAV II] debt as
much as 73 cents on the dollar for the highest‐quality notes, according to Colin Kilgour of
Kilgour Advisory Group, a Toronto‐ based firm advising companies on the debt. That’s 20
percent more than at the start of the year and about 60 percent better than the first trades
in 2009 after the debt swap."
Class A‐1 MAV I & MAV II Notes are at the top of the Non Bank ABCP Restructured Notes capital
structure. There are $12.7 B of Class A‐1 Notes, representing 40% of the original Non Bank
ABCP restructured on January 19, 2009. The lower note classes would trade considerable below
73 cents.
Diane

MAV I, II & III BALANCE
SHEETS
COMBINED MAV I
& II

Assets

MAV III

MAV I, II & III

Notional Reference Credit
-

LSS CDS Trades

216,739,064,913

216,739,064,913
-

CDO Unlevered

2,498,587,500

Other

6,078,766,411

4,109,089,464

10,187,855,874

Notional Reference Credit

225,316,418,824

4,109,089,464

229,425,508,288

2,498,587,500

Notes Outstanding
Class A-1

12,731,963,165

$0

12,731,963,165

Class A-2

10,220,917,150

$0

10,220,917,150

Class B

1,785,202,052

$0

1,785,202,052

Class C

765,095,331

$0
-

765,095,331

Total MAV Notes

25,503,177,697

Margin Funding Facility

13,372,000,000

0

13,372,000,000

Senior Funding Facility

4,450,000,000

0

4,450,000,000

Total Margin & Senior Funding Facility

17,822,000,000

0

17,822,000,000

Total MAV Notes + Margin & Senior Funding Facility

43,325,177,697

MAV I & II

Ineligible

MAV III

Ineligible

MAV III

Traditional

25,503,177,697

43,325,177,697
2,288,373,745
$0
10

2,288,373,745
1,383,584,444
2,725,505,020

1,383,584,444
2,725,505,020

Total Tracking Notes

2,288,373,745

4,109,089,464

6,397,463,209

(1) Original Collateral Settlement Value in 20 ABCP Trusts

27,791,551,443

4,109,089,464

31,900,640,906

(2) JPMorgan Report Dated 04-March-08 Face Amount

27,990,659,033

4,109,089,464

32,099,748,496

Source:

Diane Urquhart

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: DOUG ALEXANDER, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:dalexander3@bloomberg.net]
Sent: November‐12‐10 10:26 AM
Subject: (BN) Prices ‘Chugging’ Higher for Once‐Frozen Paper: Canada
Bloomberg story on market for MAV notes, FYI
Doug
Doug Alexander
Financial Services Reporter
Bloomberg News
Suite 4300 ‐ 161 Bay St.
Toronto, Ontario
M5J 2S1
+1‐416‐203‐5733 Direct
+1‐416‐834‐2886 Mobile
dalexander3@bloomberg.net
PIN 230113d6
+‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐+
Prices ‘Chugging’ Higher for Once‐Frozen Paper: Canada Credit
2010‐11‐12 05:01:01.0 GMT

By Doug Alexander
Nov. 12 (Bloomberg) ‐‐ Investors once saddled with C$32
billion ($31.9 billion) of insolvent Canadian commercial paper
are recovering as much as 73 percent of their investment by
selling restructured notes in a burgeoning market.
U.S. hedge funds are offering companies holding the debt as
much as 73 cents on the dollar for the highest‐quality notes,
according to Colin Kilgour of Kilgour Advisory Group, a Toronto‐
based firm advising companies on the debt. That’s 20 percent
more than at the start of the year and about 60 percent better
than the first trades in 2009 after the debt swap.
“We’re seeing a lot of volume and some robust trading, and
in the last two weeks there’s been a lot of paper come to the
market,” Kilgour said. “Prices have kept chugging; they’re up
7 percent in the last month.”
Trading is surging in notes that came out of Canada’s
largest restructuring, when asset‐backed commercial paper facing
default was swapped for debt that mostly matures by 2017. Prices
are rising as credit markets stabilize and notes get closer to
maturity.
The Markit CDX North America Investment Grade Index Series
11, which measures the risk on investment‐grade debt since
September 2008, has fallen 18 percent this year, and touched its
11

lowest level on Nov. 5.
More trading and higher prices mean investors such as Magna
International Inc. and Epcor Utilities Inc. can get some of
their money back without waiting for the notes to mature in
seven years.
Subprime
Canada’s market for non‐bank administered ABCP collapsed in
August 2007 on concern that part of the commercial paper was
backed by risky U.S. subprime mortgages. More than 100 companies
and 1,765 individuals were saddled with paper that couldn’t
trade until a court‐ordered plan to convert the short‐term debt
into longer‐term notes was completed 17 months later.
Top‐rated notes pay half a percentage point below the
three‐month Canada Bankers Acceptances rate, while junior notes
pay no interest. The three‐month Canadian Dealer Offered Rate,
known as CDOR, almost tripled this year to 1.28 percent.
Elsewhere in credit markets, the extra yield investors
demand to hold the debt of Canada’s companies instead of its
federal government tightened on Nov. 10 to 138 basis points, or
1.38 percentage points, from 139 basis points on Nov. 8, Bank of
America Merrill Lynch data show. Bond markets in Canada were
closed yesterday for Remembrance Day.
The so‐called spread in global corporate bonds widened 2
basis points to 166 basis points on Nov. 10.
Bank of Montreal
Relative yields on Canada’s provincial bonds over their
federal counterparts were unchanged at 52 basis points on Nov.
10 from the day before, according to the Bank of America Merrill
data. Provincial spreads have been as wide this year as 71 basis
points in May.
Bank of Montreal, Canada’s fourth‐biggest bank by assets,
on Nov. 10 sold C$400 million in floating rate notes maturing in
November 2011. Cogeco Cable Inc., the Montreal‐based cable
television operator, sold C$200 million of 5.15 percent notes
maturing in November 2020, and Altus Group Income Fund sold C$50
million worth of 5.75 percent convertible debentures maturing
December 2017.
Manufacturing sales fell 0.7 percent in September,
Statistics Canada will probably say on Nov. 16, according to the
median of four estimates in a Bloomberg survey of economists.
The agency will also report next week on leading indicators,
international securities transactions and wholesale sales, all
on Nov. 18.
C$12.4 Billion
Canada’s market for restructured ABCP that is eligible for
trading is about C$12.4 billion, and spread across 53 note
classes, according to Kilgour.
Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec, National Bank of
Canada and three other institutional investors that helped
negotiate the restructuring hold another C$16.8 billion,
according to January 2009 court filings. Those five companies
12

have said they plan to hold their notes under the agreement.
The highest‐rated notes are trading in the “low 70s,” up
from 50 cents on the dollar in May 2009, said Peter Herzog, a
vice president at Fulcrum Capital, an Austin, Texas‐based firm
that specializes in bankruptcies and restructurings. The lower‐
rated notes have also risen.
“We on average trade a couple blocks of this a month,”
Herzog said. “We’re buying from original creditors who held
this paper; we’re constantly talking to sellers of this stuff.”
More Buyers
The Canadian market is benefiting from an increase in
buyers of the debt, said Jamie Feehely, senior vice president of
Canadian structured finance at DBRS Ltd., a ratings company in
Toronto.
“The credit story with these notes is improving and people
are looking at this product as a way to increase their yield
going forward, given the low interest‐rate environment,”
Feehely said.
NAV Canada, which operates the country’s air‐traffic
control system, plans to hold its restructured notes to
maturity, spokesman John Morris said in an interview. NAV Canada
received restructured notes with a face value of C$353 million
in January 2009, which the company said was worth C$181 million
on Aug. 31, according to financial statements.
Kilgour’s firm advises companies to hang onto the debt,
given that prospects of recovering most of the investment
increase as the notes get closer to maturity. Kilgour
anticipates investors may recover as much as 95 cents on the
dollar by maturity, a decade beyond the due date for the
original ABCP investment, most of which was 30‐ to 90‐day paper.
“I don’t think there’s any original investors out there
who are jumping for joy at the prospect of getting their money
back in 2017,” Kilgour said. “This is not a good news story
for the original investors: it’s a good news story for Wall
Street.”
For Related News and Information:
Top Canadian news: TOPC <GO>
Stories on Canadian ABCP: TNI CANADA CP <GO>
Top bonds news: TOP BON <GO>
‐‐Editors: Paul Badertscher, David Scanlan
To contact the reporter on this story:
Doug Alexander in Toronto at +1‐416‐203‐5733 or
dalexander3@bloomberg.net
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
Dave Liedtka at +1‐212‐617‐8988 or dliedtka@bloomberg.net
AIF‐U CN <Equity> CN
CCA CN <Equity> CN
1118Z CN <Equity> CN
NA CN <Equity> CN
14131Z CN <Equity> CN
13

MG CN <Equity> CN
1118Z CN <Equity> CN
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
October-26-10 11:27 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Commercial Paper and Negotiability
Negotiability.docx; Avrith - Purchase Tickets.pdf

Henry and Aaron
Here is another book that has a good explanation of negotiability, that may speed up the writing of your response on
the issue of Canadian Non Bank ABCP and its negotiability. It seems by my reading of the chapter on negotiability in
this book that the Canadian Non‐Bank ABCP was negotiable because it was capable of being transferred to a new owner
before its maturity date and this new owner does not receive a newly issued ABCP from the trust with a new maturity
date. To my knowledge, Non Bank ABCP that is sold to a dealer before its maturity is not redeemed and there is no
new issuance of ABCP to be held by the dealer in its inventory for resale to other owners prior to the originally issued
ABCP's maturity. On the other hand, when the commercial paper matures, I believe the new ABCP paper is issued and
then this new paper is sold to new owners. I think ABCP Paper rolled over by the same owners is still done by new
issuance of ABCP. This Chapter suggests that when the borrower is in a single relationship with the lender and the
lender is not free to sell his loan to another party, then this loan is not negotiable. Non Bank ABCP lenders were freely
able to resell their paper to others and so the Non Bank ABCP must by definition be negotiable.
http://books.google.ca/books?id=Nzzkzj0qSjIC&pg=PA520&lpg=PA520&dq=commercial+paper+negotiable+instrument
&source=bl&ots=liFvljQH4O&sig=bZpICToILGx3K‐
qMIOHZwT9YgBc&hl=en&ei=mOXGTIyOM8fOnAfJ4eSfAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=7&ved=0CDsQ6AE
wBjgU#v=onepage&q=commercial%20paper%20negotiable%20instrument&f=false
It goes without saying that this is my non‐legal interpretation on this complex issue.
Have you found any Canadian cases on notes and negotiability? I will try to contact a few Canadian securities lawyers
today to see what they know or think.
I have attached an NBF trade ticket in case this is helpful.
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
October-20-10 12:29 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
American legal Book With Chapter on CP and Negotiability

http://books.google.ca/books?id=BoVhBTIJ_mAC&pg=PR9&lpg=PR9&dq=commercial+paper+legal+cases&source=bl&ot
s=r7XnHxsBOS&sig=lW5CizhFekI6hQDi‐r61xG‐
8Mpg&hl=en&ei=mxa_TMLTD4KOnweDm9GJDg&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=5&ved=0CCkQ6AEwBA#v=o
nepage&q=commercial%20paper%20legal%20cases&f=false

Law for Business and Personal Use
By John E. Adamson
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
October-10-10 12:08 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Deutsche Bank Case: Washington Post: 'This is the biggest fraud in the history of the capital
markets,' October 8, 2010

The Washington Post
washingtonpost.com > Business > U.S. Economy > Ezra Klein

About Ezra Klein

'This is the biggest fraud in the history of the capital markets'

Janet Tavakoli is the founder and president of Tavakoli Structured Finance Inc. She
sounded some of the earliest warnings on the structured finance market, leading the University of Chicago to profile her
as a "Structured Success," and Business Week to call her "The Cassandra of Credit Derivatives."
We spoke this afternoon about the turmoil in the housing market, and an edited transcript of our conversation follows.
Ezra Klein: What’s happening here? Why are we suddenly faced with a crisis that wasn’t apparent two weeks ago?
Janet Tavakoli: This is the biggest fraud in the history of the capital markets. And it’s not something that happened last
week. It happened when these loans were originated, in some cases years ago. Loans have representations and
warranties that have to be met. In the past, you had a certain period of time, 60 to 90 days, where you sort through
these loans and, if they’re bad, you kick them back. If the documentation wasn’t correct, you’d kick it back. If you found
the incomes of the buyers had been overstated, or the houses had been appraised at twice their worth, you’d kick it
back. But that didn’t happen here. And it turned out there were loan files that were missing required documentation.
17

Part of putting the deal together is that the securitization professional, and in this case that’s banks like Goldman Sachs
and JP Morgan, has to watch for this stuff. It’s called perfecting the security interest, and it’s not optional.
EK: And how much danger are the banks themselves in?
JT: When we had the financial crisis, the first thing the banks did was run to Congress and ask for accounting relief. They
asked to be able to avoid pricing this stuff at the price where people would buy them. So no one can tell you the size of
the hole in these balance sheets. We’ve thrown a lot of money at it. TARP was just the tip of the iceberg. We’ve given
them guarantees on debts, low‐cost funding from the Fed. But a lot of these mortgages just cannot be saved. Had we
acknowledged this problem in 2005, we could’ve cleaned it up for a few hundred billion dollars. But we didn’t. Banks
were lying and committing fraud, and our regulators were covering them and so a bad problem has become a hellacious
one.
EK: My understanding is that this now pits the banks against the investors they sold these products too. The investors
are going to court to argue that the products were flawed and the banks need to take them back.
JT: Many investors now are waking up to the fact that they were defrauded. Even sophisticated investors. If you did your
due diligence but material information was withheld, you can recover. It’ll be a case‐by‐by‐case basis.
EK: Given that our financial system is still fragile, isn’t that a disaster for the economy? Will credit freeze again?
JT: I disagree. In order to make the financial system healthy, we need to recognize the extent of our losses and begin
facing the fraud. Then the market will be trustworthy again and people will start to participate.
EK: It sounds almost like you’re saying we still need to go through the end of our financial crisis.
JT: Yes, but I wouldn’t say crisis. This can be done with a resolution trust corporation, the way we cleaned up the S&Ls.
The system got back on its feet faster because we grappled with the problems. The shareholders would be wiped out
and the debt holders would have to take a discount on their debt and they’d get a debt‐for‐equity swap. Instead we
poured TARP money into a pit and meanwhile the banks are paying huge bonuses to some people who should be made
accountable for fraud. The financial crisis was a product of our irrational reaction, which protected crony capitalism
rather than capitalism. In capitalism, the shareholders who took the risk would be wiped out and the debt holders
would take a discount but banking would go on.
By Ezra Klein | October 8, 2010; 1:27 PM ET
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
September-17-10 9:33 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
IIROC Deutsche Bank and OSC Coventree Hearing Dates

Henry and Aaron
Here are the dates for the OSC Coventree ABCP Hearing and the IIROC ‐ Deutsche Bank ABCP Hearing in September
and October.
I have been unable to attend Sept. 15‐17th OSC Coventree hearing due to deadlines for Nortel disabled court
proceedings and work I am doing on this case with Joel Rochon. There is a hearing today, Sept. 17th, that you might
want to have a lawyer from your office attend.
At this point I should be able to attend many of the dates for the OSC Coventree and IIROC Deutsche Bank hearings,
although note the overlap of days on Oct. 4th and October 6th to 8th. I can definitely not attend the IIROC Deutsche
Bank hearing on September 29th due to my conflict that day with a hearing on the Nortel Health and Welfare Trust
Distribution.
I would recommend that you have a lawyer attend all of the IIROC Deutsche Bank hearing, since this will give
opportunities for Hamilton settlement discussions, as your attendance will put the heat on both the IIROC adjudicators
and the Deutsche Bank representatives.
OSC Coventree ABCP Hearing Dates
September 15-17, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

September 20-21, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

September 24, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 4, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 6-8, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 13-15, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff
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October 18-19, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 25, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

IIROC ‐ Deutsche Bank ABCP Hearing Dates

September 27-30,
October 1, 4-8

10:00 Deutsche Bank Securities Limited
a.m.

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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JPR Meeting Rooms
390 Bay Street, 3rd Floor
Hearing Room C
Toronto, ON

Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
September-17-10 9:32 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
OSC Conventree Hearing Dates

Henry and Aaron
Here are the dates for the OSC Coventree ABCP Hearing and the IIROC ‐ Deutsche Bank ABCP Hearing in September
and October.
I have been unable to attend Sept. 15‐17th OSC Coventree hearing due to deadlines for Nortel disabled court
proceedings and work I am doing on this case with Joel Rochon. There is a hearing today, Sept. 17th, that you might
want to have a lawyer from your office attend.
At this point I should be able to attend many of the dates for the OSC Coventree and IIROC Deutsche Bank hearings,
although note the overlap of days on Oct. 4th and October 6th to 8th. I can definitely not attend the IIROC Deutsche
Bank hearing on September 29th due to my conflict that day with a hearing on the Nortel Health and Welfare Trust
Distribution.
I would recommend that you have a lawyer attend all of the IIROC Deutsche Bank hearing, since this will give
opportunities for Hamilton settlement discussions, as your attendance will put the heat on both the IIROC adjudicators
and the Deutsche Bank representatives.
OSC Coventree ABCP Hearing Dates
September 15-17, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

September 20-21, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

September 24, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 4, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 6-8, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 13-15, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
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Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff
October 18-19, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

October 25, 2010
10:00 AM

Coventree Inc., Cornish, Geoffrey, Tai, Dean,
Section: 127
Panel: JEAT/MGC/PLK
Note: J. Waechter in attendance for Staff

IIROC ‐ Deutsche Bank ABCP Hearing Dates

September 27-30,
October 1, 4-8

10:00 Deutsche Bank Securities Limited
a.m.

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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JPR Meeting Rooms
390 Bay Street, 3rd Floor
Hearing Room C
Toronto, ON

Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-31-10 7:59 PM
'Aaron Hershtal'
RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Aaron
I expect that the March 14, 2007 email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte does have a specific % of US subprime disclosed in
it. I have a note on the Whitehall US subprime % because it was specifically mentioned and I wrote it down. I probably
would have heard and written down the Devonshire Trust US subprime if it was provided, so I believe this is simply a
case of it being in the email but the details of the email were not spoken in the OSC hearing.
Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 7:43 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

The reason it wasn’t mentioned is because I only have May 28 transcript and the disclosure you mentioned is May 27.
Your note indicates that there was US subprime in Whitehall but doesn’t mention Devonshire – do I take that to mean
that there was no disclosure of subprime in Devonshire at that time?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 31, 2010 7:40 PM
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To: Aaron Hershtal
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Aaron
My notes indicate that the OSC has evidence of an email from Anthony Roach of National Bank Financial to Pierre
Homer, which had an attachment of an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte, Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts. This email seems to have been in answer to enquiry being made by Pierre
Homer of the ABCP dealers just prior to this time. I have recorded this information on the date that Pierre Homer was
examined and cross‐examined, so I do not know why the US subprime aspect is not on his transcript.

Date

Type

From

To

Content

March 14, 2007

Email

Coventree

Coventree

Caisse, Citibank and Domtar asking about US
subprime in the Coventree conduits.

March 14, 2007

Email

Transcript

Anthony Roach
NBF

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Forwarding email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayo
Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts.
Whitehall underlying US subprime 2.4%.

Newshore and Quanto reports were erroneo
compared to information disclosed in
restructuring. Symphony E was suppose to b
100% CMBS, learned after it was CDO 27% a
President of Newshore admitted this was an
error. Quanto said Apsley Trust was CDO < 2
corporates and ABS 75%, but discovered in
reality it was CDO 40% corporates and ABS 6
Quanto reports did not reflect the economic
risks they were taking. Brought this to the
attention of the OSC interviewers in Jan. 200

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 3:32 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Diane,
I’m just reviewing your response below. Specifically with respect to the Homer response regarding the March 14 email. I
now have the transcript of Homer’s testimony on May 28 and he says that the disclosure he received was with respect
to CDO v. traditional assets within the Metcalfe and Mansfield conduits? Did he refer to US subprime disclosure
somewhere else?
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I’d appreciate it if you could send me a reply as soon as possible on this small question, just to clarify.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 9, 2010 9:50 AM
To: Aaron Hershtal; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Pierre Homer, Money Market Trader for Citibank Canada gave testimony on May 28, 2010 at the OSC Coventree Hearing
that he received an email on March 14, 2007 from his National Bank Financial representative that contained as an
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attachment an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte of Metcalfe & Mansfield that contained disclosure about the US
subprime mortgage exposure at Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust. It appears that not all NBF clients
received this email and Hamilton did not receive it from NBF or any other dealer. Plus, Metcalfe & Mansfield appears
not to have sent this email directly to any Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust owners. Coventree said it
did not send emails to the owners of Coventree paper unless it was responding to specific enquiries. I suspect that
Metcalfe & Mansfield had the same policy of not making general email distributions to the owners of its sponsored
ABCP. THis would be a good question to ask Mathieu Lafleur ‐Ayotte, why he would allow NBF and other dealers to
make selective disclosure of information that his firm had prepared and released to the dealers.
Unfortunately, the OSC has not released the March 14, 2007 NBF/MM emails and either the Devonshire US subprime
exposure was not in Pierre Homer's testimony or I just missed what he said about this.
On Devonshire Trust US subprime exposure see PDF Page 23 of the attached Tab5 Part 3 ‐ Master Agreement Continued
Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement. I suspect that this list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities includes RMBS's
with exposures to US subprime. An important question to ask Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte is how many dollars and which of
the ABS Reference Obligations and Entities are US subprime exposed? Was it one or both of the CDO's in Devonshire
Trust that had this US subprime exposure? Also, how does Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement on PDF page 23
containing a list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities relate to Exhibit B to Transaction Supplement on PDF Page 29
containing a list of CSO Reference Entities that are Corporate Bonds? Is there a combination of reference securities of
both RMBSs and Corporate Bonds in Devonshire Trust's CDO trades? Does one of the CDO trades reference Exhibit A
RMBS's and the other CDO trade reference Exhibit B Corporate Bonds?
The CDO Synthetic % Exposures are calculations I have made based on the sum of trades disclosed as synthetic assets in
the CCAA Data Room documents.
I have attached a couple of Metcalfe & Mansfield disclosures and a Montreal Gazette article discussing the relationship
amongst National Bank Financial, Quanto Financial and Deutsche Bank Canada.
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007 says:

"Requested liquidity drawdown payments were received by Foundation Trust from Société
Générale at approximately 3:30PM today and were applied to the payment of maturing
notes of Foundation Trust. No payments were received by Apsley Trust and Whitehall
Trust from Deutsche Bank AG or by Devonshire Trust from Barclays Bank PLC, as
applicable, as at the close of business today as these financial institutions did not believe
that a general market disruption was in effect on August 13, 2007."
The September 3, 2007 Montreal Gazette article says:
"The puzzling question is how did the National Bank become so heavily exposed to this
market? The other big banks have said they don't have any third-party ABCP in their
mutual funds and minimal exposure elsewhere.
Could the answer lie in a young firm called Quanto Financial Corp.? Quanto was
created two years ago when the bank's brokerage unit, National Bank Financial, then
under the leadership of Vachon, spun off part of its fast-growing structured
finance and securitization business. That's the division involved in engineering
sophisticated securities, including ABCP.
The managing directors of National Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain
Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte, left the bank to run Quanto. But a tight
relationship with the bank continued.
The National and Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company,
which is controlled by Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include
Pelchat and Lafleur-Ayotte."
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Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com [mailto:ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
Sent: August-06-10 3:05 PM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-31-10 7:40 PM
'Aaron Hershtal'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron
My notes indicate that the OSC has evidence of an email from Anthony Roach of National Bank Financial to Pierre
Homer, which had an attachment of an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte, Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts. This email seems to have been in answer to enquiry being made by Pierre
Homer of the ABCP dealers just prior to this time. I have recorded this information on the date that Pierre Homer was
examined and cross‐examined, so I do not know why the US subprime aspect is not on his transcript.

Date
March 14, 2007

March 14, 2007

Type
Email

Email

Transcript

From
Coventree

Anthony Roach
NBF

To

Content

Coventree

Caisse, Citibank and Domtar asking about US
subprime in the Coventree conduits.

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Forwarding email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayo
Quanto Financial showing subprime % for
Whitehall, Apsley and Devonshire Trusts.
Whitehall underlying US subprime 2.4%.

Newshore and Quanto reports were erroneo
compared to information disclosed in
restructuring. Symphony E was suppose to b
100% CMBS, learned after it was CDO 27% a
President of Newshore admitted this was an
error. Quanto said Apsley Trust was CDO < 2
corporates and ABS 75%, but discovered in
reality it was CDO 40% corporates and ABS 6
Quanto reports did not reflect the economic
risks they were taking. Brought this to the
attention of the OSC interviewers in Jan. 200

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-31-10 3:32 PM
To: Urquhart
Subject: RE: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures

Diane,
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I’m just reviewing your response below. Specifically with respect to the Homer response regarding the March 14 email. I
now have the transcript of Homer’s testimony on May 28 and he says that the disclosure he received was with respect
to CDO v. traditional assets within the Metcalfe and Mansfield conduits? Did he refer to US subprime disclosure
somewhere else?
I’d appreciate it if you could send me a reply as soon as possible on this small question, just to clarify.
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August 9, 2010 9:50 AM
To: Aaron Hershtal; Henry Juroviesky
Cc: 'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Subject: Hamilton Case: CDO Synthetic and US Subprime Mortage-Related Exposures
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Pierre Homer, Money Market Trader for Citibank Canada gave testimony on May 28, 2010 at the OSC Coventree Hearing
that he received an email on March 14, 2007 from his National Bank Financial representative that contained as an
attachment an email from Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte of Metcalfe & Mansfield that contained disclosure about the US
subprime mortgage exposure at Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust. It appears that not all NBF clients
received this email and Hamilton did not receive it from NBF or any other dealer. Plus, Metcalfe & Mansfield appears
not to have sent this email directly to any Apsley Trust, Devonshire Trust and Whitehall Trust owners. Coventree said it
did not send emails to the owners of Coventree paper unless it was responding to specific enquiries. I suspect that
Metcalfe & Mansfield had the same policy of not making general email distributions to the owners of its sponsored
ABCP. THis would be a good question to ask Mathieu Lafleur ‐Ayotte, why he would allow NBF and other dealers to
make selective disclosure of information that his firm had prepared and released to the dealers.
Unfortunately, the OSC has not released the March 14, 2007 NBF/MM emails and either the Devonshire US subprime
exposure was not in Pierre Homer's testimony or I just missed what he said about this.
On Devonshire Trust US subprime exposure see PDF Page 23 of the attached Tab5 Part 3 ‐ Master Agreement Continued
Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement. I suspect that this list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities includes RMBS's
with exposures to US subprime. An important question to ask Mathieu Lafleur‐Ayotte is how many dollars and which of
the ABS Reference Obligations and Entities are US subprime exposed? Was it one or both of the CDO's in Devonshire
Trust that had this US subprime exposure? Also, how does Exhibit A to Transaction Supplement on PDF page 23
containing a list of ABS Reference Obligations and Entities relate to Exhibit B to Transaction Supplement on PDF Page 29
containing a list of CSO Reference Entities that are Corporate Bonds? Is there a combination of reference securities of
both RMBSs and Corporate Bonds in Devonshire Trust's CDO trades? Does one of the CDO trades reference Exhibit A
RMBS's and the other CDO trade reference Exhibit B Corporate Bonds?
The CDO Synthetic % Exposures are calculations I have made based on the sum of trades disclosed as synthetic assets in
the CCAA Data Room documents.
I have attached a couple of Metcalfe & Mansfield disclosures and a Montreal Gazette article discussing the relationship
amongst National Bank Financial, Quanto Financial and Deutsche Bank Canada.
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007 says:

"Requested liquidity drawdown payments were received by Foundation Trust from Société
Générale at approximately 3:30PM today and were applied to the payment of maturing
notes of Foundation Trust. No payments were received by Apsley Trust and Whitehall
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Trust from Deutsche Bank AG or by Devonshire Trust from Barclays Bank PLC, as
applicable, as at the close of business today as these financial institutions did not believe
that a general market disruption was in effect on August 13, 2007."
The September 3, 2007 Montreal Gazette article says:
"The puzzling question is how did the National Bank become so heavily exposed to this
market? The other big banks have said they don't have any third-party ABCP in their
mutual funds and minimal exposure elsewhere.
Could the answer lie in a young firm called Quanto Financial Corp.? Quanto was
created two years ago when the bank's brokerage unit, National Bank Financial, then
under the leadership of Vachon, spun off part of its fast-growing structured
finance and securitization business. That's the division involved in engineering
sophisticated securities, including ABCP.
The managing directors of National Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain
Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte, left the bank to run Quanto. But a tight
relationship with the bank continued.
The National and Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company,
which is controlled by Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include
Pelchat and Lafleur-Ayotte."

Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com [mailto:ahershtal@jruslaw.com]
Sent: August-06-10 3:05 PM
To: Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
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ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-27-10 12:45 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
FW: New Way of Thinking about Metcalfe & Mansfield as an Investment Bank with Barclays
as Issuer
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007; Coventree Prospectus November 15,
2006.pdf

Resending this for our telephone meeting this afternoon.
Diane
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: June-08-10 8:49 AM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Subject: New Way of Thinking about Metcalfe & Mansfield as an Investment Bank with Barclays as Issuer

Henry, Kevin, and Aaron
With respect to terminology Coventree is saying at the OSC hearing that its customers were the asset providers and its
funding partners were the dealers. So if Metcalfe and Mansfield has the same perspective, then Barclays is Metcalfe &
Mansfield's customer and Deutsche Bank Securities is its funding partner.
The attached Coventree prospectus dated November 15, 2006, provides extensive business descriptions that may be
helpful for the Hamilton case.
Coventree refers to its role as an investment bank finding an originator of cash flow producing assets and then working
with the originator to structure a program that meets the originator's financing objectives.
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If we take this same perspective for Metcalfe and Mansfield, then Barclays Bank is the originator of "cash flow
producing assets" that are funded by the ABCP Investors, with Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as an investment banker
bringing together an issuer with investors. Following through on this point, then Barclays is squarely within the
Devonshire Trust case, as the "issuer of the cash producing assets" = in this case the credit default swap contracts that
produce premiums for the Devonshire Trust and that have related collateral assets that produce interest income. So, it
really does not matter whether Metcalfe & Mansfield approached Barclays as a customer or whether Barclays
approached Metcalfe & Mansfield as an investment bank, since Barclays knew it was using Metcalfe & Mansfield as an
investment bank whose function was to find investors to fund its originator's financing objectives.
Somewhere in the past I think we got on the wrong track of thinking that Metcalfe & Mansfield, as the financial
services agent or sponsor, is the de facto "issuer" of the ABCP, since the ABCP trust was not an operating entity with
staff. Then we were thinking that Barclays was simply a contract supplier to Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as the "de
facto issuer." When we present Metcalfe & Mansfield as a specialized investment bank, then Barclays becomes the
issuer and the investment dealer Deutsche Bank Securities is a selling agent for Metcalfe & Mansfield, whose purpose
is to bring the investors into the equation to meet Barclays' financing objectives, with Metcalfe & Mansfield
effectively acting as the intermediary.
It is so simple when we change the way we think about this, although I recognize the legal contracting is what counts
in the end.
I have attached some evidence on Metcalfe & Mansfield for the Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Devonshire Trust case, that I
found in my files. As I recall, the Metcalfe & Mansfield website was taken down almost immediately after the ABCP
freeze‐up, so we have little documentation about them other than the details of their contracts and deals disclosed in
the ABCP CCAA proceedings and what you are now getting as part of the Devonshire case.

Sincerely,
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-27-10 8:58 AM
'Aaron Hershtal'
'Henry Juroviesky'
RE: City of Hamilton - Barclays

I am OK at any time this afternoon. Call 905‐822‐7618.
Diane
From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-27-10 8:52 AM
To: Urquhart
Cc: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: City of Hamilton - Barclays

Diane,
Do you have time this afternoon to have a call to discuss your theory of liability for Barclays as the actual issuing agent?
Please let me know what time works for you.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-10-10 9:13 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
FW: Aug. 9, 2010 New York Times - Merrill's Rick Disclosure Dodges are Unearthed + AG of
New York Case Against Bank of America
New York Times - Merrill's Risk Disclosure Dodges are Unearthed 09082010.pdf

FYI.
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August-10-10 9:12 AM
To: 'John Greenwood'
Subject: Aug. 9, 2010 New York Times - Merrill's Rick Disclosure Dodges are Unearthed + AG of New York Case Against
Bank of America

John Greenwood
National Post
Merrill Lynch's main method of hiding its US subprime related exposure was to package it in off-balance
sheet ABCP's and other SIV's financed with outside investors' money, where Merrill Lynch provided
liquidity puts to the conduits. Merrill Lynch was subsequently forced to honour these liquidity puts
requiring it to buy back $25 billion of bad US subprime mortgage related assets from the conduits.
Merrill did not disclose these liquidity puts on a timely basis.
CIBC's US subprime mortgage related exposure did not have the protection of these solid liquidity puts,
rather it was allegedly protected by bond insurance. The bond insurance was provided by insurers that
did not establish sound reserves and had inadequate capital to support the risks they had insured. Had
CIBC invested in Merrill Lynch's off-balance sheet conduits protected by Merrill Lynch's liquidity puts,
CIBC's stake in these conduits would have been saved by the American Government who backstopped
Bank of America's purchase of Merrill Lynch, when Merrill Lynch was on the verge of insolvency.
The Canadian Non Bank ABCP market had liquidity puts too, in the form of Canadian Style Liquidity
Agreements, with General Market Disruption Clauses offering ocean-wide loopholes for Merrill Lynch
and other international banks to walk away from their publicized bank guarantees. It is the deeply flawed
Canadian Style Liquidity Agreements, authorized by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions and exploited by DBRS and the international banks, that have enabled Canadian banks and
their wholly owned investment banks to suffer considerably less from the 2007 to 2009 breakdown of the
structured credit markets than the American and international banks who wrote bona fide liquidity puts
in every other country, except Canada.
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Diane
New York Times ‐ Merrill's Risk Disclosure Dodges are Unearthed 09082010:

In the third quarter of 2007, for instance, Merrill reported that its potential exposure to certain
subprime investments was $15.2 billion. Three months later, it said that exposure was actually
$46 billion.
At the time, Merrill said it had initially excluded the difference because it thought it had
protected itself with various hedges.
But many of those hedges later failed, and Merrill, the brokerage giant that brought Wall Street
to Main Street, soon collapsed into the arms of Bank of America.
The Securities and Exchange Commission is investigating whether banks adequately disclosed
their financial risks during the boom and subsequent bust. The question has taken on new
urgency now that Citigroup has agreed to pay $75 million to settle S.E.C. claims that it misled
investors about its exposure to collateralized debt obligations, or C.D.O.’s.
One difficulty for the S.E.C. and other investigators is determining exactly when banks should
have disclosed more about their mortgage holdings. Banks are required to disclose only what
they expect their exposure to be. If they believe they are fully hedged, they can even report that
they have no exposure at all. Being wrong is no crime.
“Should they have told us all of their subprime mortgage exposure?” said Jeffery Harte, an
analyst with Sandler O’Neill. “Nobody knew that was going to be such a huge problem. The next
step is they would be giving us their entire trading book.”
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Still, Mr. Harte and other analysts said they were surprised in 2007 by Merrill’s escalating
exposure and its initial decision not to disclose the full extent of its mortgage holdings. Greater
disclosure about Merrill’s mortgage holdings and programs like Pyxis might have raised red
flags to senior executives and shareholders, who could have demanded that Merrill stop
producing the risky securities that later brought the firm down.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
---------------------------------------------------------------x
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
By ANDREW M. CUOMO, Attorney General of
the State of New York,
Plaintiff,
– against –
BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION,
KENNETH D. LEWIS and JOSEPH L. PRICE,
Defendants.
Dated: February 4,2010
New York, New York
---------------------------------------------------------------x
http://www.ag.ny.gov/media_center/2010/feb/feb04a_10.html
http://www.ag.ny.gov/media_center/2010/feb/BoA_Complaint.pdf

25. In short, in the process of acquiring Merrill, the Bank’s management misled its
shareholders, the public, its board and its lawyers by concealing Merrill’s disastrous fourth
quarter financial results in order to secure the shareholders’ uninformed approval of the deal.
The Bank’s management then salvaged this potentially crippling situation by extracting billions
in taxpayer bailouts by misleading the federal government. They did this, in part, by threatening
federal officials that they would terminate the Merger Agreement based on a material adverse
change—virtually the same material change they failed to disclosed to their shareholders prior to
the vote. This action seeks redress under New York’s Martin Act for this conduct.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-09-10 2:11 PM
'Aaron Hershtal'; 'Henry Juroviesky'
'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
Pierre Homer, Citibank Canada Transcript

Aaron
I would say it is worthwhile to look at Pierre Homer's transcripts since he had the following to say about Quanto
Financial on May 28, 2010. Plus it was Pierre Homer who received the NBF/MM emails on March 14, 2010 containing
US subprime exposures for Apsley, Devonshire and Whitehall Trusts' ABCP.

Transcript

Pierre Homer
Citibank

Newshore and Quanto reports were erroneous
compared to information disclosed in
restructuring. Symphony E was suppose to be
100% CMBS, learned after it was CDO 27% and
President of Newshore admitted this was an
error. Quanto said Apsley Trust was CDO < 25%
corporates and ABS 75%, but discovered in
reality it was CDO 40% corporates and ABS 60%.
Quanto reports did not reflect the economic
risks they were taking. Brought this to the
attention of the OSC interviewers in Jan. 2009.

Diane
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May 28, 2010

Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-09-10 1:25 PM
'Aaron Hershtal'; 'Henry Juroviesky'
'Diane & Hugh Urquhart'
RE: City of Hamilton - DBRS payment structure
IIROC Regulatory Study Review and Recommendations ABCP 10172008.pdf; US SEC
Examination of Credit Rating Agencies July 2008.pdf; CSA Consultation Paper - ABCP 10062008.pdf; Financial Times - DBRS or the rating agency you've never heard.pdf

Aaron
I cannot find any specific evidence that confirms that DBRS charged a credit rating fee as a percentage of the
outstanding Devonshire Trust ABCP. I believe that this is how the fee is structured, and that the % rate was about 5
bps. I believe I was told this fact by Ed Devlin, Canadian Fixed Income Portfolio Manager of Pimco Inc.
There is no question that DBRS was intricately involved in the design room of Canadian Non Bank ABCP as denote by all
the evidence provided below from the noted sources.
Diane
IIROC Regulatory Study Review and Recommendations ABCP October 17, 2008:
P. xii
Interviews with senior DBRS representatives to understand their ABCP programme
credit rating review and approval process;
P. 6
Credit enhancement improves the credit rating and therefore the pricing and marketability of
ABCP. The conduit’s sponsor determines the amount of enhancement, which varies with the
credit quality and liquidity of the assets. Sponsors are aware of the rating methods used by
rating agencies and have discussions with them about portfolio contents that enable a sponsor
to judge the amount of credit enhancement necessary to achieve a desired rating.
P. 26
At a broad level, the review and approval of the special purpose entity structure involves the
following steps:18
_ Initial meeting between DBRS and the sponsor to discuss the structure of the special
purpose entity,
_ Issuance of an engagement letter to formalize and confirm the terms of the engagement,
_ Gathering information on the sponsor in order to evaluate its financial and operational
capabilities,
_ Review of the legal structure,
_ Drafting the rating report, that focuses on the structural features, the roles performed by
various parties and structural mitigants such as rating triggers on sellers, servicers and
credit enhancers,
_ Determination of the rating by the Rating Committee, and
_ Review of the press release and draft rating report by the sponsor for factual inaccuracies
and to ensure they do not contain confidential information.
Generally, each purchase of assets by an ABCP is reviewed by Rating Committee. For an ABCP
purchase, DBRS will typically issue a confirmation letter for the conduit’s rating.
The review of the specific transactions to be funded through the special purpose entity
structure consists of certain standard elements including management contact, specific
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information requirements and documentation review, review of the seller, determination of
credit enhancement and Rating Committee review.
Because of confidentiality agreements with sponsors of the third-party ABCP programmes, and
other confidentiality restrictions, DBRS could not make public detailed information about the
underlying asset composition and its related performance.
OSC COVENTREE Hearing:

January 13, 2006

November 10,
2006

November 15,
2006

Email

Transcript Related
to November 10,
2006 Email

Email

Dean Tai
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DBRS

CC ‐ Geoffrey Cornish
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Market Participants

January 19, 2007

Press Release

DBRS

January 19, 2007

Transcript Related
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2007 Email
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Market Participants

Transcript

Transcript

Huston Loke
DBRS

Between November 15, 2006 to December 31,
2006 10 LSS SFA transactions rejected by DBRS.
Stopped getting new LSS SFA deals after
December 31, 2006 since sponsors knew they
would be rejected. 2 bank deals with GS
Liquidity Agreements approved.

Huston Loke
DBRS

LSS trades low risk transaction, but leverage
enables profitability. Quanto did $1B plus deal in
2005Q4. Notional may be larger, but funding is
not visible. Large deals were 2005 phenomena.
Informal practice became that DBRS would limit
LSS deals to $250M to $300M. Must give no
downgrade letter and so used these letters to
impose new size limitation for LSS deals.

US SEC Examination of Credit Rating Agencies July 2008:

P. 9
Typically, the rating agency is paid only if the credit rating is issued, though sometimes it receives a
breakup fee for the analytic work undertaken even if the credit rating is not issued.
P. 21
F. The Surveillance Processes Used by the Rating Agencies Appear to
Have Been Less Robust Than Their Initial Ratings Processes
While NRSROs are not required under the law to perform surveillance, a rating agency
will generally monitor the accuracy of its ratings on an ongoing basis in order to change
the ratings when circumstances indicate that a change is required. This process is
generally called “monitoring” or “surveillance,” and each rating agency charges issuers,
upfront or annually, ratings surveillance fees.
P. 31
A. Conflicts of Interest
As the Commission noted in its recent release, some observers have indicated that while
conflicts of interest due to the “issuer pays” model exist with respect to all asset classes
that receive ratings, the conflicts created from the “issuer pays” model in rating structured
finance products, particularly RMBS and related-CDOs, may be exacerbated for a
number of reasons. First, the arranger is often the primary designer of the deal and as
such, has more flexibility to adjust the deal structure to obtain a desired credit rating as
compared to arrangers of non-structured asset classes. As well, arrangers that underwrite
RMBS and CDO offerings have substantial influence over the choice of rating agencies
hired to rate the deals.
CSA Consultation Paper ‐ ABCP ‐ 10062008:

P. 9
42

May

Jun

potential conflicts of interest of CRAs, such as conflicts that arise because:
(i) CRAs are paid by the issuers of the securities they rate
(ii) CRAs are typically not paid unless a rated transaction is completed, which creates an incentive for
CRAs to assign a high rating and the potential for “ratings shopping”, and
(iii) CRAs may provide ancillary services to the issuers of the securities they rate.

From: Aaron Hershtal [mailto:ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
Sent: August-06-10 1:10 PM
To: Urquhart
Cc: Henry Juroviesky
Subject: City of Hamilton - DBRS payment structure

Diane,
One of the facts that we’ve alleged in our statement of claim is that DBRS was paid a percentage fee of the amount of
Devonshire Notes issued by the Defendants. The Huston Loke transcripts disclose that DBRS was paid only upon rating
the notes, and not before, but Henry and I cannot find a source for the first statement that is in our statement of claim.
Do you have a source for this?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ahershtal@jruslaw.com
August-06-10 3:05 PM
Urquhart; Henry Juroviesky
Re: Hamilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case
05082010

Diane,
As at August 2007 are you aware of what percentage of the trusts contained traditional vs. Synthetic assets.
As well, did Devonshire have any US subprime exposure?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal

From: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 2010 02:44:45 +0000
To: Urquhart<urquhart@rogers.com>
ReplyTo: ahershtal@jruslaw.com
Subject: Re: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
Diane,
I just got a bouncebck notice for one of the emails I sent you this afternoon. Did you receive either of them?
Best.
Aaron Hershtal

From: "Urquhart" <urquhart@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 22:05:28 -0400
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'<HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com>; 'Aaron Hershtal'<ahershtal@jruslaw.com>; Kevin
Caspersz<kcaspersz@jruslaw.com>
Subject: Hmilton Case: Wall Street Journal - UBS to pay $81 million in auction-rate case 05082010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-06-10 1:10 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky
City of Hamilton - DBRS payment structure

Diane,
One of the facts that we’ve alleged in our statement of claim is that DBRS was paid a percentage fee of the amount of
Devonshire Notes issued by the Defendants. The Huston Loke transcripts disclose that DBRS was paid only upon rating
the notes, and not before, but Henry and I cannot find a source for the first statement that is in our statement of claim.
Do you have a source for this?
Thanks.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Hershtal [ahershtal@juroviesky.com]
August-05-10 12:50 PM
Urquhart
Henry Juroviesky; Kevin Caspersz
Metcalfe and Mansfield Materials
Motion Record Volume 2 of 2.pdf

Part 2 attached.
We look forward to your comments.
Best.
Aaron Hershtal
Associate
Juroviesky LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
T: 416.481.0718 ext.451
D: 416.646.7878
F: 416.352.1378
ahershtal@juroviesky.com
www.juroviesky.com
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts,
assumptions and/or representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or modifications to the law and
regulations, or to the judicial and administrative interpretations thereof.
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be
unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
Juroviesky LLP client engagement contract.
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-03-10 2:16 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
US SEC Legal Docs on Citigroup Misrepresentation of its US subprime assets exposure
US SEC Litigation Release No. 21605 Citigroup misleading disclosures regarding its
exposure to sub-prime assets July 29, 2010.pdf; US SEC Complaint Against Citigroup
material misstatements about its exposure to sub-prime mortgages.pdf

Henry
If you were wondering about the significance of Deutsche Bank walking away from its Canadian Style Liquidity
Agreements issued to the Canadian Non Bank ABCP Trusts, read about Citigroup needing to take back $25 billion of
subprime assets upon the exercise of the liquidity puts it issued on commercial paper in the attached US SEC legal docs
on Citigroup Misrepresentation of its US subprime assets exposure. For Citigroup the liquidity puts represented about
half of its about $50 billion exposure to subprime assets.

Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
August-03-10 10:38 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'
Hamilton Case: Do you have the M & T Bank v. Deutsche Bank claim and other legal
documents?
Wall Street Journal - Dual role in housing deals puts spotlight on Deutsche 03082010.pdf

Henry
Do you have the M & T Bank v. Deutsche Bank claim and other legal documents? I would like to read these?
Diane
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: August-03-10 9:46 AM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); 'Aaron Hershtal'
Subject: Hamilton Case: Wall Street Journal article on Deutsche Bank's misconduct in US subprime mortgage-related
securities

Henry, Kevin and Aaron
Please see the following Wall. I have highlighted in red points of relevance to our Hamilton case. There are
new documents out on the M & T Bank lawsuit against Deutsche Bank re US subprime mortgage-related
securities that were sold to it.
Diane
Wall Street Journal - Business
Dual Role in Housing Deals Puts Spotlight on Deutsche
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703900004575325232441982598.html#printMode
Dow Jones Reprints: This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers, use the Order Reprints
tool at the bottom of any article or visit www.djreprints.com
See a sample reprint in PDF format. Order a reprint of this article now

Dual Role in Housing Deals Puts Spotlight on Deutsche
BUSINESS AUGUST 3, 2010

View Full Image

By CARRICK MOLLENKAMP And SERENA NG

Federal probes of the collapsed mortgage-bond boom are shedding light on how Wall Street firms sometimes created securities
and sold them to one set of investors, while advising others to bet against them.
One firm that was a major player in mortgage securities, Deutsche Bank AG, illustrates
a pattern investigators are looking at. While creating and selling mortgage securities to
some of its clients, the big German bank was not only advising other clients to bet the
other way, but also sometimes doing so itself.
A Deutsche trader helped create an index that made it easy to bet against housing, and
the bank itself then used the index to do just that.
After the collapse of mortgage securities led to a costly bailout of the firm that insured
many such securities—American International Group Inc.—some of the federal cash
that was sunk into AIG flowed to Deutsche, to cover bearish bets by its hedge-fund
clients.
Deutsche's actions are a vivid example of potential conflicts on Wall Street—the way
big financial firms play both sides of the fence with investors. The issue became more
extreme during the mortgage bubble and subsequent bust because of the size of the
bets on Wall Street and subsequent losses on Main Street.
Regulators now are grappling with whether the business-as-usual conduct at financial
firms merely looks bad in hindsight, or whether there were misrepresentations or other legal issues that need to be further
investigated and guarded against in the future. "This is a gray area that we need more investigation into," says Andrew Lo, a
finance professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a hedge-fund manager.
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Deutsche says that helping investors bet either way—either for or against an asset—is part of doing business for a securities firm.
"Some clients sought more exposure to the housing market, while others sought less," a spokesman for Deutsche said. "We
served clients whatever their investment objective, but only after being satisfied that they had arrived at their view after
thorough consideration."
As for betting against housing with its own money, Deutsche, while
acknowledging having made tens of millions of dollars doing that, says that
overall, it "maintained a net long position in the housing market and ultimately
suffered billions in losses, even after factoring in our hedges and offsetting
positions."
Deutsche is just one of a number of financial firms whose roles in the mortgage
boom and bust are being examined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Justice Department or the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission set up by Congress.
In mid-July, the SEC reached a $550 million settlement with Goldman Sachs
Group Inc. of civil charges that Goldman misled investors in a mortgage
security, failing to tell them a bearish hedge fund had helped design the security and was betting against it. Citigroup Inc. last
week agreed to pay $75 million to settle SEC charges of understating its subprime exposure in reports to investors.
Deutsche says it has been cooperating with a variety of mortgage-related inquiries but hasn't been told it is a target of any
investigations. Deutsche recently settled charges by an industry self-regulatory group, the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority, that it misrepresented delinquency data in issuing subprime securities. In agreeing to a $7.5 million penalty, the bank
neither admitted nor denied the charges.
Deutsche's disparate dealings with two investor clients in February 2007 illustrate how it played both sides of the mortgage securities
market.
That month, a time when the U.S. housing and mortgage markets were beginning to crack, Deutsche was helping put together
bond deals backed by subprime mortgages.
They included loans originated by NovaStar Financial Inc., a Missouri subprime lender that Deutsche had financed. A
promotional flier from NovaStar in 2003 said, "Ignore the Rules and Qualify More Borrowers with our Credit Score Override
Program!" As housing boomed, NovaStar thrived.
But on Feb. 20, 2007, NovaStar reported a quarterly loss and said it was tightening the spigot on new loans. It was another piece
of evidence the long-rising housing market was headed the other way. That evening, a senior Deutsche trader received an email
from a hedge-fund manager with the subject line "Novastar" and the message: "It is like the plague."
The Deutsche trader, Greg Lippmann, encouraged the email writer to bet
against subprime bonds, telling him "you should get some [courage] and do
some shorts," because "these bonds are going much much lower....."
Deutsche, however, continued to market new mortgage-bond deals predicated
on the mortgage-securities market staying strong. The very next day, M&T Bank
Corp. of Buffalo, N.Y., poured $82 million into a Deutsche deal known as
Gemstone VII.
Within 10 months, M&T lost 98% of its investment, according to a lawsuit it has
filed against Deutsche.
By that time, NovaStar was out of the lending business.
"Some of our employees were bearish on the housing market," a Deutsche
spokesman said, "but they were transparent with their views and spoke at
dozens of conferences and client meetings and published more than a dozen
research reports which were distributed to thousands of institutional investors."
There's no indication Mr. Lippmann was among those at Deutsche encouraging
others to buy.
Deutsche is fighting M&T's fraud-and-misrepresentation suit in a New York
state court. A Deutsche spokesman described M&T as "an extremely
sophisticated investor" and active player in the mortgage market.
Deutsche, founded in Berlin in 1870, and occupying a skyscraper at 60 Wall Street in recent years, had a major role in the frothy
rise and later crumbling of the U.S. housing market. In 2007, a peak year for production of mortgage deals known as
collateralized debt obligations, or CDOs, Deutsche arranged about $42 billion of them, compared with $25 billion by Goldman,
according to Thomson Reuters.
Signing off on the deals were lawyers supervised by Robert Khuzami, who ran Deutsche's U.S. legal division. He is now the SEC's
enforcement chief and has vowed to pursue any financial wrongdoing by financial firms in areas such as mortgage securities,
recusing himself if any matters relate to his old employer. The SEC said Mr. Khuzami declined to comment.
Deutsche analysts also were among the first to flag weaknesses in the market, as
early as 2005. In a June 2006 research report, a Deutsche analyst
recommended that investors reduce their exposure to subprime mortgage
securities.
The bank, however, continued to build its mortgage-securities machine. It was a
reliable assembly line, beginning with lenders like NovaStar, based in Kansas
City, Mo. Deutsche agreed to provide a credit line to NovaStar in 2003, the year
the home lender touted its "credit score override program." A co-founder of the
lender says that it sought "to underwrite loans with a focus on ensuring the
borrower could repay his or her debt."
As U.S. lenders churned out home loans, Deutsche bundled them into mortgage-backed bonds. It assembled these into CDOs,
and built other CDOs out of derivatives that served as insurance on the bonds. Deutsche marketed the deals to conservative
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investors, such as insurers and banks, that had a positive view of the housing market.
Meanwhile, for hedge funds or other investors that wanted to bet on a housing downturn, Deutsche in 2005 and 2006 created a
half-dozen deals that were collectively known as START. [Sold to Canadian Non Bank ABCP Trust - Aurora Trust]
One created in late 2005 was underpinned by about 100 home-mortgage bonds whose ratings were low investment grade.
Deutsche put investors on notice that it "may deal in" any mortgage bond in the pool—that is, Deutsche might trade them itself.
Deutsche set up one 2005 START deal partly to facilitate bearish bets by Paulson & Co., the same hedge-fund firm whose role
Goldman was accused of insufficiently disclosing, according to people familiar with the matter.
Paulson & Co. helped select assets that went into the Deutsche CDO and then bet against the assets, the people said. That was a
role similar to the role Paulson played at Goldman.
Deutsche, like Goldman, didn't tell investors in its CDO that Paulson had helped pick the assets and was making a bearish bet.
A key difference: Goldman told investors that the assets were picked by an independent third party; Deutsche didn't use a third
party or give its investors such assurances.
A spokesman for Deutsche said, "Both long and short investors were given the opportunity to select the specific collateral to
which they were seeking exposure and mutually agreed on the CDO portfolio."
In the complicated START deals, Deutsche agreed to sell investors protection on mortgage securities, and then shielded itself by
purchasing protection on those same securities. On two 2005 deals, including the one that helped facilitate Paulson's bets, the
provider of the insurance was AIG.
For those deals, about $800 million of the federal bailout money given to AIG in 2008 was set aside to be paid to Deutsche as
defaults occur. (In all, Deutsche received at least $8.5 billion from AIG, much of it for commercial real-estate deals.)
Conventional wisdom among investors had long held that it was difficult to short housing, that is, bet against it. But a new index
called the ABX.HE made this much easier. It was created in January 2006 by Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann and bankers from 15
other big firms.
At a September 2006 dinner with hedge-fund clients at a Palm restaurant in New York, Mr. Lippmann said subprime-mortgage
bonds were poised to fall.
By the end of 2006, Deutsche was using the ABX to make its own bearish housing bets.
The bank's finance chief told investors that as housing weakened in the first quarter of 2007, Deutsche avoided a net loss in part
because of "a trading position, which was put on in...late 2006, shorting the ABX index, because our traders felt that the U.S.
mortgage market was probably overheating and was potentially going to soften," according to a transcript of the May 2007
earnings conference call.
Deutsche's mortgage trading desk assembled other instruments that were tailor-made for betting on housing, either for or
against. These were complex CDOs made up of derivatives linked to the performance of mortgage bonds plus some part of the
ABX index.
Deutsche took the bearish side of these deals and sought to sell the bullish side of them to U.S. and European investors. The
bank says the instruments weren't designed to enable it to short housing.
Not all investors who were pitched the bullish side were impressed. "My quick analysis of the portfolio suggests this is the
biggest crock of s— I've seen yet!" one London trader who got the pitch responded by email to Deutsche. He added, "I won't be
spending any more time on it, but wish you luck in moving some paper."
The client later was sent a new portfolio and found it improved, according to what one Deutsche employee told another one.
Then on Feb. 20, 2007, came word of the setbacks at NovaStar, the Kansas City subprime lender. In an email reply to hedgefund
manager Steve Eisman of FrontPoint Partners—the man who had described the worsening situation as "like the plague"—
Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann encouraged Mr. Eisman to rev up his bets against mortgage bonds.
When Mr. Eisman asked for some recommendations, Mr. Lippmann wrote that he would have another bank employee send
some.
"On CDOs, we think they are going much much wider," Mr. Lippmann wrote,
referring to the already-widening cost of credit protection on mortgage bonds.
He said he was having trouble staying "short" housing because of a dwindling
pipeline of mortgage products to bet against.
Mr. Eisman's bearish bets were lucrative for his hedge fund, which is owned by
Morgan Stanley.
During this time, Deutsche continued trying to get other investors to go "long"
the housing market—that is, it continued trying to sell them products likely to
prosper if housing did.
M&T, the bank that agreed during this time to invest in a new Deutsche
mortgage deal, alleges in its suit that a week before the purchase, a Deutsche
salesman told it by phone that the "underlying structures in these bonds are
built to withstand" adverse conditions.
In late 2007, M&T wrote down the value of its $82 million investment to just $1.9 million, according to its suit.
Deutsche said documents for the product had clearly warned that the assets in the pool were of poor quality.
As NovaStar's troubles mounted, it hired Deutsche in 2007 to help the subprime lender sell its mortgage-servicing operation. In
late 2007, NovaStar abandoned home lending altogether.
Two months ago, Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann, the trader who had advised the hedge-fund manager to short mortgage bonds while
his bank continued to push them, left to help form a hedge fund himself, one aimed at profiting from the mortgage mess.
Write to Carrick Mollenkamp at carrick.mollenkamp@wsj.com and Serena Ng at serena.ng@wsj.com
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Henry, Kevin and Aaron
Please see the following Wall. I have highlighted in red points of relevance to our Hamilton case. There are
new documents out on the M & T Bank lawsuit against Deutsche Bank re US subprime mortgage-related
securities that were sold to it.
Diane
Wall Street Journal - Business
Dual Role in Housing Deals Puts Spotlight on Deutsche
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Dual Role in Housing Deals Puts Spotlight on Deutsche
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By CARRICK MOLLENKAMP And SERENA NG

Federal probes of the collapsed mortgage-bond boom are shedding light on how Wall Street firms sometimes created securities
and sold them to one set of investors, while advising others to bet against them.
One firm that was a major player in mortgage securities, Deutsche Bank AG, illustrates
a pattern investigators are looking at. While creating and selling mortgage securities to
some of its clients, the big German bank was not only advising other clients to bet the
other way, but also sometimes doing so itself.
A Deutsche trader helped create an index that made it easy to bet against housing, and
the bank itself then used the index to do just that.
After the collapse of mortgage securities led to a costly bailout of the firm that insured
many such securities—American International Group Inc.—some of the federal cash
that was sunk into AIG flowed to Deutsche, to cover bearish bets by its hedge-fund
clients.
Deutsche's actions are a vivid example of potential conflicts on Wall Street—the way
big financial firms play both sides of the fence with investors. The issue became more
extreme during the mortgage bubble and subsequent bust because of the size of the
bets on Wall Street and subsequent losses on Main Street.
Regulators now are grappling with whether the business-as-usual conduct at financial
firms merely looks bad in hindsight, or whether there were misrepresentations or other legal issues that need to be further
investigated and guarded against in the future. "This is a gray area that we need more investigation into," says Andrew Lo, a
finance professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a hedge-fund manager.
Deutsche says that helping investors bet either way—either for or against an asset—is part of doing business for a securities firm.
"Some clients sought more exposure to the housing market, while others sought less," a spokesman for Deutsche said. "We
served clients whatever their investment objective, but only after being satisfied that they had arrived at their view after
thorough consideration."
As for betting against housing with its own money, Deutsche, while
acknowledging having made tens of millions of dollars doing that, says that
overall, it "maintained a net long position in the housing market and ultimately
suffered billions in losses, even after factoring in our hedges and offsetting
positions."
Deutsche is just one of a number of financial firms whose roles in the mortgage
boom and bust are being examined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Justice Department or the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission set up by Congress.
In mid-July, the SEC reached a $550 million settlement with Goldman Sachs
Group Inc. of civil charges that Goldman misled investors in a mortgage
security, failing to tell them a bearish hedge fund had helped design the security and was betting against it. Citigroup Inc. last
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week agreed to pay $75 million to settle SEC charges of understating its subprime exposure in reports to investors.
Deutsche says it has been cooperating with a variety of mortgage-related inquiries but hasn't been told it is a target of any
investigations. Deutsche recently settled charges by an industry self-regulatory group, the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority, that it misrepresented delinquency data in issuing subprime securities. In agreeing to a $7.5 million penalty, the bank
neither admitted nor denied the charges.
Deutsche's disparate dealings with two investor clients in February 2007 illustrate how it played both sides of the mortgage securities
market.
That month, a time when the U.S. housing and mortgage markets were beginning to crack, Deutsche was helping put together
bond deals backed by subprime mortgages.
They included loans originated by NovaStar Financial Inc., a Missouri subprime lender that Deutsche had financed. A
promotional flier from NovaStar in 2003 said, "Ignore the Rules and Qualify More Borrowers with our Credit Score Override
Program!" As housing boomed, NovaStar thrived.
But on Feb. 20, 2007, NovaStar reported a quarterly loss and said it was tightening the spigot on new loans. It was another piece
of evidence the long-rising housing market was headed the other way. That evening, a senior Deutsche trader received an email
from a hedge-fund manager with the subject line "Novastar" and the message: "It is like the plague."
The Deutsche trader, Greg Lippmann, encouraged the email writer to bet
against subprime bonds, telling him "you should get some [courage] and do
some shorts," because "these bonds are going much much lower....."
Deutsche, however, continued to market new mortgage-bond deals predicated
on the mortgage-securities market staying strong. The very next day, M&T Bank
Corp. of Buffalo, N.Y., poured $82 million into a Deutsche deal known as
Gemstone VII.
Within 10 months, M&T lost 98% of its investment, according to a lawsuit it has
filed against Deutsche.
By that time, NovaStar was out of the lending business.
"Some of our employees were bearish on the housing market," a Deutsche
spokesman said, "but they were transparent with their views and spoke at
dozens of conferences and client meetings and published more than a dozen
research reports which were distributed to thousands of institutional investors."
There's no indication Mr. Lippmann was among those at Deutsche encouraging
others to buy.
Deutsche is fighting M&T's fraud-and-misrepresentation suit in a New York
state court. A Deutsche spokesman described M&T as "an extremely
sophisticated investor" and active player in the mortgage market.
Deutsche, founded in Berlin in 1870, and occupying a skyscraper at 60 Wall Street in recent years, had a major role in the frothy
rise and later crumbling of the U.S. housing market. In 2007, a peak year for production of mortgage deals known as
collateralized debt obligations, or CDOs, Deutsche arranged about $42 billion of them, compared with $25 billion by Goldman,
according to Thomson Reuters.
Signing off on the deals were lawyers supervised by Robert Khuzami, who ran Deutsche's U.S. legal division. He is now the SEC's
enforcement chief and has vowed to pursue any financial wrongdoing by financial firms in areas such as mortgage securities,
recusing himself if any matters relate to his old employer. The SEC said Mr. Khuzami declined to comment.
Deutsche analysts also were among the first to flag weaknesses in the market, as
early as 2005. In a June 2006 research report, a Deutsche analyst
recommended that investors reduce their exposure to subprime mortgage
securities.
The bank, however, continued to build its mortgage-securities machine. It was a
reliable assembly line, beginning with lenders like NovaStar, based in Kansas
City, Mo. Deutsche agreed to provide a credit line to NovaStar in 2003, the year
the home lender touted its "credit score override program." A co-founder of the
lender says that it sought "to underwrite loans with a focus on ensuring the
borrower could repay his or her debt."
As U.S. lenders churned out home loans, Deutsche bundled them into mortgage-backed bonds. It assembled these into CDOs,
and built other CDOs out of derivatives that served as insurance on the bonds. Deutsche marketed the deals to conservative
investors, such as insurers and banks, that had a positive view of the housing market.
Meanwhile, for hedge funds or other investors that wanted to bet on a housing downturn, Deutsche in 2005 and 2006 created a
half-dozen deals that were collectively known as START. [Sold to Canadian Non Bank ABCP Trust - Aurora Trust]
One created in late 2005 was underpinned by about 100 home-mortgage bonds whose ratings were low investment grade.
Deutsche put investors on notice that it "may deal in" any mortgage bond in the pool—that is, Deutsche might trade them itself.
Deutsche set up one 2005 START deal partly to facilitate bearish bets by Paulson & Co., the same hedge-fund firm whose role
Goldman was accused of insufficiently disclosing, according to people familiar with the matter.
Paulson & Co. helped select assets that went into the Deutsche CDO and then bet against the assets, the people said. That was a
role similar to the role Paulson played at Goldman.
Deutsche, like Goldman, didn't tell investors in its CDO that Paulson had helped pick the assets and was making a bearish bet.
A key difference: Goldman told investors that the assets were picked by an independent third party; Deutsche didn't use a third
party or give its investors such assurances.
A spokesman for Deutsche said, "Both long and short investors were given the opportunity to select the specific collateral to
which they were seeking exposure and mutually agreed on the CDO portfolio."
In the complicated START deals, Deutsche agreed to sell investors protection on mortgage securities, and then shielded itself by
purchasing protection on those same securities. On two 2005 deals, including the one that helped facilitate Paulson's bets, the
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provider of the insurance was AIG.
For those deals, about $800 million of the federal bailout money given to AIG in 2008 was set aside to be paid to Deutsche as
defaults occur. (In all, Deutsche received at least $8.5 billion from AIG, much of it for commercial real-estate deals.)
Conventional wisdom among investors had long held that it was difficult to short housing, that is, bet against it. But a new index
called the ABX.HE made this much easier. It was created in January 2006 by Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann and bankers from 15
other big firms.
At a September 2006 dinner with hedge-fund clients at a Palm restaurant in New York, Mr. Lippmann said subprime-mortgage
bonds were poised to fall.
By the end of 2006, Deutsche was using the ABX to make its own bearish housing bets.
The bank's finance chief told investors that as housing weakened in the first quarter of 2007, Deutsche avoided a net loss in part
because of "a trading position, which was put on in...late 2006, shorting the ABX index, because our traders felt that the U.S.
mortgage market was probably overheating and was potentially going to soften," according to a transcript of the May 2007
earnings conference call.
Deutsche's mortgage trading desk assembled other instruments that were tailor-made for betting on housing, either for or
against. These were complex CDOs made up of derivatives linked to the performance of mortgage bonds plus some part of the
ABX index.
Deutsche took the bearish side of these deals and sought to sell the bullish side of them to U.S. and European investors. The
bank says the instruments weren't designed to enable it to short housing.
Not all investors who were pitched the bullish side were impressed. "My quick analysis of the portfolio suggests this is the
biggest crock of s— I've seen yet!" one London trader who got the pitch responded by email to Deutsche. He added, "I won't be
spending any more time on it, but wish you luck in moving some paper."
The client later was sent a new portfolio and found it improved, according to what one Deutsche employee told another one.
Then on Feb. 20, 2007, came word of the setbacks at NovaStar, the Kansas City subprime lender. In an email reply to hedgefund
manager Steve Eisman of FrontPoint Partners—the man who had described the worsening situation as "like the plague"—
Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann encouraged Mr. Eisman to rev up his bets against mortgage bonds.
When Mr. Eisman asked for some recommendations, Mr. Lippmann wrote that he would have another bank employee send
some.
"On CDOs, we think they are going much much wider," Mr. Lippmann wrote,
referring to the already-widening cost of credit protection on mortgage bonds.
He said he was having trouble staying "short" housing because of a dwindling
pipeline of mortgage products to bet against.
Mr. Eisman's bearish bets were lucrative for his hedge fund, which is owned by
Morgan Stanley.
During this time, Deutsche continued trying to get other investors to go "long"
the housing market—that is, it continued trying to sell them products likely to
prosper if housing did.
M&T, the bank that agreed during this time to invest in a new Deutsche
mortgage deal, alleges in its suit that a week before the purchase, a Deutsche
salesman told it by phone that the "underlying structures in these bonds are
built to withstand" adverse conditions.
In late 2007, M&T wrote down the value of its $82 million investment to just $1.9 million, according to its suit.
Deutsche said documents for the product had clearly warned that the assets in the pool were of poor quality.
As NovaStar's troubles mounted, it hired Deutsche in 2007 to help the subprime lender sell its mortgage-servicing operation. In
late 2007, NovaStar abandoned home lending altogether.
Two months ago, Deutsche's Mr. Lippmann, the trader who had advised the hedge-fund manager to short mortgage bonds while
his bank continued to push them, left to help form a hedge fund himself, one aimed at profiting from the mortgage mess.
Write to Carrick Mollenkamp at carrick.mollenkamp@wsj.com and Serena Ng at serena.ng@wsj.com
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Hamilton: US SEC's Demand That Goldman Admit `Mistake' Could Spur Lawsuits
Bloomberg - SECs demand that Goldman admit mistake could spur lawsuits 21072010

SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro said the proposal reflects a reconsideration of the regulator’s long-standing
assumption that sophisticated investors like pension funds and endowments don’t need the same protections as
individuals.
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Hamilton: US SEC Settlement with Goldman Sachs Includes Restitution for RBS and IKB
Bank
Reuters - RBS may seek more after $100M Glodman payout 16072010

LONDON/FRANKFURT, July 16 (Reuters) - Royal Bank of Scotland <RBS.L> may pursue Goldman Sachs <GS.N> for
hundreds of millions of dollars to add to $100 million it got as part of a settlement over the marketing of a subprime
mortgage product.
RBS said on Friday it would "carefully consider all of its options" after Goldman agreed on Thursday to pay it $100
million as part of a $550 million settlement of civil fraud charges over how it marketed the subprime mortgage
product. [nN15236037]
German bank IKB <IKBG.DE>, the other big loser on the transaction, will be paid $150 million under the settlement,
recovering all of its loss.
RBS's options include taking Goldman to court as the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission said the penalty left
the door open for future civil suits. [nN15225672]
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Deutsche Bank and Barclays Bank in this US lawsuit on RMBSs
Structured Credit Investors - CDO Manager launches mis-selling suit 15072010
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Devonshire Trust Litigation
Devonshire Trust (“Devonshire”), a sponsor and trust,
had entered into two credit default swap transactions
with Barclays Bank PLC (“Barclays”), as asset provider,
liquidity provider and protection buyer (with
Devonshire as the protection seller). These CDS
transactions were also LSS transactions and therefore
leveraged, as described above.
Although each entity fulfilled a separate and distinct role as,
variously: sponsor, protection seller, protection buyer,
asset provider and liquidity provider, the relationship
between the parties was governed by a series of complex
agreements: “To say that the series of contracts is
complicated and inter-related is an understatement.”61 As
protection buyer, Barclays essentially bargained with
Devonshire, as protection seller, to assume the risk that a
default would occur in return for periodic payments of
premiums by the protection buyer. In this case, the
agreement contemplated that Barclays would not actually
make such payments as the credit protection was
referential in nature.
Under the series of agreements, Devonshire was
required to make initial payments to Barclays totaling
$600 million, for credit support, which Devonshire
funded through a series of issuances of ABCP. At
maturity, Barclays had the obligation to repay the
amount of the initial payments to Barclays, less any
amounts owed to Barclays under the agreements. DBRS
required that the amount for the repayment be
secured. Therefore, the eligible credit support was paid
into an account held by an appointed custodian.
Further, as liquidity provider, Barclays was required to
make certain payments to Devonshire if a liquidity
event occurred, which under Canadian-style liquidity
was defined as a general market disruption.
Following the market freeze on August 13, 2007,
Devonshire delivered market disruption notices to
Barclays demanding liquidity payments. Barclays
disputed that a market disruption had occurred and
refused to make the requested liquidity payments.
On August 16, 2007, Devonshire and Barclays, among
others, entered into standstill agreements contemplated
by the Montreal Accord. Those standstill agreements
were extended several times while the parties
attempted to negotiate a restructuring. That
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restructuring has not yet occurred.
Barclays has claimed, in its amended reply and defence
to counterclaim, that Devonshire was different from the
other third party ABCP trusts due to the following
cumulative reasons and therefore did not participate in
the broader restructuring:
a) a small number of credit default swaps;
b) only one asset provider and liquidity provider;
c) a small number of noteholders; and
d) the Devonshire documents contained a term
allowing termination by the asset provider in the
event of the insolvency of the Trust.
On January 13, 2009, Barclays moved to enforce its
rights under the agreements and sought to make certain
liquidity payments to the trustee (in the amount of
approximately $71M) to satisfy its obligations further
Devonshire’s liquidity calls in August 2007. Barclays also
gave notice of early termination under the CDS
contracts and sought to obtain the credit protection
amount from the custodian. Devonshire contested
Barclay’s interpretation of the standstill agreements and
early termination notice and sought to obtain the credit
protection amounts itself from the custodian.
Barclays began an action seeking, among other things,
interim injunctive relief to prevent Devonshire’s trustee
and indenture trustee from sending a notice to the
custodian requesting release of the credit protection
amount. If Devonshire were to do so, in the face of
Barclays’ demand, the agreement with the custodian
contemplated that the custodian would hold the funds and
not accept instructions from either Barclays or Devonshire
separately, but only from both of them jointly.
In the result, the court refused to grant the injunctive
relief sought by Barclays as the Devonshire notices
would maintain the status quo – the credit protection
funds (being $600 million) would remain with the
custodian, pending a trial of the issues.62
The court stated that one of the issues at trial will be
whether the events of August 13-15, 2007 constituted a
market disruption within the meaning of the contracts.63
In fact, in its amended reply and defence to
counterclaim, Barclays has specifically claimed that a
“general market disruption event” is referable to the
general Canadian ABCP market under the terms of the
agreement and that a general market disruption of the
general Canadian ABCP market, presumably to be
distinguished from the smaller segment of the ABCP
market discussed in this paper – the non-bank ABCP
market, did not occur. In fact, Barclays claims that:
On or about August 11 to 12, 2007 [the week-end prior to the
market freeze on Monday, August 13, 2007…] certain other
large ABCP investors … and certain other 3rd party ABCP Conduit
Sponsors … wrongfully, and lacking bona fides, conspired and
agreed together to attempt to artificially manufacture a “Market
Disruption Event” by simultaneously issuing Market Disruption
Notices on August 13, 2007 and thereafter (the “attempted
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Manipulation”). … [a certain] number of ABCP market participants
… in the course of the weekend prior to August 13, 2007,
planned … how to attempt to generate a Market Disruption.
The Attempted Manipulation involved a coordinated agreement
amongst the group including certain large 3rd party ABCP Noteholders
to refuse to roll maturing 3rd part ABCP and to issue Liquidity
Notices with respect thereto. The predominant purpose of the
Attempted Manipulation was to cause injury to Barclays (and other
Asset Providers) by forcing Barclays to provide liquidity to Devonshire
in the in the absence of a Market Disruption Event.

Barclays claims that Devonshire should be estopped
from being able to claim that a market disruption
occurred, based on their allegations that Devonshire
conspired with other participants to cause the market
freeze in order to make liquidity calls.
The gloves appear to be coming off in this case. A trial
of the issue of whether a market disruption, as defined
by the agreements, occurred and, if it did, whether it
was improperly caused by some of the participants, is
likely to be as complex as the products and clearly
controversial. The trial in this action is likely to
commence in late 2009.
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Another Element of Misconduct by Coventree, DBRS and Selling Dealers - Overfunding of
Conduits to Buy ABCP Not Rolling Over WIthout Disclosure

Henry, Kevin and Aaaron
There was evidence at the OSC Coventree hearing on both June 28th and 29th on the subject of Coventree creating up
to $ 1 billion of "Dry Powder," which is cash accumulated within the conduits for the contingency of needing to meet
margin collateral calls or to liquidate outstanding ABCP paper. The cash is raised by either selling assets or not replacing
assets on maturity in the conduits, or by selling new ABCP without an immediate plan to use the cash proceeds to buy
assets in the conduits.
The evidence below of Coventree building and apparently using Dry Powder to fund Coventree ABCP paper not
otherwise rolling over or being taken into selling dealer inventory, without disclosing it to Hamilton and other public
investors, is a manipulation of the Non Bank ABCP market to make it appear that demand and supply were in balance
and therefore a healthy market was continuing. This is additional misconduct to be added to the long list of other
malfeasance occurring in the Non Bank ABCP marketplace. This is additional ammunition for Coventree to be held
responsible for Hamilton's loss on MAV II Class B & C shares and MAV III tracking shares derived from the original
Coventree conduits.

When the source of cash is from new ABCP issuances to pay off previous ABCP owners who might be unwilling to roll‐
over their paper in the future, this smacks of a "Ponzi Scheme," because this is raising new money from new
investors to pay back old investors.
Using cash for undisclosed margin collateral calls would be misconduct too, but there is no evidence provided that
margin collateral calls actually occurred before Aug. 13th, but for one from Citibank that was disputed by Coventree and
recalled by Citibank.
I am less concerned about the raising of cash from the sale of assets or not replacing maturing assets and using this cash
to liquidate ABCP paper since this is returning the ABCP owners' capital. However, I remain concerned about
Coventree anticipating liquidity problems due to selling dealers telling them about certain clients not rolling‐over
their paper based on their concerns about US subprime mortgage and CDO exposures. Knowing this information
from the selling dealers, Coventree then accumulates cash in the conduits and uses it to liquidate substantial
amounts of the ABCP outstanding, without announcing to all ABCP owners that it was doing so. Less attentive and
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trusting investors, like Hamilton, are blissfully rolling‐over their ABCP paper, not knowing that Coventree was
liquidating other ABCP investors from their substantial "Dry Powder."
June 28, 2010 Evidence:
Transcript of OSC Investigator Marcel Tillie at about 11:00 A.M.
Post August 3rd, Coventree was creating more Dry Powder, leading up to market freeze‐up. Five more transactions
entered into post Aug. 3rd.
CNH Gemini E ‐
$ 47 M
HSBC Start SIT III ‐
$100 M
Caribou Comet E ‐
$ 90 M (think after Market Disruption)
New Cobb HFP? ‐
$156 M (think after Market Disruption)
SLR ? ‐
$ 7 M (think after Market Disruption)
Total Dry Powder
$400 M Dry Powder
Ken Thomson defence cross‐examination suggests this Dry Powder was being accumulated throughout February to
August and not post Aug. 3rd. He says OSC investigator Ms. George has misinterpreted the date of short term paper
purchases in the conduits to be the time when the cash was raised when these dates were simply the rollover dates
for the short term debt that had been funded from cash raised throughout February to August 2007.
June 29, 2010 Evidence:
Dean Tai examination by OSC staff, Tab 46 p. 2476 Q. 850
Q. Was Coventree pre‐funding, or selling paper and buying highly liquid assets, like T‐Bills.
A. We did this prior to Aug. 15th. We refer to this as Dry Powder. DBRS gives us approval to do this. Eventually we did
this before Aug. 15th and subsequently we did this too. This was not about pre‐funding for disruption events. This
allowed us to trade our own paper. Prior to Aug. 15th,we were in the neighbourhood of $1 billion. I tried to get
everyone galvanized around this idea and to implement the idea.
p. 550, line 11 Q. 1243
A. Over‐funding is for cash collateral calls and not to offset RBC, TD and DBRS doing stupid things in the market. ..We
should not tell the dealers [about the Dry Powder] since they would ask us to sop up the rolling‐over paper. Rumour
RBC/TD was doing $3 B issuance of bank ABCP and we should not use our over‐funding to address inadequate demand
in light of the $3 B issuance by the banks.
I will have to go over my notes again, but I remember a few taped phone calls where Coventree officials discuss with
National Bank Financial, the lead of Coventree's selling syndicate, that Coventree should shrink the size of the Non
Bank ABCP market by using cash from its asset maturities and sales in the conduits to pay for the paper not rolling
over due to inadequate demand. This would supplement the above statistical and examination transcript evidence.
Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry Juroviesky [HJuroviesky@jruslaw.com]
June-25-10 3:36 PM
Urquhart
FW: Final Affidavit and Exhibits for Execution
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - FINAL.doc; Exhibits to Affidavit of Gerald T. Boychuk- City of
Hamilton.pdf

From: Kevin Caspersz
Sent: June 25, 2010 3:21 PM
To: Boychuk, Gerald T
Cc: Dickson, Steve; Henry Juroviesky; Aaron Hershtal
Subject: Final Affidavit and Exhibits for Execution

Gerry,
Please find attached final version of your affidavit for signature and witness. Please also find the exhibits attached so
the exhibit pages of the affidavit may also be signed by Steve. Please get these executed documents back to us as soon
as possible. Thanks.
Your cross‐examination on this affidavit is scheduled for August 9th, 2010 and will likely begin at 10 am in Toronto.
If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards,
Kevin Caspersz
Associate
Juroviesky and Ricci LLP
4950 Yonge Street,
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6K1
Canada
416.481.0718 ext. 323 (Phone)
416.481.1792 (Fax)
kcaspersz@jruslaw.com
www.jruslaw.com
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY JUROVIESKY AND RICCI LLP
("J&R") TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING,
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
Any advice in this communication is limited to the conclusions specifically set forth herein
and is based on the completeness and accuracy of the stated facts, assumptions and/or
representations included. In rendering our advice, we may consider legal authorities that
are subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could affect
the validity of our advice. We will not update our advice for subsequent changes or
modifications to the law and regulations, or to the judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof.
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*************************************************************************
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. When
addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing J&R client engagement contract.
*************************************************************************
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-25-10 2:22 PM
Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
'Henry Juroviesky'
FW: Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v 14 - Urquhart
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v 14 - Urquhart.doc

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: June-25-10 2:21 PM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Subject: Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v 14 - Urquhart

Aaron
Some changes recommended that are straight‐forward.
One significant matter relates to the following the terms in red, which is really a legal terminology choice to make.
Point 13.

In August, 2007 Hamilton’s short term portfolio contained approximately $110 million in Non‐Bank ABCP
consisting of a variety of different conduits, promoted and sold to Hamilton by different funding dealers,
financial service agents and originator issuers. [Barclays is the asset provider = originator issuer and also the
liquidity provider.]
Point 7, 8, 15, 16, 18 and 39 use some of the above terms.
Plus think more about Point 23
[These two trusts are not on the list of Montreal Accord Non‐Bank ABCP Trusts. Are these Bank ABCP trust?
These are not in the 23 trusts count in point 7.]
Diane
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: June-08-10 8:49 AM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Subject: New Way of Thinking about Metcalfe & Mansfield as an Investment Bank with Barclays as Issuer

Henry, Kevin, and Aaron
With respect to terminology Coventree is saying at the OSC hearing that its customers were the asset providers and its
funding partners were the dealers. So if Metcalfe and Mansfield has the same perspective, then Barclays is Metcalfe &
Mansfield's customer and Deutsche Bank Securities is its funding partner.
The attached Coventree prospectus dated November 15, 2006, provides extensive business descriptions that may be
helpful for the Hamilton case.
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Coventree refers to its role as an investment bank finding an originator of cash flow producing assets and then working
with the originator to structure a program that meets the originator's financing objectives.

If we take this same perspective for Metcalfe and Mansfield, then Barclays Bank is the originator of "cash flow
producing assets" that are funded by the ABCP Investors, with Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as an investment banker
bringing together an issuer with investors. Following through on this point, then Barclays is squarely within the
Devonshire Trust case, as the "issuer of the cash producing assets" = in this case the credit default swap contracts that
produce premiums for the Devonshire Trust and that have related collateral assets that produce interest income. So, it
really does not matter whether Metcalfe & Mansfield approached Barclays as a customer or whether Barclays
approached Metcalfe & Mansfield as an investment bank, since Barclays knew it was using Metcalfe & Mansfield as an
investment bank whose function was to find investors to fund its originator's financing objectives.
Somewhere in the past I think we got on the wrong track of thinking that Metcalfe & Mansfield, as the financial
services agent or sponsor, is the de facto "issuer" of the ABCP, since the ABCP trust was not an operating entity with
staff. Then we were thinking that Barclays was simply a contract supplier to Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as the "de
facto issuer." When we present Metcalfe & Mansfield as a specialized investment bank, then Barclays becomes the
issuer and the investment dealer Deutsche Bank Securities is a selling agent for Metcalfe & Mansfield, whose purpose
is to bring the investors into the equation to meet Barclays' financing objectives, with Metcalfe & Mansfield
effectively acting as the intermediary.
It is so simple when we change the way we think about this, although I recognize the legal contracting is what counts
in the end.
I have attached some evidence on Metcalfe & Mansfield for the Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Devonshire Trust case, that I
found in my files. As I recall, the Metcalfe & Mansfield website was taken down almost immediately after the ABCP
freeze‐up, so we have little documentation about them other than the details of their contracts and deals disclosed in
the ABCP CCAA proceedings and what you are now getting as part of the Devonshire case.

Sincerely,
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Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-25-10 2:21 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v 14 - Urquhart
Affidavit_of_Gerry_Boychuk - v 14 - Urquhart.doc

Aaron
Some changes recommended that are straight‐forward.
One significant matter relates to the following the terms in red, which is really a legal terminology choice to make.
Point 13.

In August, 2007 Hamilton’s short term portfolio contained approximately $110 million in Non‐Bank ABCP
consisting of a variety of different conduits, promoted and sold to Hamilton by different funding dealers,
financial service agents and originator issuers. [Barclays is the asset provider = originator issuer and also the
liquidity provider.]
Point 7, 8, 15, 16, 18 and 39 use some of the above terms.
Plus think more about Point 23
[These two trusts are not on the list of Montreal Accord Non‐Bank ABCP Trusts. Are these Bank ABCP trust?
These are not in the 23 trusts count in point 7.]
Diane
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: June-08-10 8:49 AM
To: 'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Subject: New Way of Thinking about Metcalfe & Mansfield as an Investment Bank with Barclays as Issuer

Henry, Kevin, and Aaron
With respect to terminology Coventree is saying at the OSC hearing that its customers were the asset providers and its
funding partners were the dealers. So if Metcalfe and Mansfield has the same perspective, then Barclays is Metcalfe &
Mansfield's customer and Deutsche Bank Securities is its funding partner.
The attached Coventree prospectus dated November 15, 2006, provides extensive business descriptions that may be
helpful for the Hamilton case.
Coventree refers to its role as an investment bank finding an originator of cash flow producing assets and then working
with the originator to structure a program that meets the originator's financing objectives.
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If we take this same perspective for Metcalfe and Mansfield, then Barclays Bank is the originator of "cash flow
producing assets" that are funded by the ABCP Investors, with Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as an investment banker
bringing together an issuer with investors. Following through on this point, then Barclays is squarely within the
Devonshire Trust case, as the "issuer of the cash producing assets" = in this case the credit default swap contracts that
produce premiums for the Devonshire Trust and that have related collateral assets that produce interest income. So, it
really does not matter whether Metcalfe & Mansfield approached Barclays as a customer or whether Barclays
approached Metcalfe & Mansfield as an investment bank, since Barclays knew it was using Metcalfe & Mansfield as an
investment bank whose function was to find investors to fund its originator's financing objectives.
Somewhere in the past I think we got on the wrong track of thinking that Metcalfe & Mansfield, as the financial
services agent or sponsor, is the de facto "issuer" of the ABCP, since the ABCP trust was not an operating entity with
staff. Then we were thinking that Barclays was simply a contract supplier to Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as the "de
facto issuer." When we present Metcalfe & Mansfield as a specialized investment bank, then Barclays becomes the
issuer and the investment dealer Deutsche Bank Securities is a selling agent for Metcalfe & Mansfield, whose purpose
is to bring the investors into the equation to meet Barclays' financing objectives, with Metcalfe & Mansfield
effectively acting as the intermediary.
It is so simple when we change the way we think about this, although I recognize the legal contracting is what counts
in the end.
I have attached some evidence on Metcalfe & Mansfield for the Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Devonshire Trust case, that I
found in my files. As I recall, the Metcalfe & Mansfield website was taken down almost immediately after the ABCP
freeze‐up, so we have little documentation about them other than the details of their contracts and deals disclosed in
the ABCP CCAA proceedings and what you are now getting as part of the Devonshire case.

Sincerely,
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-24-10 12:13 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); 'Aaron Hershtal'
Hamilton Case: Elizabeth McCaul Speech to the American Securitization Forum on January
29, 2007 - "What’s Ahead for the US Residential Mortgage Market"
Elizabeth_McCaul_Speech ABCP January 29, 2007.pdf; American Securitization Forum
2007 - Detailed Agenda.pdf; American Securitization Forum 2007.pdf

Elizabeth McCaul Speech to the American Securitization Forum on January 29, 2007 - "What’s Ahead for the US Residential
Mortgage Market"
Keynote Speaker: Elizabeth McCaul
Elizabeth McCaul spoke on legal, reputational and risk management issues confronting today's residential mortgage finance
market and its participants.
Please click here to view this speech.
ASF 2007 brought over 6600 industry professionals together from around the world, making the conference the largest global
securitization event of the year.
ASF 2007 offered a critical mass of securitization market professionals from all asset classes and product sectors, including
over 1,500 investors and over 1000 issuers and an extensive, current and topical agenda designed by those industry
professionals. Attendees included market constituents based in the US and other major jurisdictions, such as Asia, Europe,
Russia and Eastern Europe, Latin America, including Mexico and South America, Canada and Australia.
DBRS, Deutsche Bank Securities, Barclays Capital, HSBC Securities and RBC Capital Markets have speakers at this
conference. The Canadian ABCP market was on the agenda. Huston Loke, Co-President of DBRS, said he and Walter
Schroeder, DBRS Chairman and Owner, attended this conference and had side meetings with Coventree executives at this
conference in his testimony at the OSC Coventree hearing. All the credit rating agencies and a large number of bond insurers
have speakers on the agenda. CIBC World Markets and other Canadian investment banks did not have speakers at this
conference, but it is highly likely their structured credit experts and managers were in attendance since this is the most wellknown and best attended securitization conference of the world.
Key paragraphs of interest from Elizabeth McCaul Speech:
"And finally, has the disclosure of risk been adequate or will the secondary market participants discover that they have assumed
risks that they never contemplated? Do we know enough about the loans that are part of our securitizations and is the market
operating with sufficient transparency to remain viable? These are some of the questions and areas I thought we could explore
today."
"As a former investment banker with Goldman Sachs, I am accustomed to considering these issues with an eye toward
structuring marketable securities that accurately reflect their risks in the disclosures. As a former Superintendent of the NYS
Banking Department, I am accustomed to looking at this issue from the standpoint of a bank regulator concerned with systemic
issues and safety and soundness."
"But now we are seeing the consequences of some loan origination practices and undetected fraud that has taken place
in the past few years. Mortgage delinquency now stands at its highest level in five years. Moreover, those parts of the
country which have experienced the highest home price appreciation are also the areas that have seen the greatest
increase in delinquency levels. Undoubtedly, some portion of the increased delinquencies is due to speculators in these
“hot” markets. But it seems equally likely that the increased delinquency level is a symptom of the use of “affordable”
mortgage products by consumers to buy into markets they otherwise could not have afforded, and in some cases are
even the result of “made to order’ appraisals. In a booming real estate market, concern about predatory lending and
mortgage fraud may have seemed paternalistic. In a cooling real estate market, this looks more like enlightened self
interest."
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"Has the stellar performance of the investment grade MBS market lulled investors into complacency? What level of diligence is
being exercised by investors? Is the market operating with transparency about the reality of the underlying loans so that
appropriate due diligence can be done? More immediately, how effective have the primary lenders – the mortgage originators –
been at evaluating and managing the credit risk?"
"In addition to the relative ease of mortgage fraud, consider the current regulatory regime which exists for mortgage
brokers. According to the National Association of Mortgage Brokers, as many as two thirds of all mortgage loans are
originated by mortgage brokers. Now consider that:

• There are no national standards for licensing or oversight of mortgage brokers;
• Some states license offices, but not individuals;
• 24 states have no specific educational or experience requirements for mortgage brokers; and
• Only a few states require criminal background checks on mortgage brokers. "
"Given the huge impact that the cash CDO market has made, mostly as a buyer of BBB tranches of sub-prime
RMBS, the increasing fraud rate may have an additional consequence. The CDO market has largely facilitated the
boom in overall capital markets funding of mortgages by their voracious appetite for the riskier portion of the capital
structure. If the fraud problem continues to worsen, CDO managers may start to reallocate capital away from
RMBS to other asset classes by not funding incremental deals. Even if the seller cures the breach, at some
point the CDO buyers may begin to lose confidence in the integrity of the underwriting process."
"The mortgage products which are most likely to be withdrawn during a liquidity crunch are those very
“affordability products” which now, in hindsight, look suspiciously like “predatory lending” to regulators.
That is, the credit crunch is borne by those least able to withstand it and the consequence is increasing
losses."
"Something like this seems to be the way Ownit Mortgage met its demise. Deteriorating credit performance
for their originated portfolio led to a credit crunch when its capital market participants required it to
repurchase loans. According to press reports, at the time of its bankruptcy filing, creditors were seeking to
have Ownit repurchase nearly $170 million in mortgages. Nor is Ownit an isolated case. In the last two
months the list of sub prime lenders that have closed shop includes: Mortgage Lenders Network, Rose
Mortgage Corp., Equibanc Mortgage Corp., Funding America, Secured Funding Corp., Harbourton
Mortgage Investment Corp., Sebring Capital Partner and Popular’s non-prime wholesale mortgage business.
Other sub-prime lenders may be able to avoid this fate by pursuing strategic alternatives such as selling out
to a Wall Street firm or to a diversified financial lender. Currently, Option One, Ameriquest and ResMAE
are all reportedly pursuing strategic initiatives."
"Now, I’m not saying that this “perfect storm” is likely to happen on a systemic basis. But it certainly seems a
plausible scenario. If this scenario does unfold, it will be very difficult to stop the spiral of losses."
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Sent By:

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-23-10 9:23 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); 'Aaron Hershtal'
New lawsuit on design and sale of fraudulent CDO in Supreme Court of the State of New
York
Bloomberg - Credit Agricole sued in New York over CDO Sale 06212010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-21-10 4:35 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; 'Aaron Hershtal'
Diane A. Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Devonshire Trust Indenture Powers of Extraordinary Resolutions by Vote of 66-2/3% Majority
of Value
Tab 6 - Trust Indenture; Aug 2 2006

Henry and Aaron
If Devonshire Trust has the requisite 66‐2/3% majority in value in support of the Standstill Agreement at August 16,
2007, then was it not reasonable for Hamilton to presume that a restructuring would be proposed by way of
extraordinary resolution approved by the requisite 66‐2/3% majority in value and that a bankruptcy liquidation was
unlikely.
Diane
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Urquhart
Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-17-10 12:13 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal
(ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Hamilton ABCP Purchase Dates Found
Hamilton ABCP Purchase Dates; OSC Coventree Hearing Evidence - May 12 to June 3,
2010.xlsx

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry, Kevin and Aaron
I was cleaning up my desk today and found a schedule of Hamilton ABCP purchase dates. This was what I was asking
you to get from Hamilton and so I do not need you to ask them now.
Please note that 13 of the 14 Hamilton ABCP purchase dates were in the range of July 13, 2007 to July 31, 2007. The
other date was June 19, 2007. The July 13, 2007 to July 31, 2007 dates are significant relative to the evidence that:
Citibank and Mavrix Funds were getting selective disclosure of Coventree ABCP conduits owning US subprime shortly
before these dates (Citigroup got selective disclosure on Quanto ABCP conduits owning US subprime at March 14,
2007); DBRS was given US subprime mortgage exposures in specific Coventree ABCP conduits on July 11, 2007 with
permission to provide this information to anyone who asked them; Coventree was sending out its July 24, 2007 email to
all 8 dealers in its selling syndicate, including Deutsche Bank Securities; all 8 of these dealers would have known that
RBC Dominion had resigned from the Coventree selling syndicate on July 27, 2007; Coventree's President and CFO, calls
Deutsche Bank and CIBC on July 30, 2007 to confirm what David Allan has told Xceed Mortgage Corporation about the
reasons for it being unable to place ABCP paper in the market according to Michael Jones of Xceed; and, the first
Coventree ABCP margin call was on July 30, 2007 from Citibank, but this margin call was reversed upon strenuous
complaint from Coventree.
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Plus Michael Jones, Xceed Mortgage Corporation testimony on May 20, 2010:
David Allan, former top CIBC structured credit executive and Coventree's head of capital markets as of January 22, 2007,
calls Xceed CEO Ivan Wahl Coventree on July 30, 2007 to advise him that Coventree must delay the purchase of $65.8 M
of mortgages from Xceed that was otherwise scheduled for July 31, 2007, Michael Jones is called into Wahl's office to
participate in the teleconference call with David Allen. David Allan will be a Coventree called witness at the OSC
Coventree hearing, but I do not know on which hearing date.
(i) ABCP spreads widening
(ii) investors rebalancing portfolios
(iii) bad news on US mortgage markets flooding into Canada
Michael Jones says Karen Martin, Coventree's President and CFO, calls Deutsche Bank and CIBC On July 30, 2007 to
confirm what David Allan has told Xceed about the reasons for it being unable to place ABCP paper in the market.
Michael Jones says both CIBC and Deutsche Bank confirm what David Allan said in his call to Xceed: increasing
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turbulence; spreads widening in CP, but in other credit securities too; bad news from the U.S. mortgage markets
spilling into Canada.
Plus Huston Loke, Co‐President of DBRS testimony on on May 17, May 19, June 1:
July 11, 2007 ‐ Coventree sends DBRS its US subprime mortgage exposure by conduit series and gives DBRS permission
to disclose this to people who ask. (May 19th afternoon Vol 17 Tab 465).
Sincerely
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jeremy Dunn [jdunn@rochongenova.com]
June-11-10 5:02 PM
urquhart@rogers.com
Coventree
Coventree - June 4 notes.docx

Here is what I was able to get at the Coventree hearing. Sorry for the delay.

Jeremy Dunn
Student-at-Law
ROCHON | GENOVA LLP
121 Richmond Street West | Suite 900 | Toronto, ON | M5H 2K1
Tel.: 416.363.1867 ext. 247 | Toll Free: 1.866.881.2292 | Fax: 416.363.0263
Jdunn@rochongenova.com | http://www.rochongenova.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-09-10 7:16 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal
(ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Possible Evidence from OSC Coventree Hearing for Hamilton Case
OSC Coventree Hearing Evidence - May 12 to June 3, 2010 - RG LLP.xlsx; Xceed Mortgage
Michael Jones Testimony at OSC Coventree Hearing May 20, 2010.docx; DBRS Huston
Loke Testimony at OSC Coventree Hearing May 17, May 19 and June 1, 2010.docx

Henry, Kevin and Aaron:
I have attached three docs listing evidence from the OSC Coventree Hearing for the hearing dates during May 12th to
June 3rd, 2010. This is all the significant evidence I heard for both the Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Securities, Barclays
Bank, DBRS et case and Rochon Genova's CIBC Class Action Case. It's simpler for me if I send you the chronological
evidence, without trying to separate the evidence into relevant evidence for each of the two cases. I understand that
Henry has approval from Hamilton to fund the electronic copies of the evidence and transcripts and I would suggest we
get a full set of these items, rather than attempting to select the most relevant ones ahead of time.
I provide two word docs, the Xceed Mortgage Michael Jones Testimony and the DBRS Huston Loke Testimony. These
word docs contain evidence specific to U.S. and Canadian subprime mortgages.
The attached Excel Spreadsheet evidence covers some US subprime mortgage items, but it mostly addresses the
problem of the very high risk leveraged super senior credit default swap contracts and the flawed Canadian Style
Liquidity Agreements within the Canadian Non Bank ABCP.
The flawed Canadian Style Liquidity Agreements within the Canadian Non Bank ABCP are central to the Hamilton
case.
69% of the Canadian Non Bank ABCP market was credit arbitrage activities designed to produce a spread for the
sponsors between the premiums they got from CDSs plus the interest received on the related CDS collateral assets, and
the interest they needed to pay the ABCP investors.
In the Canadian Non Bank ABCP market, most of the leveraged super senior credit default swap contracts had reference
portfolios of investment grade bonds or indices of investment grade bonds.
Some of the LSS CDS and non‐levered CDS deals in the Canadian Non Bank ABCP market do have reference portfolios
of RMBSs containing US subprime mortgages, such as in Devonshire Trust. We have most of the Non Bank ABCP CDS
trades and a description of their reference portfolios and so drilling down to the CDS trades that refer to US subprime
mortgage related securities is possible for other Hamilton owned Non Bank ABCP trusts, (where we can seek a
portion of the OSC and IIROC settlement proceeds from Coventree and Deutsche Bank Securities respectively).
We also have a list of all the CDO trades, that are not CDS based in the Non Bank ABCP market and most of these are
US subprime mortgage related.
In the next four days if you need me, call me on the cell phone. I may not have access to the internet on a regular basis
in the next four days.
Sincerely
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Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
June-08-10 8:49 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com); Aaron Hershtal
(ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
New Way of Thinking about Metcalfe & Mansfield as an Investment Bank with Barclays as
Issuer
Metcalfe & Mansfield Media Release August 13, 2007; Coventree Prospectus November 15,
2006.pdf

Henry, Kevin, and Aaron
With respect to terminology Coventree is saying at the OSC hearing that its customers were the asset providers and its
funding partners were the dealers. So if Metcalfe and Mansfield has the same perspective, then Barclays is Metcalfe &
Mansfield's customer and Deutsche Bank Securities is its funding partner.
The attached Coventree prospectus dated November 15, 2006, provides extensive business descriptions that may be
helpful for the Hamilton case.
Coventree refers to its role as an investment bank finding an originator of cash flow producing assets and then working
with the originator to structure a program that meets the originator's financing objectives.

If we take this same perspective for Metcalfe and Mansfield, then Barclays Bank is the originator of "cash flow
producing assets" that are funded by the ABCP Investors, with Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as an investment banker
bringing together an issuer with investors. Following through on this point, then Barclays is squarely within the
Devonshire Trust case, as the "issuer of the cash producing assets" = in this case the credit default swap contracts that
produce premiums for the Devonshire Trust and that have related collateral assets that produce interest income. So, it
really does not matter whether Metcalfe & Mansfield approached Barclays as a customer or whether Barclays
approached Metcalfe & Mansfield as an investment bank, since Barclays knew it was using Metcalfe & Mansfield as an
investment bank whose function was to find investors to fund its originator's financing objectives.
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Somewhere in the past I think we got on the wrong track of thinking that Metcalfe & Mansfield, as the financial
services agent or sponsor, is the de facto "issuer" of the ABCP, since the ABCP trust was not an operating entity with
staff. Then we were thinking that Barclays was simply a contract supplier to Metcalfe & Mansfield acting as the "de
facto issuer." When we present Metcalfe & Mansfield as a specialized investment bank, then Barclays becomes the
issuer and the investment dealer Deutsche Bank Securities is a selling agent for Metcalfe & Mansfield, whose purpose
is to bring the investors into the equation to meet Barclays' financing objectives, with Metcalfe & Mansfield
effectively acting as the intermediary.
It is so simple when we change the way we think about this, although I recognize the legal contracting is what counts
in the end.
I have attached some evidence on Metcalfe & Mansfield for the Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Devonshire Trust case, that I
found in my files. As I recall, the Metcalfe & Mansfield website was taken down almost immediately after the ABCP
freeze‐up, so we have little documentation about them other than the details of their contracts and deals disclosed in
the ABCP CCAA proceedings and what you are now getting as part of the Devonshire case.

Sincerely,
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-23-10 8:30 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
More Big Name Players in the Designed To Fail CDO Schemes
Reuters - Citi didn't reveal M.Stanley role in Jackson CDO report 05212010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-17-10 6:59 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Barclays is on this list of Top 10 Underwriters of CDOs in 2006
Top 10 Underwriters of CDOs in 2006
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-15-10 10:23 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Hugh and Diane Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Was Hamilton the victim of the US subprime mortgages shifted out of the Caisse-owned
trusts by Coventree?
National Post - Coventree constantly changed assets without telling investors 05142010

We need to get the OSC's evidence on the shift of US subprime assets from some ABCP trusts to other ABCP trusts>
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-15-10 9:48 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
NYT "The dealers who sold the C.D.O.’s to this credit union should be sanctioned"
New York Times - A credit union that played with fire 05142010

New York Times - "A credit union that played with fire," May 15, 2010
"But the Eastern Financial insolvency also illustrates why regulators should make Wall Street
adhere to concepts of suitability for institutions as well as individuals, Mr. Whalen said.
“The dealers who sold the C.D.O.’s to this credit union should be sanctioned,” he said. “It might
even be possible to pursue the dealer who sold the C.D.O.’s under current law. At a minimum,
the Securities and Exchange Commission should impose retail investor suitability standards
onto banks and public sector agencies to end the predation by large Wall Street derivatives
dealers.”"
Sent by
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822-7618
Cell: (416) 505-4832
E-mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-15-10 9:28 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Hugh and Diane Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Deutsche Bank Being Investigated by both US SEC and New York Attorney General's Office
Wall Street Journal - Goldman, BofA..Did prosecutors leave anybody out 05132010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-12-10 11:00 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Devonshire Trust Liquidity Agreement

Henry Juroviesky
To me the Barclays liquidity agreement described in Tab Part 2 is defined to be the amount of cash to be paid to the
trust, which the trust needs to fund the repayment of all principal and interest on Related Class A Series A Notes that
are maturing and for which the trust cannot find new buyers of Class A Series A Notes at a spread of 0.50% or less over
the BA rate on that day. In exchange for the cash provided by the CDS buyer under this "Synthetic Liquidity
Arrangement," the trust issues new Class A Series A Notes to Barclays, which are called "Liquidity Notes." The trust
then must repay the "Liquidity Notes" if and when it is able to begin selling again Class A Series A Notes to market
buyers.
I have not studied the other trusts' liquidity agreements to know how Devonshire Trust's one compares. But, if your
question is about whether Barclays had a liquidity arrangement embedded within its CDS to provide for the cash to fund
repayment of Class A Series A notes for which there were no other buyers, I would say the answer to this question is yes
it did.
The Market Disruption Event Definition looks more onerous on Barclays than others we have seen. For example the
definition applies when there is at least one other sponsor besides Devonshire Trust that is unable to rollover its ABCP.
Frequently, the Market Disruption Event Definition in other trusts required that all Bank and Non Bank ABCP trusts in
Canada are unable to rollover their ABCP. Since Bank ABCP was rolling over, there was not a General Market Disruption
Event and so the liquidity providers walked in almost all cases.
This then begs the question about what in Barclay's Market Disruption Event Definition permitted it to walk? Is this
why Metcalfe & Mansfield has a lawsuit against Barclays in dispute about Barclays not having the right to walk from its
"Synthetic Liquidity Agreement." Perhaps the other two criteria of the "Synthetic Liquidity Agreement" were not met ‐

Tab 5 Part 3 (pdf P. 56‐61) shows Exhibit A "ABS Portfolio Annex," that suggests there are ABS's within the CDS
reference credit securities portfolio in addition to the investment grade corporate bond portfolio shown in Exhibit B
"CSO Portfolio Annex" (pdf P.62‐65). 130 ABS positions at notional amount of $69.2M per position is a total notional
amount of $9,000M ABS reference portfolio. The Devonshire Trust collateral assets were $675M.
JP Morgan had described the Devonshire Trust CDS contracts as L SS Bespoke ‐ IG Corporates. Could these ABS's be
US subprime mortgages?

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Relevant Sections
Tab 5 Part 2:
Page 76 (pdf p. 81)

Tab 5 Part 2:
Page 74 (pdf p.79)
To me this says that the CDS buyer, under its Synthetic Liquidity Arrangement, must deliver cash to the CDS seller when
called by a Market Disruption Notice. The trust as the CDS seller provides new Class A Series A Notes called "Liquidity
Notes," in exchange for the cash provided. The amount of cash to be delivered to the trust is the "CP Redemption
Amount."
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Tab 5 Part 3 (pdf P. 56‐61)
JP Morgan had described the Devonshire Trust CDS contracts as L SS Bespoke ‐ IG Corporates.
Exhibit A "ABS Portfolio Annex" suggests there are ABS's within the CDS reference credit securities portfolio in addition
to the investment grade corporate bond portfolio shown in Exhibit B "CSO Portfolio Annex" (pdf P.62‐65). Could these
ABS's be US subprime mortgages?
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
May-11-10 5:12 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
FW: Coventree Documents & Key Facts
ABCP Key Facts 01062010.pdf; Autorite des Marches Financiers and IIROC on ABCP
Settlements Reached 12212009 (2).pdf; Coventree Transitional Services Agreement ABCP
01212009.pdf; Coventree Media Release - January 14, 2010.pdf

Henry and Kevin
This Coventree hearing is going to get media coverage tomorrow, May 12th. I am going to this hearing.
Hamilton has $20.8 million original investment in Coventree and Nereus Financial sponsored Non Bank ABCP. This
includes $2,330,000 of Coventree and Nereus Financial ABCP that got MAV II Class B and C notes and MAV II Tracking
Ineligible Asset Notes. This is an amount we should be asking the OSC to provide for Hamilton settlement dollars due
to Coventree and Nereus Financial knowingly sponsoring Non Bank ABCP that for which it failed to file a prospectus and
provided Information Memorandum that contained misrepresentations.

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: May-11-10 4:53 PM
To: 'mike.hornbrook@cbc.ca'
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
Subject: Coventree Documents & Key Facts
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The OSC Coventree hearing is set for May 12th based on April 26th Investment Executive article.

Coventree Comments on OSC Proceedings and Related Matters
Jan 14, 2010 12:45:00 PM
NEX Symbol: COF.H
TORONTO, Jan. 14 /CNW/ - Coventree Inc. (NEX: COF.H) announced that, as a result of a pre-hearing conference held today at the Ontario
Securities Commission, Coventree expects that the hearing into the matters set out in the notice of hearing and related statement of allegations
issued by OSC staff dated December 7, 2009 will be held in May and June of this year, followed by closing arguments to be held on dates to
be determined.
Coventree also announced that its board of directors has determined to hold an annual and special meeting of shareholders on June 30, 2010.
At that meeting, shareholders will be asked to approve a special resolution authorizing the winding up of the Company and the distribution of its
remaining assets to shareholders. The record date for the meeting has been set for May 17, 2010. Further details relating to the meeting will be
set out in the information circular to be sent to shareholders prior to the meeting. Coventree currently does not intend to make any dividend or
other distribution to its shareholders prior to the completion of the OSC hearing.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release includes certain forward-looking statements, including with respect to the Company's expectations to implement a winding
up of the Company and distribution of its remaining assets to shareholders. These forward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect
Coventree's current expectations regarding future events based on information currently available to Coventree. These forward-looking
statements are subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions which may be substantial. Many factors could
cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements, including, without limitation, the various matters discussed under "Risks and Uncertainties" contained on pages 18 and 19 of the
Company's Management Discussion and Analysis for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2009 which is available under the Company's profile
on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should assumptions underlying the forwardlooking statements prove incorrect, the Company may not be able to wind down its operations or implement a formal winding up of the
Company in the near future or at all, and the amount of funds available to be distributed to shareholders pursuant to such a winding up could
be significantly reduced and/or the timing of the distribution of such funds could be significantly delayed. In particular, the amount of any
distribution to Coventree shareholders in connection with such a winding up will be affected by the legal and other costs incurred by the
Company in connection with the OSC hearing and by the amount of any fines, monetaries penalties and/or costs that may be imposed against
the Company and the current and former officers of the Company named in the OSC notice of hearing. These factors should be considered
carefully and prospective investors should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are
made as of the date of this press release and Coventree does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update or revise these
forward-looking statements, except as required by law.
%SEDAR: 00024386E

----------------------------------------------

Craig Armitage
The Equicom Group Inc.
Tel:(416) 815-0700 (416) 815-0700 x278
Email: carmitage@equicomgroup.com
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Coventree Transitional Services Agreement January 21, 2009:
$9.4 million of the cash Coventree has came from the CCAA ABCP Restructuring Plan Transition Service Agreement
described below. It seems Purdy Crawford and the Pan Canadian Committee were concerned about Coventree's need
to offset the severance and other termination costs that Coventree needed to pay to wind down its business as the
result of the Non Bank ABCP freeze‐up.
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Coventree owns 100% of Nereus Financial, so Coventree was responsible for 46% of the Non bank ABCP sold to
Canadian retail, pension funds, corporations and governments.
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From Coventree Prospectus November 15, 2006:
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Sent By:
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-30-10 10:20 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
More on Deutsche Bank Designing CDO's to Fail While Shorting Their Own Manufactured
Product
Wall Street Journal - SEC probes other soured deals 04192010

Wall Street Journal, "SEC probes other soured deals," April 19, 2010"
Deutsche Bank's traders and bankers were on alert for problems in the housing industry as early as September
2005, well before the market cracked, when a top-ranked mortgage-securities analyst at the bank issued a report
warning of pending losses in subprime loans. That report, issued after the
analyst visited firms that service mortgages in California, said it would be "sensible" to buy credit protection
against mortgage-bond defaults
.
From 2005 through late 2006, the US securities arm of Deutsche Bank created several CDOs that sold credit
protection on mortgage bonds that the firm's hedge fund clients bet against, according to people familiar with
the matter. Deutsche Bank facilitated the deals, earning fees, by selling credit-default
swaps to the hedge funds and clients. To offset its risk, the bank itself bought swaps that would pay off if
mortgages backing the CDOs weakened."
"Among the hedge fund clients was one run by Paulson, the investor the SEC says helped pick the assets for a
Goldman CDO. His firm, Paulson & Co., which reaped billions on the mortgage meltdown, helped choose
about 100 mortgage assets for some of Deutsche Bank's CDOs, traders say. Deutsche Bank used some but not
all of his recommendations, according to people familiar with the transactions.
Investors who bought slices of the CDOs weren't explicitly told about the bets by the hedge funds, though they
were shown a list of mortgage bonds on which swaps had been written, according to people familiar with the
matter and marketing documents reviewed by The Journal.
The Deutsche Bank CDOs were called Static Residential CDOs (nicknamed "START"). Those CDOs took
bullish positions on mortgage bonds that hedge-fund clients bet against.
Many mortgage bonds underlying the Deutsche START deals were downgraded by rating agencies and
tumbled in value after loan delinquencies rose. Deutsche Bank's hedge-fund clients profited when insurance on
those bonds rose in value.
A spokesman for Deutsche Bank said all participants in the deals, not just Paulson, provided input on which
mortgage securities backed its CDOs. A spokesman for Paulson said, "Every single synthetic CDO has a party
on the long and short side.""
Rabobank Suit Against Merrill Lynch:
"The Dutch bank, commonly known as Rabobank, sued Merrill last year in a New York state court, alleging
that Merrill misrepresented the safety of Norma, which it called a "dumping ground" for impaired subprime
assets, structured with the help of Magnetar. Merrill denied wrongdoing and has sought dismissal of the suit.
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On Friday, Rabobank asserted in court that Merrill and Magnetar effectively had engaged in the "same type of
fraudulent conduct" the SEC accused Goldman of.
A Merrill spokesman said Sunday it provided all information required by Rabobank in the Dutch bank's
decision to invest in the CDO. The spokesman added that Rabobank had access to information about the bonds
underpinning the CDO, and disclosures were provided."
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-30-10 10:01 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Two More Deutsche Bank Created CDOs of US Subprime RMBS Trades - But Not Owned
by Hamilton
Naked Capitalism - Goldman-and-deutschebank as predator 04292010.pdf

Henry
This Naked Capitalism article says Deutsche Bank created synthetic CDOs, called Start, which are comparable to the
Goldman Sachs Abacus trades that are the subject of the US SEC civil fraud charges. I find two START 2006‐A trades,
one in the Aurora Trust Series E at $202M and the other in the Aurora Trust Series F at $15M. Hamilton never owned
Aurora Trust Series E or F. Hamilton does own Aurora Trust Series A, but these START trades are not in this Series A.
The two START 2006‐A trades are on the list of Ineligible Assets in the spreadsheet of trades you sent me. These START
2006‐A trades are not labelled by JP Morgan as synthetic assets and, like all trades not labelled as synthetic assets, there
was no investment bank named to be the creator of the START 2006‐A trades.
From Naked Capitalism, "Goldman and Deutsche Bank as Predator," April 29, 2010:
``Both our own contact with structured industry experts, and other accounts of subprime short strategies make clear
that Deutsche Bank was at least as aggressive as Goldman as far as real‐estate‐related CDOs were concerned. For
instance, Deutsche was also creating synthetic CDOs on behalf of subprime short John Paulson; it had its own version of
Goldman’s Abacus program (Deutsche’s was called Start)."
There are apt to be more Deutsche Bank created CDOs of US Subprime RMBS trades on the Ineligible Assets list, but
since these do not have disclosed their investment bank creator, we need to know what Deutsche Bank created CDO
names are to put the whole picture together on how much of the $3.4 billion in the Canadian Non Bank ABCP markets
was created by Deutsche Bank
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-30-10 9:20 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Deutsche Bank faces U.S. mortgage securities suit

Deutsche Bank faces U.S. mortgage securities suit
Tue Apr 27, 5:37 am ET
FRANKFURT (Reuters) – Deutsche Bank (DBKGn.DE) faces a U.S. class-action lawsuit over mortgagerelated securities it helped arrange, Germany's biggest lender said in its first-quarter report.
But it tried to distance itself from a whirlwind sweeping Wall Street rival Goldman Sachs (GS.N) by revealing
it had not been informed by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of any imminent charges.
It said the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco had filed suit regarding the role a number of financial
institutions, including Deutsche Bank affiliates, had played as issuer and underwriter of certain mortgage passthrough certificates purchased by the San Francisco-based bank.
"In addition, certain affiliates of Deutsche Bank, including DBSI, have been named in a putative class action
pending in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York regarding their roles as issuer
and underwriter of certain mortgage pass-through securities," it said.
"On April 5, 2010, the Court granted in part and denied in part Deutsche Bank's motion to dismiss this
complaint. Each of the civil litigations is otherwise in its early stages."
As scrutiny of Goldman Sachs gained pace ahead of a U.S. Senate hearing on Tuesday, Deutsche said the SEC
had not informed the bank that any charges were pending.
"We have not received a Wells notice," Deutsche Bank Chief Financial Officer Stefan Krause told analysts
during a conference call on first-quarter earnings.
COOPERATING FULLY
Regulators send so-called Wells notices to firms or people to alert them of the likelihood that the U.S.
government will file an enforcement action against them.
This gives targets the right to argue why they should not be charged by filing a "Wells submission."
In its quarterly report, Deutsche Bank reiterated it had got subpoenas and requests for information from
regulators and governments concerning its role in the origination, purchase, securitization, sale and trading of
asset-backed securities, asset-backed commercial paper and credit derivatives.
This included residential mortgage-backed securities, collateralized debt obligations and credit default swaps.
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"Deutsche Bank is cooperating fully in response to those subpoenas and requests for information," the company
said.
Krause said the subpoenas were not related to any current issues.
"We have done our internal review of our transactions. We do not feel that we have any similar situation to the
one that is being discussed," he said.
The comments come ahead of a hearing later on Tuesday by the U.S. Senate's Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations into the role of investment banks in the financial crisis.
The hearing is shaping up as a trial of Goldman's business practices and comes as the U.S. bank battles a fraud
suit by the SEC and the Senate weighs a massive bill to overhaul financial regulation.
Goldman Sachs and Chief Executive Lloyd Blankfein were hit with a shareholder lawsuit claiming they hid key
details about a risky transaction that resulted in civil fraud charges and a plummet in its stock price.
Monday's lawsuit filed in a Manhattan federal court accused Goldman of making materially false and
misleading statements about an Abacus collateralized debt obligation tied to subprime mortgages that regulators
say it created and marketed although it was designed to lose money.
(Reporting by Edward Taylor, Michael Shields and Arno Schuetze; Editing by Hans Peters)
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-29-10 10:30 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Aaron Hershtal (ahershtal@jruslaw.com)
Goldman Case Sent to Justice Department for Criminal Investigation
Washington Post - Goldman may face Justice Department review 04302010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-26-10 8:45 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
And like Goldman, Deutsche Bank didn't reveal Paulson's role in the construction of the
CDOs
The Atlantic - Deutsche Bank also victimized Goldman victim 04262010

Henry
Here's another investigative article in The Atlantic about Deutsche Bank doing what Goldman was doing. Plus note that
the Head of SEC Enforcement is a former Deutche Bank lawyer who oversaw a legal team that helped build the bank's
CDOs.
Diane

"Goldman Sachs was not the only investment bank selling the complex securities that ultimately resulted in
staggering losses for the German bank IKB Deutsche Industriebank. Traders at Deutsche Bank sold similar
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) -- built from credit protection on a portfolio of mortgage-backed
securities selected in consultation with hedge fund manager John Paulson -- to the German bank. And like
Goldman, Deutsche Bank didn't reveal Paulson's role in the construction of the CDOs. So far, the SEC
has not charged Deutsche with fraud relating to these transactions."
"Greg Lippmann, head of ABS trading at Deutsche Bank, was also involved in working with hedge fund clients
like Paulson who wanted to short the housing market and bet against the CDOs his bank was selling to IKB.
Traders we spoke to who worked on an IKB-Paulson deal think the transaction did not violate securities laws
and instead were simply offering each client what they were asking for: two different directional bets on the
housing market.
"Deutsche's view was: you're all big boys, you do your own research. Here is what's in the security -- you
choose if you want it or not. IKB knew exactly what they were buying," said a Deutsche Bank trader who
sold CDOs."
"Note: Robert Khuzami, the head of SEC enforcement, was previously a lawyer at Deutsche who oversaw a
legal team that helped build the bank's CDOs."
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-26-10 7:09 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
IIROC ABCP Deutsche Bank Securities Hearing on Sept. 27th and OSC ABCP Coventree
Hearing on May 12th

Dates set for two ABCP-related hearings
Deutsche Bank Securities, Coventree dispute allegations by regulators

Monday, April 26, 2010

By James Langton
Canadian regulators have scheduled a couple of disciplinary hearings related to the failure of the market in non-bank
sponsored asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP).
On Monday, the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada set a hearing date for its case against
Deutsche Bank Securities Ltd. for September 27.
The firm is contesting the IIROC's allegations that it failed to disclose information relating to US subprime and the
liquidity risk in third-party ABCP, and that it failed to ensure proper compliance oversight.
Also Monday, the Ontario Securities Commission said that it would start its hearing into allegations it brought against
Coventree Inc., a manufacturer of ABCP, and a couple of its executives on May 12.
The OSC alleges disclosure failures against Coventree, which the firm has disputed.
None of the allegations in either case have been proven.
IE
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-20-10 9:22 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
It was really Deutsche (DB), not Goldman,which was most cognisant of the coming subprime
collapse
Seeking Alpha - Goldman's Outperforming Mortgage CDOs 03252010

Henry and Kevin
It looks like you need to buy the new Michael Lewis book.
"One thing Barnett-Hart examines is how the CDOs of different investment banks
performed. Turns out Goldman wasn’t the worst CDO underwriter after all. Quite the
opposite. Barnett-Hart looked at CDO deals underwritten by investment banks from 2002 to
2007, and found that out of about 700, Goldman’s CDOs performed better than every other
major underwriter of the investment product on the street. Through the end of 2008, just
10% of the bonds that Goldman packed into its CDOs had gone bad. J.P. Morgan’s rate of
default was about four times that, making it the worst U.S. investment bank in the CDO
game. But plenty of others had similarly bad numbers. Merrill and Bear came in at a default
rate of about 35%, and Citigroup posted a similarly depressing 30%. Barnett-Hart goes on
to praise Goldman’s CDO underwriting prowess.
Of course, the likes of Merrill, Bear, and Citigroup (C) never went short mortgages, so they can’t possibly be accused of
deliberately constructing highly-toxic CDOs in the knowledge that those CDOs would end up defaulting. It’s hard to be
evil when you’re fundamentally incompetent. But as the Lewis book shows, it was really Deutsche (DB), not Goldman,
which was most cognisant of the coming subprime collapse. And Goldman’s decision to go short came really rather
late
in the game."
Diane
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-20-10 9:14 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Background Info For Your Deutsche Bank Letter
Top synthetic ABS CDO arrangers in 2006-2007; Top cash ABS CDO arrangers 2006-2007.pdf
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-20-10 8:12 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Deutsche Bank amongst at least seven firms who worked with hedge funds to structure
securities
MarketWatch - Goldman can beat the SEC 04212010

"Safety in numbers
Since the suit was filed Friday, there's been a wave of reports showing that Goldman wasn't alone in structuring
products for clients looking to short the mortgage market. UBS AG (NYSE:UBS) and Deutsche Bank AG
(NYSE:DB) did it. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. (NYSE:JPM) did it. There are almost certainly many more. See WSJ
report on SEC's expanding probe.Read ProPublica report on Magnetar.
But what many interpret as a negative, is actually a positive for Goldman. If it can show this was a common industry
practice, Goldman can knock down the intent argument. Claiming "everyone was doing it" isn't going to win the
case, but it undermines the SEC's contention this was isolated and intentional."
"Joseph Brusuelas of Brusuelas Analytics said at least seven firms worked with hedge funds to structure securities,
but every security being underwritten today with a long and short side will be given a closer look."
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-19-10 10:12 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Goldman Sach's Defence Arguments & Various Legal Experts' Opinions
New York Times - A difficult path in Goldman case 04192010

"Goldman outlined its likely defence arguments in two letters sent to the S.E.C. in September in
response to a notice from the agency that the company was under investigation and could be
sued.
In the letters, Goldman’s lawyers at Sullivan & Cromwell wrote that the company Goldman
hired to manage the deal, ACA Management, was “no mindless dupe that could be easily
manipulated.” Furthermore, the letters said that the downturn of the housing market was not a
foregone conclusion, and that it was therefore misleading for the S.E.C. to consider the
transaction through the lens of “perfect hindsight.”
The letters went on to argue that, contrary to the S.E.C.’s assertions, Goldman disclosed all
information about the deal that was material. In particular, the letters drew a sharp distinction
between information about the security, which the company said it provided in full, and
information about Mr. Paulson’s role."
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-19-10 10:00 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
News Articles Mentioning Deutsche Bank in Questionable CDO Deals
Wall Street Journal - AIG Goldman Unwind Soured Trades 04112010.pdf; Wall Street
Journal - SEC probes other sour deals 04192010.pdf; Wall Street Journal - Abacus deal as
bad as they come 04202010.pdf; Baseline Scenario - John Paulson needs a good lawyer
04192010.pdf; Reuters - Pressure mounts on Goldman from near and far 04182010.pdf;
Reuters - Goldman trader takes time off - reform momentum grows 04192010.pdf; Structured
Credit Investor - Goldman CSO case specifics not relevant 04192010.pdf; Reuters - Farmer's
daughter US Senator takes on Wall Street 04162010.pdf; Vanity Fair - Betting on the blind
side April 2010.pdf; Seeking Alpha - Goldman's CDO switch all perfectly legal 04182010.pdf;
Tavakoli Structured Finance - Goldman's Undisclosed role in AIG's distress 11102009.pdf;
ProPublica - Timeline of Magnetar Deals 04092010.pdf; Ritholz Blog - Questions surrounding
the SEC's Litigation V. Goldman 04172010.pdf; Felix Salmon - Open questions about the
Abacus deal 04172010.pdf; Bloomberg - Secret AIG documents shows Goldman Sachs
minted most toxic CDOs 02232010.pdf; Wall Street Journal - Goldman Sachs Charged With
Fraud - 04172010.pdf; New York Times - SEC accuses Goldman of fraud in housing deal
04162010.pdf; ProPublica - Magnetar Trade How One Hedge Fund Helped Keep the Bubble
Going.pdf; Wall Street Journal - Goldman is Charged with Subprime Fraud 04162010.pdf;
Law360 - Senate investigation finds fraud at WaMu 05142010.pdf

Most Relevant to Deutsche Bank
Vanity Fair ‐ Betting on the blind side April 2010 ProPublica ‐ Magnetar Trade How One Hedge
Fund Helped Keep the Bubble Going ProPublica ‐ Timeline of Magnetar Deals 04092010 Wall
Street Journal ‐ SEC probes other sour deals 04192010 Bloomberg ‐ Secret AIG documents shows
Goldman Sachs minted most toxic CDOs 02232010 New York Times ‐ SEC accuses Goldman of fraud
in housing deal 04162010
Others
Wall Street Journal ‐ AIG Goldman Unwind Soured Trades 04112010 Wall Street Journal ‐ Abacus
deal as bad as they come 04202010 Baseline Scenario ‐ John Paulson needs a good lawyer
04192010 Reuters ‐ Pressure mounts on Goldman from near and far 04182010 Reuters ‐ Goldman
trader takes time off ‐ reform momentum grows 04192010 Wall Street Journal ‐ SEC probe other
soured deals 04192010 Reuters ‐ Farmer's daughter US Senator takes on Wall Street 04162010
Seeking Alpha ‐ Goldman's CDO switch all perfectly legal 04182010 Tavakoli Structured Finance
‐ Goldman's Undisclosed role in AIG's distress 11102009 Ritholz Blog ‐ Questions surrounding
the SEC's Litigation V. Goldman 04172010 Felix Salmon ‐ Open questions about the Abacus deal
04172010 Wall Street Journal ‐ Goldman Sachs Charged With Fraud ‐ 04172010 Wall Street
Journal ‐ Goldman is Charged with Subprime Fraud 04162010 Law360 ‐ Senate investigation finds
fraud at WaMu 05142010 Structured Credit Investor ‐ Goldman CSO case specifics not relevant
04192010
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-19-10 8:50 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Deutsche Bank Securities Likely Target of US SEC Investigations and Charges re Toxic
Subprime Mortgage CDOs
Wall Street Journal - SEC probe other soured deals 04192010.pdf
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Urquhart
Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-16-10 11:29 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
Goldman Is Charged With Subprime Fraud By U.S. SEC - Indirect Good News for Our
Hamilton Lawsuit Against DeutscheBank Securities

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:





BUSINESS
APRIL 16, 2010, 11:24 A.M. ET

Goldman Is Charged With Subprime Fraud



Article
Comments (21)

MORE IN BUSINESS »

By FAWN JOHNSON

WASHINGTON—The Securities & Exchange Commission charged Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and
one of its vice presidents for defrauding investors by misstating and omitting key facts about a
financial product tied to subprime mortgages.
The SEC said Goldman Sachs structured and marketed a synthetic collateralized-debt obligation, or
CDO, that hinged on the performance of subprime residential mortgage-backed securities.
The CDO was structured and marketed by Goldman in early 2007 when the U.S. housing market and
related securities were beginning to show signs of distress, the SEC complaint said.
View Full Image

Reuters
The new Goldman Sachs Group headquarters in New York's lower Manhattan.
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According to the SEC, Goldman Sachs failed to disclose to investors vital information about the CDO,
in particular the role that a major hedge fund played in the portfolio selection process and the fact
that the hedge fund had taken a short position against the CDO.
"Undisclosed in the marketing materials and unbeknownst to investors, a large hedge fund, Paulson
& Co. Inc. ["Paulson"], with economic interests directly adverse to investors in the [CDO], played a
significant role in the portfolio selection process," the complaint said.
"The product was new and complex but the deception and conflicts are old and simple," said Robert
Khuzami, Director of the Division of Enforcement.
The SEC also named Goldman employee Fabrice Tourre in the complaint, saying she was
"principally responsible" for creating the CDO.
"Goldman wrongly permitted a client that was betting against the mortgage market to heavily
influence which mortgage securities to include in an investment portfolio, while telling other investors
that the securities were selected by an independent, objective third party," Mr. Khuzami said.
The Goldman complaint is part of the SEC's investigation into investment banks and others that
securitize complex financial products tied to the U.S. housing market as it was beginning to show
signs of distress, according to Kenneth Lench, Chief of the SEC's Structured and New Products Unit.
In February, the SEC settled with State Street Corp. on charges that the bank misled investors about
its exposure to subprime mortgages. In that case, the SEC said the bank selectively disclosed
information about its subprime mortgage investments to specific investors.
Copyright 2009 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are
governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law. For non-personal use or to order
multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit
www.djreprints.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
April-07-10 9:58 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'; Kevin Caspersz (kcaspersz@jruslaw.com)
US Class Action Allowed against Deutsche Bank Securities and Other Underwriters of MBS
Law360 Residential underwriters still face MBS Class Claims

Re: Hamilton v. Deutsche Bank Securities
"Judge Baer, however, concluded that the three pension funds are entitled to sue over the
four offerings they participated in, which accounted for roughly $4 billion in mortgage backed
securities, and let stand central claims that the defendants abandoned underwriting
guidelines in connection with the parlous investments."
"The underwriter plaintiffs include Goldman Sachs, RBS, Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.,
Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Credit Suisse Securities LLC, Bank of America Corp., UBS
Securities LLC and JPMorgan Chase Inc."
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
March-22-10 7:14 PM
'Henry Juroviesky'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
City of Hamilton Next Steps
City of Hamilton - Dealers of ABCP (3).xlsx; Invoice to Juroviesky and Ricci LLP from
Urquhart 02232010.pdf; Invoice to Juroviesky and Ricci LLP - Urquhart Fees on Hamilton
CV-09-387871 02233010.pdf

Henry Juroviesky
I have looked over the Hamilton information you sent me and produced the attached spreadsheet of the Hamilton ABCP
Trusts and subsequent MAV Securities owned. I can now see the basis of Steve Dickson's $13,336,217 for the MAV
Class B & C and Ineligible Tracking Notes. Note, that there is $1,693,339 we are unlikely to settle, since these were sold
to Hamilton by BMO Capital Markets and this dealer has no securities regulatory settlement or hearing pending.

Potential IIROC/OSC Settlements

Settlement $

Market
Value

HSBC Bank Canada
Scotia Capital
Sub-total
Deutsche Bank Securities
Deutsche Bank Securities
Sub-total
Grand Total

All
All
Not Devonshire Trust
DevonshireTrust

Probable Settlement

$6,000,000
$29,270,000
$35,270,000
TBD
TBD
TBD
Unknown

100%
75%
Legal Contingency
Fee

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

75%

Devonshire
$9,919,000
$7,439,250

$11,58
$8,68

$1,115,888

$1,73

*Excludes BMO Capital Markets since no securities regulatory settlement or hearing pending.
Total of Class B & C and IE Tracking Notes Including BMO Capital Markets and Devonshire
Trust

Please let me know when I can expect to be paid for my Hamilton work to date. My thinking is that your firm should pay
me the $6,300 for the first invoice now. Then, when you get paid by Hamilton for the second invoice of $12,348, you
can pay me that later.
Gerry Boychuk told me he was expecting you and I to meet with them again to discuss our next steps and strategy for
getting settlement dollars out of the securities regulators and Deutsche Bank Securities.
Sincerely,

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
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Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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Urquhart
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Urquhart [urquhart@rogers.com]
February-08-10 10:59 AM
'Henry Juroviesky'
Diane & Hugh Urquhart (urquhart@rogers.com)
FW: Coventree Ownership, Balance Sheet & CCAA ABCP Restructuring Plan Transition
Service Agreement
Coventree Transitional Services Agreement ABCP 01212009.pdf; Autorite des Marches
Financiers and IIROC on ABCP Settlements Reached 12212009 (2).pdf

Henry Juroviesky
Here are some key facts about Coventree that you need for the letter to OSC re settlement dollars from the Coventree
case before the OSC, that should be paid to both Lethbridge and Hamilton. Coventree and Nereus represents 45% of
all Non Bank ABCP sold into the Canadian market.
Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

There is $92 million of shareholders' equity on the Coventree balance sheet at September 30,
2009 and this appears to be very liquid, as there is $86 million of cash and cash equivalents on
the balance sheet.
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$9.4 million of the cash Coventree has came from the CCAA ABCP Restructuring Plan
Transition Service Agreement described below. It seems Purdy Crawford and the Pan
Canadian Committee were concerned about Coventree's need to offset the severance and
other termination costs that Coventree needed to pay to wind down its business as the result
of the Non Bank ABCP freeze‐up.
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Coventree Comments on OSC Proceedings and Related Matters
Jan 14, 2010 12:45:00 PM
NEX Symbol: COF.H
TORONTO, Jan. 14 /CNW/ - Coventree Inc. (NEX: COF.H) announced that, as a result of a pre-hearing conference held today at the Ontario
Securities Commission, Coventree expects that the hearing into the matters set out in the notice of hearing and related statement of allegations
issued by OSC staff dated December 7, 2009 will be held in May and June of this year, followed by closing arguments to be held on dates to
be determined.
Coventree also announced that its board of directors has determined to hold an annual and special meeting of shareholders on June 30, 2010.
At that meeting, shareholders will be asked to approve a special resolution authorizing the winding up of the Company and the distribution of its
remaining assets to shareholders. The record date for the meeting has been set for May 17, 2010. Further details relating to the meeting will be
set out in the information circular to be sent to shareholders prior to the meeting. Coventree currently does not intend to make any dividend or
other distribution to its shareholders prior to the completion of the OSC hearing.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release includes certain forward-looking statements, including with respect to the Company's expectations to implement a winding
up of the Company and distribution of its remaining assets to shareholders. These forward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect
Coventree's current expectations regarding future events based on information currently available to Coventree. These forward-looking
statements are subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions which may be substantial. Many factors could
cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements, including, without limitation, the various matters discussed under "Risks and Uncertainties" contained on pages 18 and 19 of the
Company's Management Discussion and Analysis for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2009 which is available under the Company's profile
on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should assumptions underlying the forwardlooking statements prove incorrect, the Company may not be able to wind down its operations or implement a formal winding up of the
Company in the near future or at all, and the amount of funds available to be distributed to shareholders pursuant to such a winding up could
be significantly reduced and/or the timing of the distribution of such funds could be significantly delayed. In particular, the amount of any
distribution to Coventree shareholders in connection with such a winding up will be affected by the legal and other costs incurred by the
Company in connection with the OSC hearing and by the amount of any fines, monetaries penalties and/or costs that may be imposed against
the Company and the current and former officers of the Company named in the OSC notice of hearing. These factors should be considered
carefully and prospective investors should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are
made as of the date of this press release and Coventree does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update or revise these
forward-looking statements, except as required by law.
%SEDAR: 00024386E

----------------------------------------------

Craig Armitage
The Equicom Group Inc.
Tel:(416) 815-0700 (416) 815-0700 x278
Email: carmitage@equicomgroup.com

The Coventree owners are shown in the November 15, 2006 Coventree prospectus in the
table provided below. These owners would be the beneficiaries of the wind‐up of Coventree
and not paying any OSC fines or settlement dollars if these were determined after the
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Coventree wind‐up. Peter Dey, former OSC Chairman, and Wes Voorheis have gone onto the
Coventree Board of Directors to negotiate a lesser OSC penalty for the benefit of the
Coventree shareowners.

The Coventree and Nereus Sponsored Non Bank ABCP Trusts
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Urquhart
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Metcalfe and Mansfield Alternative Investments et al, Debtors in Foreign Proceeding
Chapter 15, Case No. 09-16709(MG) Jointly Administered Dec. 23, 2009
Appointment of Rep Counsel to AdHoc ABCP Retail Holders Committee 15Apr08.pdf; CV
Diane Urquhart - Abbreviated.pdf; IIROC Notice of Hearing - Deutsche Bank (2)
12082009.pdf

FYI.
From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: January-06-10 1:19 PM
To: 'Justin_Siegel@nysb.uscourts.gov'
Cc: 'Amelie Baudot'
Subject: Re: Metcalfe and Mansfield Alternative Investments et al, Debtors in Foreign Proceeding Chapter 15, Case No.
09-16709(MG) Jointly Administered Dec. 23, 2009

Justin Siegel
Law Clerk to the Hon. Martin Glenn
U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York
(212) 668‐2870, x3647
I am the financial analyst named in the attached Representative Counsel Order signed by
Justice Collin Campbell of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice to advise the Unrepresented
Retail Owners of Canadian Non Bank ABCP during the Canadian Companies' Creditors Arrangement
Act proceeding between March 17, 2008 and January 17, 2009.
On December 23, 2009,
Honourable Martin Glenn postponed his ruling on a Motion for a Recognition Order of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice Order to implement the Canada Non Bank ABCP CCAA
Restructuring Plan, including its comprehensive legal release.
On December 23, 2009, seven investment dealers distributing Non Bank ABCP reached settlement
agreements relating to various securities rule violations in respect to their distribution of
Non Bank ABCP with the Canadian securities regulators, Investment Regulatory Organization of
Canada (IIROC), the Ontario Securities Commission and Autorité des Marchés Financiers in
Quebec. These seven investment dealers are Canaccord, Credential, Scotia Capital, National
Bank Financial, Laurentian Securities, CIBC & CIBC World Markets and HSBC Bank Canada.
I attended an IIROC hearing today January 6, 2010 pertaining to Deutsche Bank Securities'
sale of Canadian Non Bank ABCP. The IIROC allegations of securities rule breaches are
serious as defined in the attached document, "IIROC Notice of Hearing ‐ Deutsche Bank (2)
12082009.pdf." It was decided that the Disciplinary Hearing pertaining to Deutsche Bank
Securities' sale of Canadian Non Bank ABCP will take place over a ten day period starting on
Monday, September 27, 2010.
The end date for this Hearing will be October 8, 2010.
Deutsche Bank Securities, and its parent Deutsche Bank, were the dominant players in the
Canada Non Bank ABCP crisis, providing 66% of the dollar value of the flawed liquidity
agreements, 59% of the so‐called synthetic assets within the Canadian Non Bank ABCP trusts
and 8% of the initial distribution of the Canadian Non Bank ABCP into the Canadian market.
As a finance professional, I witnessed the heavy negative consequences of Deutsche Bank
Securities and the other seven investment dealers distributing Non Bank ABCP to both retail
and institutional clients after these dealers knew the value of this paper was impaired as
described in the Canadian settlements and the Deutsche Bank Securities' allegations.
In the interest of justice for the American affiliated institutions who were sold the
Canadian Non Bank ABCP under the conditions described in the Canadian securities regulatory
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documents, I would urge Honourable Martin Glenn to defer his decision, if he has not already
made this decision, on the Recognition Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice Order
to implement the Canada Non Bank ABCP CCAA Restructuring Plan. This decision should be
deferred until the IIROC decision on allegations of Deutsche Bank Securities' breaches of
various securities rules is made post October 3, 2010.
Sincerely,

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com

From: Urquhart [mailto:urquhart@rogers.com]
Sent: January-06-10 12:14 PM
To:
Cc: Diane & Hugh Urquhart
Subject: Notes on January 6, 2010 IIROC Hearing Pertaining to Deutsche Bank Securities' Sale of Canadian Non Bank
ABCP

Retail ABCP Owners Committee and Other Former Retail ABCP Owners
Here are my notes from the IIROC Hearing pertaining to Deutsche Bank Securities' sale of Canadian Non Bank ABCP that
took place at the IIROC Main Hearing Room at 145 King Street, 9th Floor, Toronto, Ontario on January 6, 2010 at 10 a.m.

It was decided that the Disciplinary Hearing pertaining to Deutsche Bank Securities' sale of Canadian Non Bank ABCP will
take place over a ten day period starting on Monday, September 27, 2010. The end date for this Hearing will be
October 8, 2010.
The reasons given by IIROC In‐house Legal Counsel and by Deutsche Bank Securities External Legal Counsel for the
delayed hearing start date was that Deutsche Bank Securities had not yet received the documentation from IIROC. IIROC
committed to provide documentation within one month. Deutsche Bank Securities did not table its IIROC Response
Document today within the 30 day deadline from the December 8, 2009 Notice of Hearing pertaining to Deutsche Bank
Securities' sale of Canadian Non Bank ABCP. The reason given for not filing the required Response Document was that
Deutsche Bank Securities wanted to first receive documentation from IIROC so that Deutsche Bank Securities' response
would be more detailed.
The September 27, 2010 start date was considered a reasonable date that the three tribunal members could easily
accommodate within their schedules due to the amount of notice given. Plus, IIROC expected that there could be
interim motions brought by Deutsche Bank Securities in the meantime as issues arise relating to the documentation
IIROC provides to Deutsche Bank Securities.
The IIROC tribunal members are Mr. Terrance Sweeney, Mr. Michael Walsh and Mr. Page. The IIROC In‐house Legal
Counsel present were Elsa Renezella, who did the speaking for IIROC at today`s Hearing, and Tamara Brooks. Elsa
Renezella was the IIROC legal counsel conducting the examination of Henry Juroviesky on December 19, 2008 and
Tamara Brooks was the IIROC legal counsel who attended my own examination at IIROC conducted by IIROC investigator
Brian Connell‐Tombs on December 19, 2008.
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The external legal counsel for Deutsche Bank Securities for the IIROC hearing is Mr. Campbell of Blake Cassels &
Graydon LLP

Nigel M. Campbell
Partner, Toronto Office
Telephone ‐ 416‐863‐2429
Facsimile ‐ 416‐863‐2653
Email ‐ nigel.campbell@blakes.com
Biography ‐ http://www.blakes.com/english/people/lawyers2.asp?LAS=TNMC
The Deutsche Bank Securities official in attendance at the IIROC Hearing this morning was Daniel Sooley.

Daniel Sooley
Chief Legal Officer,
Deutsche Bank AG, Canada Branch
4700 - 199 Bay St
Toronto, Ontario
M5L 1E9, Canada
Sincerely

Diane A. Urquhart
Independent Financial Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario
Tel: (905) 822‐7618
Cell: (416) 505‐4832
E‐mail: urquhart@rogers.com
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